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 Preface 

           Undertaking the design, erection and commissioning of process 
engineering plants requires a whole host of knowledge areas. Moreover, apart 
from this knowledge, project engineers also need to be in command of a range 
of so - called  “ soft skills ”  in order to communicate with engineers involved 
in the project in multi - disciplinary ways. Furthermore, project engineers are 
under enormous pressures of time and cost due to the strong international 
competition. Finally, a lot of experience is required in the business of plant 
engineering and construction. Some companies ’  tendency towards early 
retirement entails great loss in experience values. To make matters worse, some-
times those  “ old hands ”  are not given the opportunity to transfer their knowledge 
to young engineers. Thus, the mistakes of former generations continue to be 
repeated. 

 This fl ood of demands, however, should by no means act as a deterrent. On the 
contrary: The fascination of process plant engineering needs to be conveyed. Try 
imagining how it feels if after two or three years of hard project - related team work, 
a process plant, planned and erected with consideration having been given to the 
latest process - engineering, environmental and safety - engineering insights is 
fi nally realized. This is something you can show your kids and say:  “ I had a share 
in it! ”  

 Of course, mistakes are sometimes made during the execution of a project. The 
crucial point, however, is how to avoid  big  and thus really expensive mistakes. 
Therefore, in this book, with the help of examples, many possibilities for error 
that may arise during the execution of a project will be described. 

 This book is intended to address beginners and to give them an overview of the 
activity fl ow involved in process plant engineering. The technical details are not 
exhaustive, but are rather intended to give a broad coherent view. Process engi-
neers are also required to have a certain basic knowledge of economics, and this 
is given in Chapter  3 ,  “ Contract ” , in terminology which, I hope, will be compre-
hensible to engineers. 

   XI
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 In general, more importance is attached to clear and understandable rather than 
technical and dry language. Therefore, many terms are derived from industry 
terms and jargon.  

   Prof. Dr Ing. Frank P. Helmus 

 University of Applied Sciences Osnabr û ck 

 Faculty of Engineering and Computer Sciences  

 PO - Box: 1940 

 D - 49009 Osnabr ü ck 

 Visitors ’  Address: Albrechtstr. 30        
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 Introduction        

  1.1 
 General remarks on process plant design 

 In process plants, source materials (reactants) are converted into merchantable 
products. Source materials and products may be gaseous, liquid or solid sub-
stances or even mixtures of these different states (suspensions, particulates etc.) 
Products may be intermediate or end products which are being processed step by 
step. The result is a whole host of possible problems or types of plants that solve 
these problems. The following list shows at least some typical products of process 
plants and their lines of business: 
    •      chemistry: paints, plastics, fi bres, fertilizers etc.  
    •      pharmaceutics: drugs  
    •      cosmetics: creams, lotions, cosmetic products etc.  
    •      refi neries: fuels, basic products for chemistry, lubricants etc.  
    •      building materials: cement, sand, gravel etc.  
    •      food industry: fats, oils, cereals, sugar etc.  
    •      coal: mining and processing of coal    

 This book deals with the activities arising during the phase of design, construc-
tion and start - up of process plants. Here, the emphasis is on  process  plants, since, 
in comparison with production plants, totally different planning instruments (e.g. 
CAD - systems) and steps (e.g. pipe design) are required. The activities are, as far 
as possible, described chronologically, beginning with the product idea up to the 
acceptance of a successfully commissioned plant. In order to keep the scope 
of this book within reasonable limits it cannot go into each and every detail, 
but instead refers to secondary literature. Importance is attached to practical 
orientation. Since, depending on the company, procedures regarding project 
management are often very different not all procedural methods can be taken 
into account. The focus is rather on the imparting the understanding of basic 
structures. 

 The book has mainly been written for students of process engineering and 
chemical engineering as well as professional newcomers of these disciplines 
working in the fi eld of process plant engineering. 

   1
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 2  1 Introduction

 Nowadays, process plant engineering is characterized by globalization. Engi-
neers are increasingly required to dispose of so - called  “ soft skills ”  apart from their 
respective expertise. In the fi eld of plant engineering, this includes mainly team-
building qualities, communicational and language skills. Against the background 
of the strictly interdisciplinary character of procedural projects, the ability to com-
municate between the disciplines involved in the project (process engineers, 
chemists, civil engineers, architects, electrical engineers, control engineers, busi-
ness administrators and jurists) is of special importance. Thus, the different  “ lan-
guages ”  and aims of the individual disciplines will be addressed with an attempt 
to develop mutual understanding. 

 Apart from the technical aspects, and in order to take account of the enormous 
price erosion created by international competition in the fi eld of plant engineering, 
the commercial aspects of project engineering will be discussed. Engineers may 
often aim to achieve excellent or best - quality technology, but the costs arising from 
this may not adequately be taken into consideration. Moreover, young project 
engineers, may sometimes execute disadvantageous sale contracts out of igno-
rance. Unfortunately it sometimes happens that even dubious requirements such 
as liability towards consequential loss or damage or horrendous percentages for 
penalties are accepted by young project engineers due to a lack of knowledge, and 
their sense of commercial matters therefore needs to be sharpened. This includes, 
inter alia, a comprehensible and simplifi ed introduction to claims management 
and the basics of contract making. 

 Owing to increasingly strict environmental requirements, technology for envi-
ronmental protection is gaining more and more importance. Processes for the 
purifi cation of exhaust gases, waste water and solid waste have to be integrated 
into process plants in such a way that the accruing residual materials    –    provided 
they cannot be completely avoided or converted into recyclable material    –    are at 
least minimized or rendered as harmless as possible. This effort is subsumed 
under the term  “ Production - Integrated Environmental Protection ”  /1.1/. Depend-
ing on the country - specifi c legislation, environmentally relevant measures can 
cause the environmental - engineering components of a process plant to exceed 
actual production plants both in volume and in required investment. Here, the 
expenses for the fl ue gas cleaning of a garbage incineration plant have to be men-
tioned as an example. In addition, the expenses for so - called  “ authority engineer-
ing ”  have to be taken into account, the main goal of which is the achievement of 
offi cial authorisation for the construction and operation of the designed plant.  

  1.2 
 Project 

 The goal of plant design is the realization of process plants within the framework 
of  projects . /1.2/. Here, as a rule, two parties have to be distinguished: fi rst the 
 plant operator  who wants to procure and operate a process plant, and secondly the 
 plant constructor  who, according to the agreed scope of delivery and service, takes 
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on the planning, delivery, assembly and start - up. Exceptions are some large - scale 
enterprises which utilise their own departments for plant design, so that both 
parties are represented in one company. 

 The two parties mentioned above follow completely different objectives: The 
plant operator wants to make as much profi t as possible by producing and selling 
a certain quantity of a product in a defi ned quality. For this purpose, the relevant 
process plant has to be acquired at the lowest price possible and erected and put 
into operation as quickly as possible. These efforts come up against limiting 
factors both regarding acquisition costs and time scheduling. This point is dealt 
with in more detail in Chapter  2 , section  2.1.3 ,  “ Costs ”  and Chapter  4 , section 
 4.1.4 ,  “ Time scheduling/deadline control ” . 

 The aim of the plant manufacturer is to keep the expenses for planning and 
erection of the plant as low as possible. However, restrictions are placed on this 
effort as well. For example, the procurement of the equipment does not allow of 
discretionary savings, since it has to meet the quality requirements guaranteed in 
the contract. The difference between the selling price achieved and the actual costs 
represents the profi t or even the loss for the plant manufacturing company. How to 
keep the actual costs low is shown essentially in Chapter  4 ,  “ Project Execution ” . 

 These different targets evidently provoke a certain confl ict of interests between 
the parties involved. Considering the selling price of the designed process plant 
which is to be stipulated, this becomes clear. In order to avoid disputes that may 
arise from this confl ict situation, comprehensive  contracts  binding for both sides 
are executed in the majority of cases. Since a lot of technical aspects are treated 
in a sales contract, too, Chapter  3 ,  “ Contract ” , deals with this topic in a way that 
is designed to be comprehensible to engineers. 

 As already mentioned, the manifold procedural tasks entail a similar number 
of different plant versions. Apart from the kind of process plant, there are large 
differences with regard to size in respect to  plant capacity . This usually refers to 
the annual quantity of manufactured products. According to the plant size, differ-
ent planning activities and, above all, different project structures are required. For 
the sake of clarity, the following types of plants are going to be distinguished. 

    Small plants : Here, plants with a production volume of up to 
 3 500,000 are concerned. The entire planning and erection 
regarding assembly of these smaller plants are from one 
hand.   Frequently they are still transportable and thus can 
be kept in stock. The duration of the project is rather 
short, i.e. up to a maximum of one year. The engineer 
primarily in charge of such a project, the so - called  “ project 
manager ” , can carry out several such projects at the same 
time, often being responsible not only for the organization 
but also for the technical handling. There is a multitude of 
suppliers for such small plants, both small and large 
enterprises. Examples for smaller plants are more 
complex systems such as redundant vacuum pump units 
together with the respective periphery, silo plants, spray 
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driers with equipment or, as shown in Figure  1.1 , 
complex metering systems (LEWA company).     

    Medium - sized plants : Under this category process plants 
with order volumes of single or double digit amounts in 
millions are subsumed. The term of a project has to be 
estimated as one to three years. The transaction is carried 
out by a project team under the leadership of a project 
manager. The tasks of the project manager are focussed 
on organisational matters. Depending on the agreed scope 
of delivery and service, the transaction comprises the 
handling of all steps of plant design. Such systems are 
supplied by medium - sized and large - scale enterprises 
within a certain range of plant types. Individual assembly 
sections, such as pipelines or E/MC - technology, can be 
subcontracted. Medium - sized plants often include several 
smaller plants integrated as components. Thus, medium -
 sized plants might include, for example, individual 
chemical plants, food production plants, sewage plants, 
pharmaceutical plants etc. Figure  1.2  shows the example 
of the Strobilurin plant of the BASF Schwarzheide GmbH 
with a contract value of  3 14.9   m. Figure  1.3  shows a photo 
of a combined heat and power plant of the G.A.S. 
Energietechnologie GmbH with a contract value of 
approx.  3 3   m.       

    Large - scale plants : The order volumes of such large - scale 
plants are approximately a billion. At any rate, the project 
term exceeds two years. The handling is controlled by 

    Figure 1.1     LEWA dosing and mixing plant for the continuous 
fabrication of sulphuric acid in different concentrations, e.g. 
for battery manufacturing. 
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large project teams headed by several project managers. 
The general project manager takes on the overall 
responsibility which involves organisational labour only. 
In many cases, one or two staff members are solely 
entrusted with the time scheduling for which special 
planning tools, such as network analysis, are applied /1.3, 
1.4, 1.5/. Suppliers of the process - engineering part of 
such large - scale plants are a few groups active in the fi eld 
of process engineering. The handling is often carried out 
in cooperation with one or more syndicate partners with 

    Figure 1.2     Strobilurin plant for BASF Schwarzheide GmbH 
with an order value of 14.9 million 3. 
 

    Figure 1.3     Combined heat and power plant in Dortmund/
Derne with four modules for G.A.S. Energietechnologie GmbH 
(order value approx. 3 million 3). 
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equal rights, for instance for the constructional part. 
Usually, large - scale plants are composed of several 
medium - sized and a multitude of small plant units. 
Examples for large - scale plants are power stations 
(see Figure  1.4 ), refi neries, complete chemical complexes 
(see Figure  1.5 ), steelworks, etc.       

 Since this book is aimed to some extent at new project engineers, it deals with 
plant design for medium - sized plants. This automatically includes the steps 
required for small plants. Large - scale plants differ from medium - sized plants 
mainly in their higher degree of complexity. Thus project management /1.6, 1.7, 
1.8/ gains even more importance. A very comprehensive depiction of the activities 
involved in the design of process plants is to be found in the work of K. Sattler 
/1.9/.  

  1.3 
 Demands on project engineers 

 It is quite improbable that an entrant will be immediately put onto the manage-
ment of a major project. Such an entrant is more likely to be brought in as a project 

    Figure 1.4     Municipal waste incineration power plant with fl ue 
gas cleaning and waste water treatment for RWE Power AG in 
Essen - Karnap. The plant has a capacity of approx. 750   000 t/a. 
The total investment amounted to approx. 500 m  3 . 
 



engineer. In case of a positive career s/he may work his way or her way into the 
project management, initially starting with rather small or medium - sized projects. 
Then, with suffi cient experience and relevant further education in the fi eld of 
project management    –    often within the framework of in - house training courses    –    
s/he may be assigned to the management for a large - scale project.. 

 Nowadays, most different demands are placed on project engineers /1.10, 1.11, 
1.12/. Apart from technical qualifi cations, especially in plant engineering, the so -
 called  “ soft skills ” , i.e. personal characteristics, are demanded more and more. 
Table  1.1  gives a compilation of some important demands on project engineers.   

 Depending on company and project, the individual demands are weighted dif-
ferently. Since medium - sized and large - scale systems are always designed and 
handled by project teams, the demands on team spirit and communicational abili-
ties are always of the utmost importance. 

 Within the framework of the contract award negotiations with subcontractors, 
project engineers not only have to act and negotiate respectively, they are required 
or assumed to have more and more basic  commercial  knowledge. Meanwhile, at 
least sound basic knowledge of the English language is a matter of course, since 
the business of process plant engineering is, to a large extent, internationally ori-
ented. The language of projects carried out abroad is almost always English. Of 
course, knowledge of the respective native language is always of advantage. 

    Figure 1.5     Chemical complex erected in Katar by UHDE 
GmbH, Dortmund, Germany. The chemical complex consists 
of three main plants for the production of 260   000 t/a 
chlorine, 290   000 t/a caustic soda, 175   000 t/a ethylene 
dichloride and 230   000 t/a vinyl chloride. The order value was 
approx. 450 million US $ . 
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 On the other hand, companies are aware of the fact that project engineers cannot 
meet all demands. For this reason, the relevant further professional education 
should not be neglected. Proactively initiated measures like language courses at 
adult education centres or professional seminars at the Haus der Technik (House 
of Technology) in Essen, for example, or at the Technischen Akademie of Wup-
pertal (Technical Academy of Wuppertal) will be appropriate. 

 In any case, entrants should prepare themselves right from the beginning for 
lifelong learning and further education that will accompany their entire profes-
sional career.  

  1.4 
 Overview of activities 

 Plant design comprises all stages from the product idea to the commissioning and, 
fi nally, to the operation of the production facility. This, however, requires a mul-
titude of activities to be carried out. In order to facilitate the way of approaching 
this matter, the complete project term is being divided into two phases: 

    Project planning : Within the context of project planning it is 
to be decided whether    –    and if so, by whom    –    a plant will 
be manufactured. During this phase of planning, cost 
forecasts and analyses play an important role. To be able 
to assess the production costs for the manufacturing of a 
planned product as exactly as possible, so - called  basic 

engineering  has to be carried out. This includes, inter alia, 

 Table 1.1     Job specifi cations for project engineers. 

   Technical requirements      Personal qualifi cations   

   Expert knowledge in the disciplines:     Communication skills  
  Chemical Process Engineering    Team spirit  
  Thermal Process Engineering    Interdisciplinarity  
  Mechanical Process Engineering    Cross communication within the project team  
  Biological Process Engineering    Appearance  
  Apparatus and Pipeline Engineering    Stress tolerance and adaptability  
  Pumps and Compressors    Independence  
  Materials Science    Loyalty  
  E/MC - Technology    Readiness to take on responsibility  
      Assertiveness  
   EDP Capabilities:     Negotiating skills  
  Word Processing    Cost consciousness  
  Spreadsheet Analysis    Spoken and written English  
  CAD and CAE in Plant Engineering    Additional foreign language competence  
  Pipe Stress Analysis    Experience acquired abroad  
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    Figure 1.6     Overview of the activities during the project planning phase. 
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    Figure 1.7     Overview of the activities during the execution phase.  
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the determination and optimization of the process 
concept with the required balancing regarding material 
and energy, as well as the implementation of an at least 
rough component and installation plan (layout). Another 
essential component of project planning is the  tender  and 
 contract award  for the procurement of the designed plant.   

    Project execution : Usually, the execution of a process plant 
project seamlessly follows the project planning, i.e. after 
the starting signal for the construction has been given by 
the competent authority. The planning activity necessary 
for the project execution is known as  detail engineering . 
Apart from the planning steps, further activities such as 
 procurement  and  assembly  of the equipment as well as 
 commissioning  of the plant have to be carried out. With 
acceptance after the successful test, the project is 
completed. This is where the actual operation of the plant 
is going to start.   

 The interface between project planning and project execution is the  conclusion 

of the contract . This means the signing of the contract worked out by the plant 
operator and the plant constructor stipulating all commercial and technical project 
matters in detail. 

 The most important activities during the phase of planning and execution are 
shown in Figures  1.6 and 1.7 . The project development phase comprising the 
period from the idea for the project to the invitation to tender usually requires one 
to three years. Owing to diffi culties in the fi eld of research and development or 
problems arising from political arguments, to mention only two possible reasons, 
the phase of project development may, in individual cases, span up to ten years.     

 Even the phase of the contract awarding, which begins with pre - qualifi cation 
and ends with the conclusion of the contract, may extend over several years, espe-
cially due to lengthy contract negotiations. 

 The actual phase of realization, which is equivalent to project execution, com-
prises two to four years and depends essentially on the scope of the project. Of 
course, considerable delays may also arise owing to climatic (violent storms etc.) 
or political diffi culties (military confl icts etc.). 

 The operating phase of the erected and running plant ranges from 5 to 30 years, 
depending on the operator ’ s philosophy. 

 The following chapters will describe chronologically the most important activi-
ties in carrying out medium - sized projects.    
         

   





 Project Planning           

 As already mentioned in the introduction, project planning comprises the period 
from the idea for a new or modifi ed product to the conclusion of the contract for 
the manufacturing of a process plant. During this period the focus is on estimate 
of costs, cost determination and negotiations. 

 Since only a few companies deploy   their own sector of plant engineering, the 
planning phase should be considered separately from the point of view of the 
operator, i.e. the investor and plant manufacturer who are the parties usually 
involved. 

 At this point it has to be mentioned that the operator may also be a public utility, 
such as the local authorities as operators of sewage works. As a rule, public utilities 
employ only little or no staff with plant - engineering qualifi cations. Therefore they 
are forced to outsource even those activities usually carried out by the operator. 
Often engineering companies that have to be independent from the future plant 
constructor are entrusted with this task.  

  2.1 
 Operator 

 It is the goal of the plant operator to draw the utmost profi t from his products. For 
this purpose, the development of marketable products is the fi rst step. Then, the 
appropriate production plants for manufacturing the products have to be planned, 
procured, erected and put into operation. Until this moment in time, only costs 
in the sense of expenses should arise. Only after successfully manufacturing 
the product can the company generate  turnovers , i.e. bring in money again, by 
selling the manufactured products. However, due to the running production, the 
company faces costs in terms of expenses. These are the so - called operating costs 
which will be discussed in more detail below. Only if it is possible to balance the 
costs, i.e. expenses accrued over time more than by the accumulated sales 
revenues, does the company reach the profi t - making zone. This point in time 
which will be later discussed in more detail is called the  break even point . It is 
essential to reach it as quickly as possible and to expand the net income area as 
much as possible. 

   13
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 14  2 Project Planning

  2.1.1 
 Product development 

 Against the background described above the main targets when developing new 
process engineering products are as follows. 
    •      The product should realize a high selling price at the 

market.  
    •      The manufacturing of the product has to be favourable.  
    •      The product should be marketable in as large quantities as 

possible. The quantities range from the smallest quantities 
of high - quality products to mass chemicals with extremely 
high output fi gures.  

    •      The distribution of the products under conditions 
mentioned above should continue as long as possible.    

 In order to reach the targets listed above, both technical and commercial aspects 
play an important role. Regarding the commercial aspects, the focus is on con-
sumer goods marketing, i.e. investment goods marketing /2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5/. 

 First of all, however, a suitable product has to be found. Here, the technical 
aspects come to the fore. The actual product development is usually carried out in 
the research and development laboratories of the companies. Highly trained 
natural scientists and engineers conduct experiments under strict secrecy in gen-
erously equipped laboratories to fi nd new and better products, which will after-
wards be tested. In the case of positive results, patent applications are usually fi led 
for the new products to protect against competitors. 

 Frequently, it does not concern completely new products, but further develop-
ments, for example a new detergent with improved handling or enhanced cleaning 
performance. 

 To determine the profi t opportunities of the new product, a so - called  market 

analysis  is usually carried out. Questions regarding which  price  and  quantity  the 
product is sellable on the market have to be settled. This entails, for example, 
interviews and statistical analyses. Of course such interviews are fraught with 
uncertainties. 

 The licence situation also has to be clarifi ed. In case of existing  licences  for the 
desired manufacturing method, the respective  licence fees  have to be taken into 
account in the preliminary costing. 

 Afterwards it has to be decided whether the project is followed up or whether it 
should be allowed to die. With the results of the product development and the 
market analysis being positive, continuation of the project is to be expected.  

  2.1.2 
 Plant type 

 Before trying to determine costs for the procurement of a new plant, some basic 
considerations regarding the type of process plant have to be made. Apart from 
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the issues dealt with in the following chapters, the operating mode has to be 
determined. Whether continuous or intermittent operation is to be preferred can 
only be decided in each individual case. 

  2.1.2.1   Location/kind of premises 
 First, a suitable location for the plant to be erected must be found. Decision -
 making is infl uenced by numerous aspects which are discussed in greater detail 
in /2.6/. 

 Medium - sized plants, according to the defi nition given in the introduction, are 
usually erected on an undeveloped plot of land on the existing premises of the 
company. This facilitates a lot of things, since for so - called  “ greenfi eld mills ” , i.e. 
plants planned in the open countryside, a location itself has fi rst to be found. In 
this case, the following questions have to be answered:

   PLOT OF LAND : Here, the  land costs  come to the fore. There 
is a strong regional variation. The extensibility of the land 
should be clarifi ed, too. Another decisive factor is the 
ground quality. For example, if the soil is contaminated 
owing to former industrial utilization, degradation and 
purifi cation can cause considerable costs. Even with 
regard to the foundations or the kind of foundations of 
the plant, the ground quality is important and can provoke 
additional costs. 

  OPERATING RESOURCES : The necessary operating 
resources have to be available in the quality and quantity 
required. Of course, the  price  level for both raw materials 
and energy should be low. 

  LABOUR MARKET : Suffi cient manpower with the 
respective qualifi cation must be available. Either they are 
recruitable at the new location or they must be transferred 
from an already existing facility. Here again, the wage 
level is important. 

  POLITICAL CONDITIONS : Possible military confl icts 
certainly call a location into question that otherwise might 
seem to be quite favourable. Strict environmental regulations 
imposed by the legislator and the related costs will render a 
location unattractive from a fi nancial point of view. 

  GEOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS : It is obvious that the 
possibility or probability of climatic catastrophes such as 
hurricanes, fl ooding, earthquakes etc. can drastically 
reduce the attractiveness of a location. Even the quality of 
air and/or water is an important factor for a locational 
decision. 

  INFRASTRUCTURE : In this context, aspects like transport 
connection, staff lodging, and relaxation possibilities have 
to be examined.   
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 With regard to the type of building, there are two basic possibilities to choose 
from:

   Outdoor installation (open steel construction)  
  Closed building    

 These options also depend on a number of factors, of which open steel 
construction is not always the more favourable, although a simple steel 
construction certainly does not involve as much procurement cost as the closed 
method of construction. Due to stronger environmental infl uence on machines 
in the case of open construction, electrical equipment, for example, has to be 
designed in a higher protection class, thus leading to higher procurement costs. 
The extent of environmental effects, however, is closely related to the climatic 
conditions. 

 On the other hand, dust and/or noise emission may require closed construction. 
Deciding on this beforehand is possible only in individual cases. 

 The abovementioned considerations not only apply to the actual process plant, 
but also to the storage of the products required.  

  2.1.2.2   Capacity/availability/lifespan 
 Investment costs for the designed plant which are not yet determined depend 
strongly on capacity, availability and desired lifespan. 

  Capacity  usually refers to scheduled annual production output. It is logical that 
procurement costs of a plant depend on production output. This connection is 
explained in Chapter 2, section  2.1.3 ,  “ Costs ” . The production output demanded 
depends, on the other hand, on the expected sales and thus on the market. Despite 
all forecasts and map exercises aimed at making the market more transparent, a 
decision on plant capacity is an entrepreneurial one with the respective risks being 
involved. 

  Availability  or operating reliability is the actual operating time of a plant in rela-
tion to overall time. Usually it is stated as a percentage and relates to 8760 hours/
year, which correspond more or less to a year - round 24 - hour - operation. Here, 
 scheduled  plant downtimes, e.g. for inspections, have to be taken into account. 
Therefore, an availability of 98% means that the plant may have a total downtime 
of 175 hours, i.e. 7.3 days. It is logical that the operator is interested in as much 
plant availability as possible. S/he will commit the plant constructor to adhere to 
availability. As a rule,  penalties  are provided in the case of non - compliance. There-
fore, high demands on availability lead to increasing procurement and mainte-
nance costs. In this connection, redundancies and multi - line plants also have to 
be taken into consideration. 

 Similar aspects apply to the scheduled  lifespan  of the plant. Frequently, 
these decisions are not made separately for each single plant, but are predeter-
mined by the management as a corporate strategy. The periods range from 5 to 
30 years. Here again it is comprehensible that a longer lifespan entails higher 
procurement costs in terms of higher quality and more costly  maintenance 

measures .  
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  2.1.2.3   Degree of automation 
 At least in industrial countries, the decision regarding the degree of automation 
is almost always the same. Mostly, the operator wishes for a so - called  “ fully auto-
matic ”  plant. This means that apart from management, repair and maintenance 
personnel only the control room has to be staffed. These qualifi ed personnel are 
able to operate even large plants. 

 The procurement of a  “ fully - automatic ”  plant entails corresponding expenses 
for control and E/MC -  technology. However, these costs are non - recurrent, while 
personnel costs arise during the whole operating time of the plant. This again is 
an optimization task. Aside from the control - technological design, the result of 
cost optimization depends to a large extent on the labour cost level. Owing to the 
high labour cost level in industrial countries a high degree of automation is pre-
ferred. Obviously, the higher procurement costs for control technology and E/MC -
 technology are more than compensated for by the long - term savings in personnel 
(cf. also the explanations in Chapter 2, section  2.1.3.2 ,  “ Operating costs ” ). 

 In low - wage countries this decision may turn out to be different. Here, cheap 
personnel are often suffi ciently available, while investment capital is scarce. In 
extreme cases, even individual controls like level control or fl ow control can be 
carried out by a single person.  

  2.1.2.4   Legal requirements 
 Depending on the country in which the plant location is intended to be, more or 
less extensive legal requirements will exist regarding permission, implementation, 
operation and control of a process plant. Since these requirements may be very 
far - reaching, they affect the considerations on the choice of the location. Two kinds 
of requirements play a special role and entail corresponding costs. They will there-
fore be briefl y discussed.

   Environmental regulations : The strictest  environmental laws  
are in force in the countries of the European Union and in 
Japan. Plant operators are bound by legal regulations to 
install and operate environmentally friendly plants. As 
already mentioned in the introduction, requirements 
contained in these regulations may result in the costs for 
environmental equipment being higher than actual 
production costs. In contrast to this, there are developing 
countries with hardly any or no legislation at all in this 
connection. Of course, plant operators should be morally 
obliged to take environmental aspects into consideration. 
Depending on the corporate philosophy, the requirements 
of the own company specifi cation  voluntarily  exceed even 
the legal regulations. On the other hand, in a  globalized  
economy companies are exposed to enormous price 
pressures. It is obvious that plants operated in countries 
without or with minor environmental legislation dispose 
of a competitive advantage. The solution to this problem 
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is a worldwide standardized regulation of environmental 
requirements. Owing to the existing political problems, 
this will hardly be enforceable. The technical aspects of 
the environmental legislation will be further discussed in 
Chapter  4 , section  4.2 ,  “ Approval planning ” . 

  Safety regulations : A similar situation is applicable to the 
safety regulations. Here again, varying country - specifi c 
regulations exist for the safety - related design of process 
plants. In Germany, a comprehensive technical set of 
rules and regulations is in force which is fi xed in the 
relevant legislation. Apart from plant - related safety, there 
are additional requirements regarding the safety of people 
(Safety Regulations, Accident Prevention Regulation), 
which stipulate the obligatory wearing of protective 
clothes in certain areas, for example. The accident 
proneness of plants is of central interest to the operator. 
Compared to other branches of industry or the private 
sector, accident frequency in the process - engineering 
sector is quite low; however, the degree of the accidents is 
signifi cantly higher. Sometimes accidents with poisonous, 
explosive or combustible substances have devastating 
consequences with a lot of seriously injured persons and 
fatalities. Apart from these personal damages, the 
operator is struck by high property damages and a 
signifi cant loss of image. Against this background 
companies often stipulate stricter safety regulations in 
their company rules than the legislation requires.     

  2.1.3 
 Costs 

 For further information about the profi t possibilities of the new, modifi ed or old 
product, the so - called  manufacturing costs  have to be determined. These are the 
total costs charged to the operator arising from manufacturing and selling the 
product. Shown in a simplifi ed way, the manufacturing costs basically comprise 
the following:

   Investment costs : These are non - recurring procurement 
costs for the production plant. The funds required are 
usually provided by banks and/or project investors and 
have to be written off over a certain period of time 
according to the relevant regulations valid in the 
respective country. 

  Operating costs : These are continuously arising costs 
necessary for keeping the plant in operation. Operating 
costs basically consist of costs for material and energy 
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(utility costs); labour costs; and costs for repair and 
maintenance.   

 Of course, the target is the minimization of the manufacturing costs as a whole. 
This is not equivalent to the minimization of each single component of which the 
manufacturing costs consist. As shown in the following, this way of proceeding 
comes up against limiting factors, since it leads inevitably to contradictory 
demands. 

  2.1.3.1   Investment 
 In principle the operator ’ s demand for low procurement costs, i.e. low investment 
costs for the designed plant, is logical. The lower the investment volume the 
quicker the  “ break even point ”  is reached. However, this demand must not result 
in the plant being built as cheap as possible. Quality and thus lifespan of a fi nished 
plant diminish with decreasing procurement costs. Other costs, however, increase, 
such as repair and maintenance costs as well as labour costs, since low quality 
inevitably leads to more frequent failures and breakdowns which entail higher 
labour costs and related costs for the procurement of spare parts. 

 In practice, the usual procedure is that the plant operator determines the quality 
level of the plant to be procured with the aid of his own standards. This occurs in 
connection with so - called  specifi cations . In large - scale enterprises extensive sets of 
specifi cations exist, containing detailed information on all plant components to be 
procured, such as pipes, devices, fi ttings, measuring and control equipment up to 
scope and layout of the plant documentation. After the quality level has been 
determined on the part of the operator, the next task is the minimization of invest-
ment costs for the plant that fulfi ls such requirements. 

 Without an own department for plant engineering and design, the investment 
costs for a new plant should only be assessed. For this purpose different assess-
ment methods exist /2.7, 2.8/, three of which will be explained here in a simplifi ed 
way. The fact is that expenses and thus costs in connection with the investment 
determination rise with increasing accuracy. Since at the beginning the realization 
of the project is not yet certain, it is important to keep the costs for the cost assess-
ment as low as possible. 

  Index method     In case the new plant is a replacement of an almost similar older 
plant, the determination of the investment costs is simple. With the investment 
of the old plant C I,old  being known, investment for the new plant C I,new  can be 
assessed with the help of so - called price indices I:

   C C
I

I
I new I old

new

old

, ,=     (Eq. 2.1)   

 The price indices I new  and I old  take into account the free - market - related price fl uc-
tuation, for example owing to infl ation, and are issued by the Federal Statistical 
Offi ce.  
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  Degression method     It often happens that an almost similar plant with higher 
capacities needs to be purchased for a known, fast - selling product. Even in such 
cases, investment for the new plant can be roughly determined with the help of a 
simple ratio.

   C C
X

X
I new I old

new

old

m

, ,= 



     (Eq. 2.2)   

 X new, old  are the capacities of the plants, usually stated in tons of product per year. 
The exponent  m  is called the  degression exponent  and according to /2.7/ it ranges 
between 0.32 and 0.87 depending on the type of plant    –    thus in any case signifi -
cantly below 1. 

 The result of this is the fact that the procurement of large - scale plants is rela-
tively more favourable than that of several smaller plants. This will be made clear 
by a simple example. For a plant with a capacity of 200,000   t/y, procurement costs 
of 3100 million shall be assumed. For a large plant with four times the capacity, 
namely 800,000   t/y, the investment required amounts to 3264 million rounded 
and calculated according to equation 2.2 using an average degression exponent of 
assessed 0.65. Thus the plant four times larger only costs 2.46 times more than 
the smaller one. Compared to four small plants,  one  large plant results in savings 
of 3154 million! 

 How does this effect come off? It is logical that four small plants also require 
four control - engineering plants. Certainly the procurement of one larger control -
 engineering plant is not four times more expensive than the procurement of four 
smaller ones. The same applies to a lot of other units. Four pump units with 
complete piping, fi ttings and measurement technology are certainly signifi cantly 
more expensive than one large pump unit which reaches the same pump capacity 
as the four small ones. Furthermore the engineering costs for a large or small 
plant are almost the same. However, in the case of several small plants engineer-
ing costs will occur more often. 

 Therefore, at fi rst, it appears to be more reasonable to build only large plants. 
However, this applies only to cases in which the full plant capacity is really 
tapped.  

  Cost factors     If companies are lacking possibilities of comparison with similar 
plants, it is possible to assess investment for the designed plant by using cost 
factors. For this purpose, costs for procurement of the main units have to be 
determined. Main units are usually vessels, heat exchanger, columns, pumps etc. 
although single pipes and fi ttings will not be known at this stage of the project. 
However, the main units will at least have to be known    –    a fact that requires the 
existence of a process concept and a rough layout of these main components. Once 
they are known, procurement costs are determinable by means of price lists that 
may be obtained from the relevant manufacturers at least for standard products. 
Such costs are accumulated and multiplied by a costing rate depending on the 
type of plant. Naturally, the investment determined this way is fraught with uncer-
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tainties, a fact that at this stage does not represent a major restriction since it 
should be a rough assessment anyway. 

 In case the determination of the investment by means of the assessment method 
described above is not possible for the operator, for instance, for personnel reasons, 
he can contact plant manufacturers and ask for so - called  target price offers . For the 
calculation of target price offers, information on the product output and quality 
will usually be suffi cient for the plant manufacturer, provided he has already built 
plants for similar products. It is important to notice that those target price offers 
are non - binding and naturally vague, i.e. the operator cannot force the plant manu-
facturer to realize the project for the price stated therein.   

  2.1.3.2   Operating costs 
 In contrast to investments, operating costs are recurring costs arising continuously 
during the operating period. Operating costs consist of costs for material and 
energy, also called  utility costs , of labour costs and of  maintenance costs . They will 
be explained in more detail in the following sections. 

  Utility costs     Utility costs are quantity - based costs. Depending on the kind of 
material and energy, they represent a more or less large part of the manufacturing 
costs. In the primary industry, with its large plant units or capacities, their percent-
age is high. In contrast to this, there are plants for the production of highly - refi ned 
end products, where the plant - specifi c expenditure is high despite relatively low 
capacities. 

 From the plant operator ’ s point of view, utility cost ought generally to be kept 
as low as possible. Responsible for the level of utility costs is predominantly the 
chosen method. In order to minimize the costs for raw materials, for example, the 
output has to be maximized. This involves the corresponding instrumental expen-
ditures (e.g. larger reactor volume) and growing investments. And again the 
mutual requirements are contradictory and lead to another optimization task. 
Furthermore the costs for raw materials depend on their quality or purity. Depend-
ing on the aspired product quality, they are to be optimized as well. 

 With regard to the energy costs, the kind of energy required has to be defi ned 
at fi rst: 
    •      electric power  
    •      live steam/live steam level  
    •      coolants/coolant level  
    •      heating media: natural gas, petroleum, coal etc.  
    •      other energy sources, e.g. hydrogen    

 It is possible to operate a seawater desalination plant with live steam (e.g. mul-
tiple effect evaporation plant) or with electric power (e.g. vapour compression 
plant). 

 The availability of raw materials and energy has to be taken into account, too. 
This, however, is a matter of the location. But these problems are only resolvable 
within the context of cost accounting or cost optimization. 
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 Another problem occurring when determining the utility costs is the fact that 
usually the operator has no infl uence on price development. The long - term assess-
ment of the cost development is clearly affl icted by entrepreneurial risks.  

  Employment costs     Employment costs are the operator ’ s costs for operating, 
service and maintenance personnel. Depending on the size of the plant, the operat-
ing personnel include the following: 
    •      plant manager  
    •      plant/production engineer  
    •      crew (operators)  
    •      supervision personnel for controls  
    •      service and maintenance staff  
    •      other personnel: laboratory, secretary, teams of cleaners etc.    

 The larger the plant unit, the smaller is usually the portion of employment 
costs in relation to the manufacturing costs. This is mainly due to the fact that 
medium - sized and, all the more, large plants dispose of a high  level of automation , 
i.e. it is worth while using so - called  process - control systems  which enable the opera-
tion even of large plants from a central control room with small control staff. 
Apart from the level of automation, the kind of aggregate applied plays an impor-
tant role in the determination of employment costs. While a lot of aggregates, such 
as pumps and agitators, can often be operated for a long time with almost no 
employment costs, other devices may require a considerably higher number of 
staff. 

 In this context it is important to differentiate between individual persons and a 
 “ shift job ” . As a rule, each new workplace has to be manned by four people. Since 
plants usually run in 24 - hour operation, three persons are required for the main-
tenance of the continuous operation of an eight - hour - shift. The fourth person is 
planned to cover weekends and holidays or to compensate for cases of sickness 
absenteeism. Of course, costs related to each new  “ workplace ”  are considerable, 
especially with a high labour cost level. Against this background the operators ’  
desire for fully - automatic plants is only natural. 

 In principle, plant operators can deploy their own or even external personnel. 
Recently, some operators have gone over to leaving not only planning and erection, 
but also the complete operation of the plant up to the plant manufacturer. This is 
referred to as the so - called  operator model . Apart from the costs, one reason for the 
emergence of this model is often a lack of qualifi ed operating staff. Another reason 
may be the operators ’  tendency to concentrate on core business.  

  Service and maintenance costs     Especially in the case of plants with a long service 
life, service and maintenance costs represent a high portion of the total costs. With 
a service life of up to thirty years, the costs for upkeep, repairs, extensions, 
improvements and modifi cations can exceed several times the amount of the 
investment costs. In order to minimize such costs, competing maintenance strate-
gies exist /2.9/, schematically shown in Figure  2.1 .   
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 In case of  failure - oriented maintenance , costs for upkeep and inspection virtually 
do not arise. Maintenance costs only arise in case of failures. Unless there are no 
redundancies, this automatically entails loss of output. In case of redundancies, 
the risk of loss of output depends on the procurement and exchange of the defect 
parts of the plants. Here, the storekeeping of spare - parts plays a decisive role. 

  Preventive maintenance  provides more operational reliability; however, it also 
involves higher inspection and maintenance costs, if the  inspection strategy  is 
applied, or higher repair costs if the  exchange strategy  is applied. Which mainte-
nance strategy will be applied depends on a number of factors, such as lifespan, 
personnel structure etc, and will be determined by company management. 

 It is also obvious that the maintenance strategy has effects on the invitation 
to tender for the plant. In case of the inspection strategy, additional investments 
for  metrological recording  are required. Furthermore, the delivery of spare and 
wear parts as well as possibly of complete aggregates has to be taken into 
consideration.    

  2.1.4 
 Inquiry/invitation to tender 

 Subsequent to the determination respectively assessment of the costs, mentioned 
in Chapter 2, section  2.1.3 ,  “ Costs ” , the so - called  feasibility study  will be prepared. 

    Figure 2.1     Maintenance strategies. 
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The aim of this feasibility study is to forecast the profi tability of the new product 
for the company. The feasibility is best explained by means of the so - called  cash 

fl ow profi le , according to Figure  2.2 .   
 Depicted is the development of the operator ’ s costs and revenues from the sale 

of the product over a period of time. The aim is to reach the so - called  break - even 

point , i.e. the point at which total costs are equal to total sales volume, as soon as 
possible in order to maximize profi t, i.e. the area between costs and revenues. 

 As is clearly shown, for a long period only costs arise. During the phase of 
research, planning and invitation to tender these are mainly employment costs. 
Cost steps arise from the procurement of the plant from the plant manufacturer, 
usually in the form of several installments. The fi ctitious project shown here is 
based on three installments. Payment of the fi rst installment occurs with the order 
placing, the second installment with the beginning of the erection and, fi nally, the 
third installment with the successfully fi nished trial run (acceptance). 

 However, even during planning, manufacturing and commissioning of the 
plant by the plant manufacturer, further employment costs for project pursuance 
are incurred by the operator. After commissioning, mainly operating costs arise. 
Process optimization may lead to the reduction of these costs, which will result in 
a decrease of the gradient of the cash fl ow diagram. Owing to the retrofi tting of 
the plant    –    e.g. for increase in capacity (debottle necking) or process optimization 
in the sense of savings in operating costs    –    a new cost jump arises followed by a 

    Figure 2.2     Fictitious Cash Flow Profi le of a project. 
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softer operating cost trend due to lower operating costs. A market - related increase 
in raw material and/or energy costs, however, leads to a rising cost trend. 

 The fi rst revenues come with the start of production of the new plant. A rise in 
the revenue curve depends on the market. A positive market development in the 
sense of higher demand enables e.g. higher sales prices and thus leads to a rise 
of the curve. A negative market development may lead to a price and/or sales 
slump, resulting in the decrease of the curve slope. This may occur, for example, 
because of tightened  competition  or even a price war with competitors. 

 Only after the close - down of a plant can the total profi t made with the 
product be exactly determined. It is logical that at the beginning of the planning, 
a lot of assumptions have to be made. The uncertainties and risks entailed 
have to be borne by the company management. Therefore, the results of the 
feasibility study have fi rst to be submitted to the company management to decide 
upon the further procedure. With the revenue forecast being too low, the project 
may either  “ die ”  completely or be relegated to an earlier stage to achieve more 
favourable results. This may mean, for example, that the product has to be 
improved within the framework of further research activities. In case of a favour-
able revenue forecast, the company management will probably decide to embark 
on the project. This means that the procurement of the plant from a plant manu-
facturer has to be tackled. Thus an  inquiry  or a so - called  invitation to tender  is 
made. 

 At this point we have to differentiate between a private operator and public utili-
ties functioning as an operator. Industrial companies are not subject to  compulsory 

tendering . This means that possible tenderers can be determined independently 
and contacted directly. The operator himself can even choose the mode of 
awarding. 

 In many countries, public utilities are subject to  compulsory tendering . In 
Germany, this procedure for the procurement of construction work and services 
is set up in detail in the so - called  “ Contracting Rules for Award of Public Works ”  
(VOB) and  “ Contracting Rules for Services ”  (VOL)) and regulated by law ( “ Law 
against Restraint of Competition ” , or the  “ Rules for Award of Governmental Con-
tracts ” . In order to enable the European - wide participation in the invitation to 
tender, a publication in the EU journal ( http://ted.eur - op.eu.int/ojs/de/frame.
htm ) is required. 

 Often so - called  prequalifyings  are carried out, in order to limit the number of 
applicants and thus time and expenses for the subsequent bid appraisal. Potential 
tenderers or plant manufacturers have to take part in these prequalifyings to prove 
their suitability for the tendered plant. For this purpose, they have to disclose, inter 
alia, their fi nancial, human and technical resources. Another essential aspect of 
the prequalifyings is the proof of reference plants. Especially for young plant 
manufacturing companies this is diffi cult. The main results of the prequalifying 
are the announcement of the participants of the competition and the issuance of 
the tender documents. 

 Independent of the tendering procedure, it is in the interest of the operating 
company to include all requirements the new plant needs to fulfi l in the enquiry 
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or tender documents. Apart from a more or less detailed description of the designed 
project, the enquiry should contain at least the following information: 
    •      material data and available quantities of reactants  
    •      material data and available quantities of utilities  
    •      description of interfaces  
    •      description of battery limits  
    •      description of scope of supply  
    •      description of scope of performance  
    •      description of the properties or qualities and the desired 

quantity of the product to be manufactured    

 The  interfaces  are mostly transitions from the plant to be erected to already 
existing facilities within a location. This includes e.g. connections of the new plant 
to already existing operating fl uid piping (live steam, coolant etc.) or the sewer 
system. The  battery limits  represent the determination of the plant limits. This is 
most done simply with the aid of the respective site plan where the battery limits 
are marked within the planned location. In order to determine the  scope of supply , 
the plant manufacturer has to enumerate the individual trades. The operator may 
carry out the labelling himself, or he supplies the electric motors or the control 
fi ttings, since his affi liate manufactures such aggregates. Regarding the  scope of 

services , the plant manufacturer has to state the activities to be provided. This may 
include, for instance, authority engineering or the preparation of the plant 
documentation. 

 Depending on the operating company, considerably more detailed information 
is often provided in the enquiry or in the invitation to tender, including: 
    •      enumeration of the laws, rules and regulation, provisions 

etc. to comply with  
    •      enumeration of the regulations determined by the operator 

himself or herself (operator specifi cations)  
    •      detailed data regarding kind and scope of documentation  
    •      specifi cation of a framework time scheduling  
    •      site map  
    •      specifi cation of the vendor list  
    •      specifi cation of the type of building  
    •      detailed interface layouts  
    •      commercial data, e.g. liability issues, insurances, terms of 

payment  
    •      enumeration of own supply and services    

 In Chapter  4 , section  4.2 ,  “ Approval planning ” , the laws and rules and regula-
tions are described in more detail. Some operating companies have their own 
 specifi cations . These may include detailed data on the quantitative and qualitative 
design of the plant units and the services of the contractor. Here are some 
examples:
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   Vessels : The vessels have to be equipped with manholes DN 
800 with swing devices in stainless steel. 

  Pumps : The drive motors have to be provided with impact 
measuring nipples for preventive maintenance. 

  Pipelines : Nominal widths smaller than DN 25 are not 
permissible. 

  Documentation : The plant documentation has to be in 
tenfold. The planning documents have to be prepared 
with the CAD system XYZ and submitted on data media.   

 Based on the examples given above it becomes clear that operator specifi cation 
may have considerable effects on procurement costs. 

 As a rule, the precision of the inquiry or tender documents enhances the oper-
ator ’ s safety of the order. This has to be considered against the background of 
possible claims (see Chapter  3 , section  3.3.5   “ Alterations/claims ” ) of the plant 
manufacturer.  

  2.1.5 
 Project controlling 

 The preparation or compilation of the inquiry or tender documents will be fol-
lowed by the following operator ’ s activities: 
    •      technical and commercial review of incoming offers  
    •      organization of and participation in contract award 

negotiations  
    •      defi nition and review of contract    

 Owing to global competition, such contract award negotiations may be quite 
lengthy. The operator will know how to profi t from this competitive situation. This 
concerns in particular the  purchase price , the  completion date  as well as  additional 

services . Due to the high amounts at stake both parties will certainly delegate 
employees trained in negotiation techniques to the contract award negotiations. 
After the execution of the contract, a person responsible for further project moni-
toring on the part of the operator will be appointed. In the jargon of the plant 
design this person is called  “ engineer ” . Within the bounds of the project manage-
ment the engineer is entrusted with the following tasks: 
    •      management of the project correspondence on the part of 

the operator  
    •      control and release of the planning documents submitted by 

the plant designer  
    •      control of the plant designer regarding compliance with the 

supply contract (completeness of the scope of supply and 
services, compliance with the vendors list etc.)  

    •      monitoring of dates  
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    •      review of increases/decreases or claims  
    •      quality controls  
    •      settling of interface issues  
    •      probably participation in technical negotiations of the plant 

manufacturer with his subcontractors for contract awards  
    •      organization of the plant acceptance  
    •      handing over of the plant in operation to the management    

 In some cases the engineer will have to ask for support from other specialist 
departments.   

  2.2 
 Plant manufacturer 

 As a rule, medium - sized and, all the more, large projects such as power stations 
and refi neries are publicly discussed long before the offi cial inquiry/tender docu-
ments are issued. The focus of those discussions is mostly on issues concerning 
location, employment or environment. It is the task of the manufacturer ’ s project 
planning department to inform themselves early about possible projects and to 
seek contact to potential customers. 

  2.2.1 
 Risk analysis 

 With the inquiry/invitation to tender on hand, the plant designer has to review 
whether it is a promising project, since expenses for the preparation of a complete 
offer may amount to a seven - digit Euro range    –    basically caused by labour costs. 
In case the supplier does not win the contract for the realization of the project, 
these expenses will be in vain. 

 Some aspects to clarify in advance are the current utilization of the project plan-
ning department as well as the expected utilization of the execution department 
during the scheduled period of project execution. 

 These considerations are usually followed by a risk analysis. The following risks 
are to be assessed.

   Customer : Here, priority is given to  paying habits  and 
 solvency . Debt - ridden customers certainly represent a 
higher risk than customers without debts. Furthermore, 
some customers are famous for interfering in everything, 
thus complicating the execution of the project for the 
plant manufacturer. Another risk may be the fact that the 
customer prefers certain competing companies when 
awarding the contract, possibly because he is holding a 
share in them. The expenditure for the elaboration of an 
offer will probably not pay off then. 



  Customer specifi cation : Customer specifi cations sometimes 
comprise whole fi ling cabinets. As already explained, such 
specifi cations often contain data and requirements that 
have a considerable impact on the costs. With the 
plant manufacturer not knowing the details of the 
specifi cations, the submittal of the quotation represents a 
not insignifi cant risk, particularly as such comprehensive 
specifi cations can hardly be read within the short period 
of time available. 

  Location :  Projects in foreign countries  principally entail higher 
risks than inland projects. Reasons for this are, inter alia, 
legislation (e.g. customs regulations for the import of 
plant components), infrastructure (e.g. diffi cult transport 
conditions), working conditions, (e.g. climate), language 
diffi culties etc. In some countries political risks add to the 
fact that a regular project management becomes diffi cult 
or even impossible: e.g. terrorism, war risk, corruption 
etc. 

  Commercial part : Examples for risks included in the 
commercial part are high contractual penalties, the claim 
for liability for lost profi t etc. 

  Deadline situation : In general, deadlines specifi ed by the 
operator are rather short. If a project has already been 
realized several times under similar conditions and 
with comparable technology the risk involved can be 
assessed as rather low. A new plant concept abroad, 
however, and with unknown customers entails a high 
deadline risk. 

  Process engineering : The risk involved in new process 
engineering concepts should be regarded as very high. In 
the majority of cases the operator demands corresponding 
process - engineering guarantees regarding e.g. quantity 
and quality of the products. In case of non - compliance 
contractual penalties will arise. In addition, retrofi tting in 
order to increase the capacity or to improve the product 
almost always entail high costs the customer will not bear. 
If retrofi tting doesn ’ t bring the required success, the 
operator is usually entitled to rescission of contract. The 
right to rescind a contract includes the right of refund of 
the payments already made and the expiry of purchase 
money claims. At the worst, even the plant has to be torn 
down. Such a case can ruin the plant manufacturer. At 
this point it should be emphasized that the right to 
rescind a contract (BGB  § 346 ff.) is a diffi cult legal matter 
that should be left to the jurists.   
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 In case of a positive result of the risk analysis, a project team is formed with an 
experienced process engineer as  project manager . Initially, the project planning 
team is entrusted with the preparation of the  bid or tender  and the submission to 
the customer in due time. Owing to the short deadlines and the amount of work 
especially involved in basic engineering, the project planning team usually works 
against high deadline pressure.  

  2.2.2 
 Basic engineering 

 Basic engineering comprises a whole host of activities. The extent of these activi-
ties depends decisively on the project and thus on the product. Furthermore, the 
know - how of the plant manufacturer regarding the manufacturing process to be 
applied is crucial for the costs associated with basic engineering. 

 The most important tasks to be performed within the framework of basic engi-
neering are set forth in the following. 

  2.2.2.1   Process development 
 The process determines the kind and order of the  “ unit operations ” . Figure  2.3  
shows an example of the order of process unit operations for a chemical produc-
tion plant. The unit operations are depicted in the form of small squares and the 
mass fl ux by lines with fl ow direction arrows. This type of illustration chart of an 
engineering process is also called a  basic fl ow diagram .   

    Figure 2.3     Basic process operations for a chemical production plant (basic fl ow diagram). 
 



 The materials are usually provided in stores before they reach the actual reactor. 
Since even the best reactor cannot achieve 100 per cent selectivity, the by - products 
arising or the materials not decomposed have to be separated in an ensuing pro-
cessing stage and then, if necessary, led to the reactor again. Usually, the product 
is stored before it is transported to the sales department. 

 There is a whole host of process unit operations and thus there are even more 
possibilities to link several unit operations. Therefore, fi nding the ideal process 
for the manufacturing of a new product is diffi cult. It will be determined within 
the framework of extensive research and development activities. The following 
order is often adhered to, while plant size increases gradually: 
    •      laboratory development  
    •      pilot plant station  
    •      pilot plant  
    •      fi rst large - scale plant    

 In the laboratory, the experiments are carried out on the smallest scale. There, 
a reactor has a volume in the order of magnitude of one litre. With experimental 
results being promising, the next larger scale will be proceeded to. Here the reactor 
of the pilot plant station probably has a volume of 10 – 100 litres. With this experi-
ments being positive, too, the decision to build a pilot plant will be made. The 
pilot plant will then comprise a reactor volume of about one cubic meter. It is 
obvious that the procurement costs will increase with the growing size of the pilot 
plant. The costs for a pilot plant can already reach the seven - digit EURO range. 
In case the pilot plant is optimized, too, then possibly the fi rst large - scale plant 
will be built. The enlargement factor will again be one order of magnitude. Unfor-
tunately, with each scale up /2.10/ problems different from those occurring during 
the lower level of development will arise. This fact bears the corresponding risks 
for the plant manufacturer, especially in the last step to the large - scale plant. 
Anyway, the costs entailed in process development are considerable. 

 In order to limit time and expenses for material,  simulation programs  able to 
calculate at least the typical process unit operations are increasingly applied. 

 For this purpose a number of commercial simulation programs are available, 
such as ASPEN PLUS, PROSIM or CHEMCAD. The calculation of the unit opera-
tions is based on the usual foundations for the design of thermal /2.11,2.12, 2.13/, 
chemical /2.14, 2.15, 2.16, 2.17/, biological /2.18, 2.19, 2.20/ and mechanical pro-
cesses /2.22, 2.21/. Furthermore, the calculation of the unit operations usually 
requires comprehensive data on chemical media. Since suffi ciently precise data 
on chemical media are often not available or simplifi ed assumptions have to be 
made, one will usually not rely only on the results of the simulation calculation. 
Principally, the reversed way of proceeding is also possible: The simulation calcula-
tion is preceded and then completed by experimental analyses. 

 Even though the individual unit operations have been optimized experimentally 
and/or arithmetically, this does not naturally mean that the whole plant will run 
perfectly. The linking of the individual stages may lead to additional control - 
engineering problems. Here the so - called  mini plant technology  /2.23/ has become 
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established. On a scale between laboratory and pilot plant station all relevant unit 
operations are combined to a complete  mini plant . With this the operational behav-
iour of the complete plant can be observed and optimized with the least possible 
effort. 

 If a new process is fi nally found, the company will protect itself against the 
competition by means of corresponding licences. 

 The planning of an absolutely new plant concept is not always required. Often 
plants already existing in a similar form are to be realized. Thus the actual process 
work fl ow is already determined.  

  2.2.2.2   Balancing 
 The central task of a process engineer is the designing of the plant in a way that 
investment and operating costs for the inquired plant are minimized, while the 
required product features with regard to quantity and quality are complied with. 
Only then will the plant be marketable. 

 At fi rst, the  mass and enthalpy balances  /2.24, 2.25/ for the individual process 
steps as well as for the whole plant are defi ned. At the battery limits, they serve 
the determination of the raw material and energy consumption. Within the plant, 
the balances defi ne the mass fl ow and their physical/chemical states. 

 The results of the balancing are recorded in so - called  media data sheets . The mass 
fl ow occurring in the plant get  plain text identifi cation  and a  mass fl ow number  that 
clearly identify the individual media. Depending on the plant size or number of 
muss fl uxes, they are itemized in a media list with the help of a system enabling, 
e.g. the assignment according to its state or kind of medium. Table  2.1  shows an 
example of a media data sheet for a saline solution.   

 The data can be divided into two fi elds: indication of material and quantity. With 
experimental data being available they can be used for properties indication. Oth-
erwise, properties will have to be obtained from literature. /2.26, 2.27, 2.28, 2.29, 
2.30, 2.31/. 

 The division of the  load cases  is also reasonable. In the example shown here the 
load cases  “ minimum ” ,  “ normal ”  and  “ maximum ”  are arithmetically determined 
values resulting from the balancing. Usually, not only the load case  “ maximal ”  
corresponding to the plant capacity is important, but also the range in which a 
failure - free operation of the plant is possible. The operator is interested in a broad 
control range to be able to face the fl uctuating demand with variable production. 
With continuously low demand the production will have to be cut back as well 
some time or other, since otherwise the store capacity for the product will not be 
suffi cient. 

 Unfortunately the desire for wide operating ranges is technically limited. A 
standard control, for instance, is not able to adjust a fl ow rate over a range of 
several orders of magnitude with the same resolution. However, even in small 
production ranges at least the minimum and maximum load cases should be bal-
anced, since not only do the mass fl ows depend on the load case, but often even 
physical and chemical data like temperature, pressure and the composition of the 
mass fl ow. 
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 The arithmetically determined values are signifi cantly distinguishable from the 
design data. Design data often take into account the respective  safety margins . This 
is advisable owing to uncertainty in connection with the process - related design 
and the scale up as well as against the background of the plant capacity to be 
contractually guaranteed. The design data for pressure and temperature are  safety -

 relevant  data. Frequently, they have nothing to do with the normal operation of the 
plant, but take also operating modes into consideration that may occur in case of 
failure. The design data for pressure and temperature are used for the strength -
 related design according to the relevant rules and regulations    –    e.g. the calculation 
of the wall thickness of pressure vessels. The determination of such data does 
not occur by means of process balancing, but by means of the safety - related 
design of the plant. The design pressure of a pressure vessel, for example, can be 
determined by the reaction pressure of a safety relief valve with qualifi cation 
approval. The same applies to other design data. Mass data are often the basis for 
the design of apparatus. They are used for the procurement of apparatus and are 
contract - relevant for respective subcontractors. Concentration data together 
with the design temperature are the decisive parameters regarding  corrosion . In 
connection with the corrosion guarantee, these design data are also of great 
importance. 

 Apart from the media data sheets for end or intermediate products, data sheets 
for operating resources are drawn up. Table  2.2  shows an example of a media data 
sheet for low pressure live steam.   

 Here, not only the load case the plant is operated at can vary, but also the ther-
modynamic condition of the live steam due to fl uctuations during the operation 
of the corresponding steam generator or power station. Since the enthalpy of 
steam is a function of temperature and pressure, modifi cations have an effect on 
the enthalpy balance and thus on the consumption of live heating.  

  2.2.2.3   Basic and process fl ow diagram 
 Flow diagrams belong to the documents of central importance for a process plant. 
They are drawn up in three detail stages: 
   1.     basic fl ow diagram  
   2.     process fl ow diagram/pfd  
   3.     process and instrumentation diagram (p & id)    

 While the basic diagrams and fl ow diagrams have to be drawn up within the 
framework of basic engineering, the editing of the detailed process and instru-
mentation diagrams (P & ID) occurs only after the order placing for the manufac-
turing of the plant within the framework of the detail engineering. Provisions 
regarding the generation of fl ow diagrams are either based on the customer speci-
fi cations or are agreed upon by operator and plant manufacturer. 

 The basic fl ow diagram shows the main steps of a process. For clarity reasons, 
merely the main steps, plant lines and complete offsites are depicted as rectangles 
with plain text identifi cation. The main mass fl ows are shown as simple lines with 
fl ow direction arrows (see Fig.  2.3 ). 
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 The process fl ow diagram serves the depiction of the process concept and shows, 
compared to the basic fl ow diagram, the next higher detail stage. Usually it con-
tains all essential components such as pumps, compressors, heat exchangers, 
columns, vessels etc., the main pipelines and transport facilities as well as the 
most important measuring and control devices. In Europe, the depiction occurs 
by means of pictograms according to EN ISO 10628:2000, shown in more detail 
in Chapter  4 , section  4.4 ,  “ Pipeline and instrumentation fl ow diagrams ” . Figure 
 2.4  shows the process fl ow diagram of the  “ High Impact Polystyrene ”  - plant from 
BASF AG.   

 For advertising purposes or for the presentation of the process engineering at 
the customer ’ s, the process fl ow diagram can be graphically enhanced. Figure  2.5  
shows the concept of a two - stage evaporation plant for the waste water treatment 
of the fl ue gas desulphurization plant of the municipal waste incineration power 
station of the RWE POWER AG in Essen - Karnap.   

 The components are marked with plain text identifi cation and a character string 
as an additional distinguishing feature. The character string is subject to a certain 
system. In Germany, the KKS - System (Power - Plant Marking System) has proven 
its worth. Suffi cient knowledge of this system considerably simplifi es the orienta-
tion in the plant documents as well as in the plant itself. 

 Nowadays, the generation of the basic and process fl ow diagrams is mainly 
carried out with the help of modern CAD - systems (Computer Aided Design) which 
have been developed for the special demands of the process engineering. Owing 
to the artifi cial intelligence of these systems it is possible to generate automatically 
e.g. component lists after the generation of the fl ow diagrams. Thus work is facili-
tated considerably, particularly if modifi cations are concerned. Table  2.3  shows a 
component list generated by such a CAD system. This example makes clear that 
in a related data base additional component data can be stored and integrated into 
the list.   

 Typical component data are: 
    •      instrument number  
    •      plain text identifi cation  
    •      drawing number (production drawing or p & id)  
    •      external dimensions (diameter and height)  
    •      speed, power input and delivery height  
    •      operating temperature and pressure  
    •      materials     

  2.2.2.4   Materials concept 
 Prior to the design of the main apparatus the  materials  to be used 
have to be determined. The selected materials do not only have an effect on the 
construction of the pipelines and apparatus, but also on their procurement 
costs. 

 Against the background of perennial warranties for  corrosion  and  wear  of the 
plant parts, the importance of the materials concept has to be clearly emphasized. 
The decision for materials requires detailed expert knowledge and experience 
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    Figure 2.5     Graphically enhanced basic fl ow diagram 
(evaporation plant of a municipal waste incineration power station for RWE POWER AG). 
 

regarding strength, corrosion and wear behaviour and should be left to materials 
engineers /2.32/. 

 The essential aspects to be taken into consideration when determining the 
materials concept are as follows: 
    •      composition of the media, corrosion aspect  
    •      design pressures and temperatures  
    •      hydrodynamic aspects  
    •      costs  
    •      strength  
    •      delivery times  
    •      producibility  
    •      weldability  
    •      dimensions available  
    •      production - related aspects  
    •      price fl uctuations  
    •      guarantees  
    •      fl exibility regarding modifi cations (e.g. later fi xing of 

nozzles)    
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 The composition of the media as well as the pressures and temperatures are 
derived from the media data sheets. Here the data from the design column have 
to be used. 

 Regarding the hydrodynamic aspects, the maximally occurring fl ow velocity has 
to be ranked fi rst. When using suspensions and bulk materials, the particle proper-
ties such as particle size and particle size distribution, hardness, form etc. play a 
role. 

 As far as  corrosion  is concerned, e.g. possible crevice corrosion and pitting corro-
sion have to be controlled /2.33, 2.34/. In case of plastic coated apparatus and pipe-
lines, blistering may occur owing to the effect of diffusion (e.g. in rubber coatings). 
Thus, the prevailing oxygen concentrations have to be taken into consideration, too. 
Here, the ventilation of the plant during downtimes and revisions may be impor-
tant. Depending on the corrosion or abrasion potential of the materials used sepa-
rate corrosion or abrasion examinations may be required in the planning period. 

 Regarding the  costs of material , it is not only the procurement costs for the basic 
materials that are important. In particular cases, the processing costs can even 
exceed procurement costs. This is possible not only in case of cheap materials, but 
even high - quality materials may entail considerable processing costs, e.g. owing 
to increased inspection effort for weld seams (100% x - ray inspection) or owing to 
increased manual processing effort (laminating of Glas fi bre reinforced/pp inliner 
pipe joints). 

 The  delivery times  for basic materials may vary considerably. For special nickel 
alloys, sometimes delivery times of half a year apply. Standard materials, however, 
are usually stockable and thus available in short time. 

 Some materials are subject to strong market - induced  price fl uctuations  (e.g. 
silver, nickel, titanium etc.). The plant manufacturer can determine his or her 
tender price only on the basis of the current material prices. To protect him against 
sharp price increases it is possible to integrate a so - called  price escalation clause  
into the contract with the operator. 

 The warranties for corrosion and wear will be  “ passed on ”  from the plant manu-
facturer to his or her sub - contractors, who themselves have to take on the warranty 
for the processing of the materials while they pass on the warranty for the basic 
material, such as sheet metal, to the respective materials supplier. 

 Despite all the planning effort it happens again and again that owing, for 
example, to later  alterations  in the pipework, a nozzle is missing on a vessel. On 
a simple steel vessel, the missing nozzle can be welded  afterwards  without much 
trouble. However, in case of an autoclave - rubber lined vessel, the expenses are out 
of scale. This is the case if according to the customer ’ s specifi cation the fi eld rubber 
lining is not permissible. Then the vessel would have to be disassembled, trans-
ported to the manufacturer, derubber lined, modifi ed, rerubber lined, transported 
back and fi nally reassembled! 

 Usually, the materials are determined for the main components and the plant 
systems. Some examples are: 
    •      Low pressure steam system:   S235JR (St37 - 2)  
    •      High pressure steam system:   H II  
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    •      Hydrochloric acid dosing system:   Polypropylene  
    •      Condenser:   1.4571  
    •      Process water system:   Polyethylene  
    •      Tubular heat exchanger:   Casing: 1.4529; Pipes: Graphite  
    •      Storage tanks:   GRP     

  2.2.2.5   Main apparatus 
 For the procurement of the main apparatus, the following design activities have 
to be carried out in the fi rst place:

   PROCESS - RELATED DESIGN : The main dimensions of the 
apparatus are derived from the process - related design. For 
this reason, knowledge of thermal /2.11, 2.12, 2.13/, 
chemical /2.14, 2.15, 2.16, 2.17/, mechanical /2.21, 2.22/ 
and biological /2.18, 2.19, 2.20/ process engineering has 
to be applied. The chemical process engineering provides 
e.g. calculation methods for the design of reactors. The 
fundamental result of the calculation is the required 
 reactor volume . In consideration of the hydrodynamic 
conditions the reactor diameter and its height can be 
determined. The process - related design of heat 
exchangers or membrane units additionally requires the 
application of the principles of  heat and mass transfer  
/2.24, 2.25, 2.35, 2.36/. For the design of compressors 
/2.37/ thermodynamic aspects have to be taken into 
account, too. The results of the process - related design are 
recorded in  technical data sheets  in the form shown in 
Figures  2.6 and 2.7 . The main dimensions of the 
respective apparatus emanate from the so - called  control 

drawing . The number, size and precise position of the 
apparatus nozzle can only be assessed in the planning 
phase and have to be verifi ed within the framework of the 
detail engineering. 

  SRENGTH - RELATED DESIGN : The focus of the strength -
 related design of the planned apparatus is on the 
calculation of the  wall thicknesses . In many countries, this 
is based on relevant  rules and regulations . Usually, the 
strength - related design follows order placing, and is thus 
carried out within the framework of the extended basic or 
detail engineering. 

  PRODUCTION - RELATED DESIGN : This concerns detailed 
construction of the apparatus in consideration of all 
details like fi xing devices, insulation fastener, eyebolts etc. 
The results are the  production drawings  and the related  bills 

of materials . The production - related design, too, is carried 
out only within the framework of the detail engineering.   



    Figure 2.6     Sample technical data sheet for condensate vessels    –    page 1. 
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    Figure 2.7     Sample technical data sheet for condensate vessels    –    page 2. 
 



 Depending on the structure and available resources of the plant manufacturer 
the design steps described above can be carried out either in - house or assigned to 
subcontractors. The process - related design is usually up to the plant manufacturer, 
since here his special know - how is required. In individual cases, however, the 
process - related design can be passed on to the subcontractor. Manufacturers of, 
for example, heat exchangers or columns dispose of own design programs to cal-
culate the required heat exchange surface or the number of trays. The plant man-
ufacturer ’ s task is then limited to the specifi cation of the technical task.     

 The manufacturing of the apparatus is usually assigned to subcontractors, 
although exceptions are always possible. In case the plant manufacturer disposes 
of own manufacturing capacities or has a subsidiary company working in this fi eld, 
s/he will be anxious to ensure their utilization. 

 In order to contain time and expenses for the determination of the procurement 
costs of the main components, the solicitation of  preliminary quotations  has proven 
its worth. For this purpose,  preliminary enquiries  are made which clearly show the 
most important details regarding scope of delivery and performance. The prelimi-
nary enquiries consist of a cover letter, the technical data sheet and the related 
media data sheet. This also reduces expenses for the tender preparation while 
competition will be enhanced. Apart from technical details, the quotation of the 
plant manufacturer will also clear important commercial and organizational 
matters in the run - up of the actual order: 
    •      delivery time  
    •      load capacity  
    •      quotation price  
    •      price maintenance    

 The load capacities are required for the civil engineering at a very early stage; 
thus they should already be asked for at this point in time. The price maintenance 
states the duration of the price validity. The presentation of the preliminary quota-
tion for the main apparatus is followed by a  technical and commercial analysis . The 
prices resulting from this are the basis for determining the investment.  

  2.2.2.6   Layout 
 Within the scope of the project planning, merely the basic layout for the main 
apparatus and instrumentation will be carried out. The detailed layout and instru-
mentation planning is very complex and can only occur after the submission of 
the P & I - drawings, the plant layout and the apparatus drawings within the frame-
work of the detail engineering. 

 For the project planning phase, usually layouts in the form of simple top views 
and side views are suffi cient. Figures  2.8 and 2.9  show the layout of a waste incin-
eration plant from the Lurgi Energie und Entsorgung GmbH as top view and side 
view.     

 In order to provide the customer with a better impression of the designed plant, 
graphically processed three - dimensional views of the layouts can be generated with 
suitable CAD systems. Figure  2.10  shows such a depiction. High - performance 
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    Figure 2.8     Layout of a waste incineration plant for Lurgi 
Energie und Entsorgung GmbH (top view). 
 

    Figure 2.9     Layout of a waste incineration plant for Lurgi 
Energie und Entsorgung GmbH (side view). 
 



CAD systems enable the generation of impressing drawings already in the early 
stage of planning. Even the simulation of  virtual tours  through the designed plant 
are possible.   

 For the preparation of the layout, process engineers involved in layout design 
have to carry out the positioning of the main aggregates in the fi rst place. This 
requires a lot of experience, since sometimes the arising demands are contradic-
tory and a suitable compromise has to be found. 

 For the fi rst attempt it has proven its worth to make a stencil of the layout of 
the main aggregates on a suitable scale and to shift it about until the optimum 
position is found. For the  horizontal  layout, the components are usually arranged 
towards the main fl ow direction to avoid unnecessary pipework. Owing to the 
NPSH A  - problem /2.39/ the pumps are usually arranged directly next to the com-
ponents from which the pumps are fed. For the  vertical  arrangement, geodetic 
aspects such as evacuation possibilities and the minimization of the pump number 
required have to be taken into account. 

 Based on the layout, the  space required  for the plant can be determined, which    –
    for cost reasons    –    is to be minimized. However, the minimization of the space 
required should not be carried too far, since otherwise the accessibility of the 
aggregate or the safety of the operating staff could be endangered. 

 With the aid of the layout, an inquiry on construction work can later be lodged 
with the respective building contractor.   

    Figure 2.10     Layout of a fi ctitious plant as 3D CAD view. 
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  2.2.3 
 Quotation 

 The bid or tender is the plant manufacturer ’ s answer to the inquiry of the operator. 
The documents of the inquiry or invitation to tender often contain exact regula-
tions regarding the kind and scope of the quotation to be submitted. Usually, the 
quotation comprises at least the indications or documents listed below: 
    •       General part : introduction to the project, indication of 

benchmark data such as project name, location etc.  
    •       Basic fl ow diagram   
    •       Process fl ow diagram : often with so - called mass fl ux bars, 

containing data on volume fl ow, parameters etc. for the 
main mass fl ux of the plant.  

    •       Layout   
    •       Documented procedure : verbal description of function and 

operating method of the plant  
    •      Indication of  products  and  residuals   
    •       Consumption of operating resources :  e nergy, live steam, 

chemicals etc.  
    •       Scope of supply   
    •       Scope of services   
    •       Options : additional supply and services  
    •       Supply schedule : technical data as e.g. main dimensions, 

weights, operating data, insulation, power input etc. of the 
main components  

    •       Commercial part : commercial data  
    •       Framework time scheduling   
    •       Prices   
    •       Price maintenance     

 Projects subjected to competitive bidding require additional regulations regard-
ing the submittal of quotations. This includes for example the precise determina-
tion of the fi ling period, the place of fi ling, the demand for fi ling the quotations 
in envelopes under seal etc. 

  2.2.3.1   Quotation price 
 In the fi rst instance, the basic objective of the plant manufacturer is identical to 
that of the operator: The profi t the company makes with the project shall be as 
high as possible. This immediately reveals the decisive contradiction. High profi t 
for the plant manufacturer results in a high quotation price, which in turn results 
in high investments on the part of the operator thus reducing his profi t. Hence, 
a high quotation price reduces the prospects of success of the plant manufacturer 
to receive the work order. 

 Prior to deciding the plant manufacturer ’ s profi t margin, the costs connected 
with the project have to be determined. The  procurement costs  for the main com-



ponents are taken from the preliminary quotations. Here, the same is to be 
assumed for the civil works. The procurement costs of the maintenance groups 
listed in the following may be diffi cult to determine: 
    •      fi ttings  
    •      pipes  
    •      measurement instrumentation  
    •      control and communication systems    

 While the costs for the control and communication system are to be determined 
by means of a target price quotation, without detail engineering the procurement 
costs for fi ttings, pipes and measurement instrumentation can only be assessed. 
For this purpose, literature gives a number of calculation methods /2.7/. 

 Furthermore, the costs connected with the work to be performed have to be 
determined. These include, inter alia: 
    •      engineering  
    •      transport costs  
    •      assembly  
    •      commissioning  
    •      expert services    

 Also the costs arising from the above - mentioned services can only be assessed. 
Here again literature provides the respective calculation methods /2.7, 2.8/, unless 
in - house methods are applied for their determination. 

 Finally,  miscellaneous costs  still have to be considered: 
    •      travel expenses (particularly in case of projects abroad)  
    •      insurance costs (e.g. transport, site, planning and liability 

insurances etc.)  
    •      hedging costs (for the coverage of currency risks)  
    •      guarantees (costs for bank guarantees)  
    •      overheads (internal costs of the company)    

 Usually, the so - called  overheads  include the non - project - related costs of the plant 
manufacturer. They comprise, inter alia, costs for central departments like the 
human resources department, computer centre or the company management. 

 With all project costs being determined, the  profi t margin  has to be fi xed. This 
is a strategic matter the authorized company members have to decide on. In indi-
vidual cases profi t can be totally renounced for  “ political reasons ” . Reasons for 
such a step may be insuffi cient utilization, the aim of securing the market share 
or announced follow - up orders.  

  2.2.3.2   Optimization 
 In case a given process - engineering solution turns out to require excessive invest-
ment or operating costs, the process engineering technology has to be optimized. 
The approach shall be explained with the dumbed down example of a multistage 
evaporating plant. 
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 For the multistage evaporating plant schematically shown in Figure  2.11 , the 
optimum number of stages with regard to the minimization of the manufacturing 
costs shall be determined.   

 Given are: 
    •      feed mass fl ow: 10   t/h  
    •      feed concentration (salt): 8 % by weight  
    •      required end concentration of the brine: 25 % by weight  
    •      steam costs: 10 3/t  
    •      energy costs: 0.04 3/kWh    

 Simplifi ed assumptions are: 
    •      Neglect of heat losses to the environment.  
    •      The evaporation enthalpies of the live steam and the 

individual vapours are equal (neglect of temperature and 
pressure dependencies).  

    •      The enthalpy differences arising from different 
temperatures of the entering and exhausting fl ows are 
negligibly small compared with the evaporation enthalpies.  

    •      The investment is to be calculated according to the following 
relation: K Inv.    =   K 1    +   K 2  n, with K 1    =   310,000,000 and 
K 2    =   3600,000/stage.  

    •      The electric power requirement will be calculated according 
to: P   =   P 1    +   P 2  n; with P 1    =   75   kW and P 2    =   55   kW/stage.  

    •      The salt content in the vapours is negligibly small.  
    •      Chemical reactions are negligible.  
    •      The plant is in steady operating state.    

 To be calculated are: 
    •      the exhausting brine fl ow and the arising total mass fl ow of 

the vapour  
    •      the required mass fl ow of live steam  
    •      the optimum number of stages for an operating period of 5 

years with 8.000 operating hours each  

    Figure 2.11     Schematic of a multistage evaporation plant with  n  stages.  



    •      investment and operating costs with the optimum number 
of stages and for the given period    

 The fi rst part of the problem can be calculated by establishing the total mass 
balance and material balance around the multistage plant. The mass balance and 
material balance referring to salt are:
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 For the exhausting brine fl ow it follows from the mass balance:
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 Thus, with the total balance it follows:
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 Based on the assumptions defi ned above from the enthalpy balance around the 
fi rst stage it results:
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 The total vapour fl ow is calculated from the sum of the individual vapour fl ows 
arising in the individual stages:
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 Without heat losses, with constant evaporation enthalpies and neglecting 
the perceptible heat differences, the condensation of the vapours of the 
previous stage generates an equal quantity of vapour as the following stage. Thus, 
the individual vapour fl ows adopt the same value, respectively the total vapour 
fl ow is the result of the product of the number of stages and one individual 
vapour fl ow. 

 Since, on the other hand, one individual vapour fl ow corresponds to the heating 
steam fl ow, it follows:
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 This means that the live steam demand of a multistage evaporation plant is 
inversely proportional to the number of stages. Thus, taking only the costs of the 
live steam into consideration, a plant with an infi nite number of stages would be 
optimal. The fact that this result is contradictory to the investment is obvious. 
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Therefore, the optimal number of stages n opt. with regard to the operating costs will 
be determined below. 

 The total manufacturing costs for the defi ned operating period result from the 
sum of the investments and the operating costs.

   C C CTot Inv Oper. . .= +   

 The relation for the calculation of the investment is given in the equation:

   C C C nInv. = +1 2   

 Regarding operating costs, only the energy costs and costs for live steam have 
to be taken into account:

   C C COper Energy Steam. .= +   

 The energy costs result from the product of the specifi c energy costs c energy. , the 
total period  ∆ T in question and the power requirement P, which in turn consist 
of a fi xed portion P 1  and a stage - depending portion P 2 .

   C c TP c T P P nEnergy Energy Energy= = +( ). .∆ ∆ 1 2   

 The costs of heating steam are to be calculated analogously from the specifi c 
costs of heating steam c HS , the total period  ∆ T and the stage - depending heating 
steam consumption:
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 The insertion into the total cost equation fi nally results in:
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 This relation makes clear that with the increasing number of stages, the terms 
for investment and energy, which depend on the number of stages, will increase. 
Only the live steam costs decrease with the increasing number of stages. The 
optimum number of stages results from the derivative of the total costs set to zero 
depending on the number of stages.
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 After the respective conversion, inserting and differentiating of the total cost 
function result in:
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 The insertion of the numerical values given in the problem leads to a rounded 
result of two stages. The second derivative shows that this is a minimum value. 
The investment for a two - stage plant will be 11,200,000  3  and the operating costs 
for the given period will amount to 1,838,000  3 . The relation of the costs reveals 
the reason for the small number of stages: The level of the operating costs is rela-
tively low. The investment for further stages would only pay off with increasing 
live steam costs.  

  2.2.3.3   Contract negotiations 
 Years may go by from the inquiry/invitation to tender of the operator until a 
binding order is placed: 
    •      approval - related problems (in case of approval planning in 

the run - up to the contract award).  
    •      severe international competition  
    •      lack of technical clarity  
    •      commercial problems (e.g. liability matters)  
    •      political embroilments when awarding public contracts    

 Quotations often have to be revised since the technical revision of the fi rst quota-
tions reveals more favourable alternatives. Thus, competition is brought to the 
same technical level. 

 The operator analyzes the incoming quotations both technically and commer-
cially. Depending on the analysis criteria some competitors will already be ruled 
out here. Often 3 – 5 remaining suppliers will then be shortlisted. These plant 
manufacturers are invited to  contract negotiations . Usually, a technical presentation 
of the plant manufacturer will take place. Furthermore, commercial details and 
unsolved issues are discussed. After the settlement of all technical and commercial 
aspects, the contract negotiations are focussed on the purchase price and the date 
of completion, whereat the date of completion may be as important as the purchase 
price. 

 At this point the operator ’ s confl ict situation becomes apparent: On the 
one hand, he wants to order as soon as possible to put the plant into operation 
on time. On the other hand, he wants to beat down the seller, a result which 
is best achieved by patient perseverance during price negotiations. Occasionally 
the operator will address a so - called  “ Letter of Intent ”  (LOI) to the plant 
manufacturer of his choice. With this document the operator announces his 
intention to place an order which will induce the plant manufacturer to go 
into the planning stage. Since a Letter of Intent is not legally binding the 
plant manufacturer will certainly consider carefully whether or not to take such a 
risk. 
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 Due to the price level of medium - sized and large - scale projects, both parties will 
invest considerable time and effort in the price and deadline negotiations. Partici-
pants in contract award negotiations are often trained in negotiation techniques 
/2.40/. In this connection it may occur that so - called  facilitating payments  are 
expected.      
             

      

             



 Contract           

 The sales contract is the most important document for the execution of a 
project. For the project management, the contract represents a kind of  “ bible ”  
the content of which they should know very well, as it includes all important 
issues regarding supply and services. Should the customer ask for the fulfi lment 
of requirements which go beyond those stipulated in the contract, it is the 
task of the project management to realize this, to review the contractual situation 
and to claim the respective extra costs. In case plant manufacturers are impeded 
through no fault of their own, they will try to put a so - called  “ claim ”  through, 
which will be explained in more detail in section  3.3.5  below,  “ Alterations/
claims ” . 

 However, it is not only the project management that have to be well versed in 
contractual matters. The project engineers, too, should at least have mastered the 
fundamental aspects of the contractual arrangements, as they are involved, inter 
alia, in negotiations with subcontractors for the contract awards. Sales contracts 
are also executed by the plant manufacturer and the subcontractor, however, on a 
lower price level. Moreover, the project management depends on the relevant 
information of the team members. If the project engineer does not notify the 
management about additional demands, e.g. by a sub - contractor, they cannot react 
correspondingly. 

 The actual contract arrangement /3.1, 3.2/ is incumbent on adequately trained 
and experienced traders and lawyers. Due to strict international orientation of 
process plant engineering, the country - specifi c legal systems represent an extreme 
challenge. Against this background, the  “ F é d é ration Internationale des Ing é -
nieurs - Conseils ”  (FIDIC) developed model contracts for the execution of projects 
which try to take equally into account the interests of both contract parties. /3.3, 
3.4/: 
    •      Conditions of Contract for Works of Civil Engineering 

Construction  
    •      Conditions of Contract for Electrical an Mechanical Works    

 The contracts are to be found online at  www.FIDIC.org . 
 However, the sales contract is only one aspect of the legal situation, since 

the contract is virtually  “ fl oating ”  within the boundaries of a legal framework. 
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Regarding national law, a distinction has to be made between  jus strictum  (binding 
law) and  jus dispositivum  (modifi able law). While the modifi able law can be indi-
vidually stipulated by contracts, the binding law prevails over contractual agree-
ments, i.e. it is possible to set out in a contract that toxic waste water may be 
discharged into the receiving water; however, this contradicts the Water Resources 
Act and thus is unlawful and liable to prosecution. 

 In the following, the most important sections usually included in sales contracts 
for process plants should be explained in a way comprehensible to an engineer 
and aligned with his tasks and obligations. Here it is assumed that a so - called 
 lump - sum tender  is concerned, i.e. the plant will be supplied including all deliveries 
and services at a fi xed selling price.  

  3.1
General 

  3.1.1
Defi nitions 

 In order to avoid disputes, the most important contractual terms are defi ned in a 
more or less detailed schedule. In FIDIC Conditions of Contract for Works of Civil 
Engineering Construction, a detailed list of defi nitions in English is to be found. 
At least the two contracting parties should be mentioned in this section: 
    •      Company ABC: hereinafter referred to as employer  
    •      Company XYZ: hereinafter referred to as contractor    

 The  employer , often called customer by the plant manufacturer, is usually the 
future plant operator. The interests of the employer towards the contractor are 
represented by an appointed employee, who, in the contractual language, is simply 
called  engineer . The  contractor  is the plant manufacturer. His representative is the 
 project manager .  

  3.1.2
Order basis 

 Here, the contract - relevant documents are specifi ed and assessed: Typical wording 
is:

  Excluding the delivery conditions of the contractor, the 
following documents will apply to the present contract exclu-
sively in the following order: 

 The terms and conditions of this contract, its appendices 
and its possible amendments. 

 The General Terms and Conditions of the employer 

 The quotation of the contractor from 11/11/2002   



 With such wording, the general terms and conditions of the plant manufacturer 
are excluded for the time being, while in the following, those of the employer are 
asserted. At this point legal matters with probably far - reaching consequences are 
frequently addressed. Here, a highly critical topic is e.g. the question regarding 
so - called  liability towards consequential loss or damage.  The possible risks this section 
entails are of great importance and should therefore be determined only by the 
management in cooperation with lawyers. Engineers are advised against making 
such decisions, particularly as in such cases they would usually exceed their 
powers (see section  3.3.11 ,  “ Signature policy ” ). 

 The wording  “ apply exclusively in the following order ”  determines the hierarchy 
of the documents. Should the contract, for example, contain the delivery of the 
insulation while in the quotation of the sub - contractor insulation is not included 
in the scope of delivery, the conditions stipulated in the contract will apply as it is 
listed before the quotation; i.e. insulation has to be delivered.  

  3.1.3
Regulations 

 In this section of the contract, the latest issues of the laws, rules, regulatory provi-
sions, factory specifi cations and standards to be observed by the contractor may 
be listed: 
    •      Federal Emission Protection Law  
    •      Technical Instructions on Noise  
    •      Water Resources Act with the respective rules and regulatory 

provisions  
    •      Chemicals Act  
    •      Chemicals Act (Ordinance on Hazardous Substances)  
    •      Health and Safety at Work Act  
    •      Regulation for the Prevention of Industrial Accidents  
    •      Pressure Vessel Regulations  
    •      Technical Rules on Pressure Vessels  
    •      Technical Rules on Flammable Liquids  
    •      Company ABC specifi cation for the preparation of P & I 

drawings  
    •      Company ABC specifi cation for the preparation of the 

technical documentation  
    •      Company ABC specifi cation for the electrical engineering, 

measuring  &  automatic control  
    •      Company ABC specifi cation for pipework  
    •      Company ABC - specifi cation for vessels and aggregates  
    •      Company ABC - specifi cation for construction work  
    •      Company ABC - building site regulations    

 Obviously it is diffi cult for the contractor to fulfi l all the requirements of such 
a listing. Here, the mere knowledge of the technical specifi cations, in particular 
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due to their scope, may already cause fi rst problems. In addition, contradictions 
within the listed requirements are possible. For his or her own safety, the employer 
can insert the following contract clause:

  In case of contradictions in this contract or contradictions 
between this order and the provisions mentioned above, the 
more extensive provision shall prevail.   

 Furthermore, contract - relevant documents, such as site plans which the plant 
manufacturer has to take into account, can be listed in this part of the contract. 
The background is frequently the avoidance of claims.

   Example : A site plan is not included in the contract. Dur-
ing the excavation work earth - laid pipelines are found that 
can not be relocated. For the plant manufacturer, this fact 
represents a disruption s/he is not responsible for, but 
which entails considerable extra costs. (For him or her, the 
circumstances were not foreseeable as they were not stated 
in the contract.) The plant manufacturer will claim the extra 
costs and the resulting delay from the employer.    

  3.1.4
Labour employment 

 The employer tries to prevent the contractor ’ s deployment of inadequately quali-
fi ed and constantly fl uctuating staff. A possible wording is:

  The employer shall, within 14 days after placing the order, 
provide an organization chart denominating all responsible 
employees involved in the project. The persons denominated 
there shall have relevant experience and the respective quali-
fi cations. The contractor has to appoint a project manager 
who will be entrusted with the coordination of the order on 
the part of the contractor until the complete fulfi lment of the 
order. The employer reserves the right to reject the appoint-
ment of the project manager upon good cause shown. If the 
contractor intends to make changes in staff such changes 
shall be coordinated with the employer.    

  3.1.5
Subcontractors 

 This section of the contract deals with the selection of subcontractors. The operator 
wishes plants and units of top quality    –    in other words  “ the Rolls - Royce - version ” . 
This is absolutely contradictory to the plant manufacturer ’ s approach: The plant 



manufacturer tries to engage the most competitive subcontractors for the supply 
of the plant parts, since thus s/he will achieve a considerable part of the profi t s/he 
is aiming at. 

 The operator cannot dictate to the plant manufacturer which subcontractor s/he 
should engage, since this would render competition impossible. In case of nomi-
nated subcontractors the plant manufacturer will both claim extra costs and reject 
the warranty for the respective components, as in the end, it is the plant manu-
facturer who is responsible for the fulfi lment of the technical requirements of the 
project. 

 Thus the employer only has the possibility to limit the selection of the plant 
manufacturers. Based on the contractual integration of the  vendor list , the so - called 
 “ low - cost suppliers ”  as subcontractors can be specifi cally excluded. Of course the 
plant manufacturer has to take account of this fact when fi xing the quotation 
price. 

 In practice it may happen that the employer contractually reserves the right to 
participate in the technical part of the contract negotiations with the contractor ’ s 
sub - suppliers. This entails considerable organizational expenses for the manufac-
turer, since s/he has to coordinate the dates for the contract negotiations even with 
the representatives of the customer. Moreover, the customers ’  representatives 
could try to  “ technically run down ”  the undesired subcontractor or to express 
wishes for additional equipment. In this case, knowledge specifi cally of the techni-
cal contract specifi cations is of utmost importance for the manufacturer ’ s repre-
sentatives. If the project engineer of the plant manufacturer participating in the 
contract negotiations realizes that there are demands going beyond the specifi ca-
tion, s/he has to point out this fact and communicate it to the project management 
so that the respective supplementary offer can be prepared. Frequently the cus-
tomer ’ s representative then withdraws his or her demands since in the end s/he 
has to substantiate the often rising extra costs for his company that has not been 
taken into account before.  

  3.1.6
Project documentation 

 In good contracts, organisation of the correspondence and project documentation 
is clearly stipulated. The number of copies and the addresses are precisely defi ned. 
Additional stipulations or demands may be: 
    •      The contractor prepares minutes of all meetings with the 

employer.  
    •      The contractor prepares copies of all technical 

correspondence as well as of the technical part of the 
minutes of meetings with his subcontractors.  

    •      The contractor provides a monthly progress report.  
    •      The employer will be provided monthly with the updated 

project schedule.    
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 Of special importance are the so - called  contractor ’ s drawings  that have to be 
provided to and approved by the employer. Considering the multitude of project 
documentation, the organisational effort arising in this connection becomes 
obvious. In order not to hold up the manufacturer ’ s project management unneces-
sarily and to reduce their own correspondence it is advisable to stipulate a con-
tractual  deadline  for the release of the contractor ’ s drawings; i.e. without written 
objection, the contractor ’ s drawings are deemed to be approved automatically on 
the part of the employer after a period of e.g. two weeks on receipt of the contrac-
tor ’ s drawings.   

  3.2
Technical part 

  3.2.1
Contractor ’ s scope of supply and services 

 In order to avoid confl icts the  scope of supply and services  has to be described in as 
much detail as possible. At fi rst the scope of supply has to be determined. Here, 
the battery limits can be described, where it is suffi cient to say that within these 
battery limits, the contractor has to supply everything necessary to ensure the 
proper operation of the plant. A battery limit often stipulated is  “ 1   m in front of 
the building ” , i.e. the plant manufacturer has to supply everything included in this 
area. In addition, a listing in the form of a  supply schedule  may be integrated in the 
contract. For this purpose, the possibly amended supply schedule of the plant 
manufacturer ’ s quotation can be used. 

 Usually the contractor ’ s scope of supply comprises: 
    •      building and steel construction  
    •      Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) of the 

building  
    •      all plant components such as vessels, apparatuses (e.g. 

reactors, heat exchangers, columns etc.) and aggregates (e.g. 
agitators, pumps, conveying equipment etc.)  

    •      pipework and fi ttings including all mountings  
    •      insulations and concomitant heatings  
    •      measuring and control equipment  
    •      electrical equipment (motors and cabling)  
    •      control devices    

 As additional supply can be stipulated, e.g. 
    •      construction of the access routes  
    •      parks or external works  
    •      labelling of components  
    •      labelling of pipework with banderoles  
    •      spare parts for a determined operating period    



 A typical listing of the contractor ’ s duties includes the following: 
    •      preparation of the documentation required for approval 

planning  
    •      representation of plant engineering towards the relevant 

authorities  
    •      complete design and construction of the plant  
    •      assembly  
    •      commissioning  
    •      realization of performance and guarantee records within the 

framework of the trial run  
    •      project correspondence including preparation of the 

monthly project progress report and update of the time 
schedules  

    •      preparation of the complete plant documentation according 
to specifi cation  

    •      training of the employer ’ s operating staff    

 For a more precise stipulation of individual  services , customers ’  specifi cations 
can be used or listings of documentations to be prepared can be compiled. Apart 
from the usual documents that have to be provided anyway for the handling of 
the project, the listings may contain additional documents interesting for the 
operator. This applies especially to the scope of the documentation. Examples for 
this are: 
    •       Description of the continuous function charts:  This is a 

verbal description of the function charts which are the basis 
for the development of the control engineering program. 
The drawing up of this verbal description entails 
considerable effort for the plant manufacturer. The same 
result is achievable by  “ system engineering meetings ”  or by 
the preparation of  “ requirements specifi cations ”  (see 
Chapter  4 , section  4.5.3   “ Control engineering ” ).  

    •       Description of disturbances:  The  “ operation manual ”  
usually contains a description of disturbances and their 
removal. However, contractor and employer may have 
very different ideas with regard to scope and level of detail. 
In case customers demand the description of  “ double 
faults ” , for example, considerable additional expenses will 
arise.  

    •       Determination of a specifi c documentation system:  More 
and more frequently, operators dispose of intelligent 
documentation software. Therefore the contractor is 
required to prepare the documentation using this software. 
As a consequence, the plant manufacturer has to purchase 
such software additionally in case it has not already been 
available. Here considerable costs may arise.    
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 For the design of the plant and the ensuing operation it is practical 
to stipulate the layout and production data in the contract. For the layout 
data, media data sheets for the educts may be used. Production data are 
determined with regard to quantity and quality. For the production quantity or 
capacity a range is often agreed, within which the plant can be operated. The 
determination of the product quality depends on the product itself and on the 
desired product function. Possible quality criteria of gaseous or liquid products 
are: 
    •      product composition (concentration indications)  
    •      colour  
    •      fl ow behaviour (viscosity)  
    •      temperature and pressure  
    •      density  
    •      durability    

 For solid products, bulk properties are often important, too: 
    •      particle form  
    •      particle size distribution  
    •      surface structure (e.g. porosity or specifi c surface)  
    •      repose angle  
    •      bulk density    

 Here it should be pointed out that the most important product properties and 
the plant capacity have to be warranted by contract, i.e. they have to be guaranteed. 
In case of non - compliance respective penalties will take effect.  

  3.2.2
Employer ’ s scope of supply and services 

 The scope of supply and services of the employer may vary considerably. Groups 
sometimes have numerous  subsidiaries  which manufacture individual plant com-
ponents. To increase the utilization level of the group capacities the employer will 
be anxious to procure these plant components from his subsidiary. In such cases 
it is possible that the employer supplies certain parts of the plant according to the 
plant manufacturer ’ s guidelines. 

 Typical services of the employer are: 
    •      obtaining offi cial approvals (being the operator, the 

employer is automatically the applicant)  
    •      commissioning experts  
    •      provision of the documents required for planning, such as 

site plan, data on soil conditions etc.  
    •      supply of utilities for commissioning  
    •      free of charge provision of areas for site facilities  
    •      free of charge supply of power and water to the building site.    
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 However, even services usually left to the plant manufacturer can be taken on 
by the employer. If the operator disposes e.g. of an own analysis laboratory at the 
planned location, s/he certainly wishes to carry out the analyses required for the 
start - up. 

 Existing  interfaces  between the plant to be built and the already existing plants 
of the operating company have to be described as precisely as possible regarding 
their position (survey map) and design (nominal width, nominal pressures, pipe-
work classes, fl ange design, media data sheets etc). Possible interfaces are: 
    •       supply lines  (live steam, potable water, process water, 

compressed air, starting materials etc.)  
    •       disposal lines  (exhaust air, waste water, rainwater etc.)  
    •       product lines   
    •       control engineering interface  (in case of a decentralized 

operated plant extension that is going to be connected to an 
already existing central control room)  

    •       electric interfaces  (high, mean and low voltage power 
supply)  

    •       access routes     

 In the case of connecting pipes, the gradient situation should additionally be 
indicated, since otherwise the plant manufacturer cannot take into consideration 
the expenses for draining devices which may be required. In the case of pressur-
ized pipes, the fuse protection should be indicated too, since the internal design 
pressure and the design temperature entail the respective material and thus costs. 
These aspects also represent possible approaches for claims on the part of the 
plant manufacturer. 

 The most reliable variant to depict interfaces is the preparation of an interface 
drawing. Figure  3.1  shows an example of an interface drawing, from which posi-
tion and dimensions within a piping alignment can be followed.     

  3.3
Commercial part 

  3.3.1
Deadlines/penalties 

 At fi rst, the contract - relevant project deadlines have to be specifi ed. Typical basic 
dates are: 
    •      submission of approval documents  
    •      start of erection  
    •      start of commissioning  
    •      transfer of the temporary operating manual  
    •      start of test runs  
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    •      end of test run/acceptance  
    •      submission of fi nal documentation    

 The specifi ed dates may be subject to so - called  “ liquidated damages ” . This is a 
damage claim of the employer against the contractor. It is understandable that, 
owing to a delayed start of production, fi nancial damage for the employer may 
arise against which s/he tries to protect himself. A possible wording is:

    Figure 3.1     Example of an interface drawing for connecting pipes in a pipeline bridge.  
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  In case of the contractor ’ s default due to the missed deadline 
 “ end of test run ” , for which the contractor is responsible, 
liquidated damages will be charged. The liquidated damages 
amount to 0.5% of the contract price per full calendar week 
(alternatively: per commenced calendar week) of the missed 
deadline, however maximum 5% of the contract price. 

  Example : The plant manufacturer, because of a fault on his 
part, exceeds the deadline  “ end of the test run ”  by one day. 
If the contract provides the wording  “ per full calendar week ”  
he does not have to pay liquidated damages. Only after com-
pletion of one week does a penalty of 0.5% of the contract 
price fall due. In case of an order of  3 10 million this is, after 
all,  3 50,000 for one week. The wording  “ per commenced 
calendar week ”  results in the same damage claim already 
after a delay of one day. The limitation of the liquidated 
damages is of benefi t to the contractor. The full liquidated 
damages of 5% of the contract, i.e.  3 500,000 can only be 
claimed after a missed deadline of 10 weeks. Thus further 
damage claims are not possible.   

 In this connection, the term  “ because of a fault on his part ”  is important. Owing 
to the competitive situation, contract deadlines are always very close. Thus, during 
the project execution hardly anything may go wrong. Especially in the case of 
major projects this is nearly impossible and therefore the project management 
will always be concerned to establish proof of a  disruption  to the employer. This 
means the contractor is not responsible for the missed deadline and thus the claim 
for damages expires. This process is called  claim in time . 

 The engineer tries to defend himself against such claims in time by the follow-
ing contract clauses:

  The contractor will make all reasonable efforts in the execu-
tion of the performance/service to adhere to the deadlines 
under the penalty clause. 

 The contractor is obliged to immediately inform the em-
ployer in writing about threatening delays attributable to 
the contractor. In case, because of a fault on the part of the 
contractor, the adherence to the deadlines under the penalty 
clause involves extra costs, the contractor has to take the 
necessary measures and to bear all extra costs incurred.   

 The second paragraph enables the engineer to request the plant manufacturer 
to increase the employment of staff in case of a looming delay. The related extra 
costs are charged to the contractor. 

 In case of a disruption owing to  Act of God     –    internationally also referred to as 
 Force Majeur     –    neither of the parties shall be deemed responsible for the delay or 
disruption. Typical examples for disruptions owing to Force Majeur are damages 
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or interruptions during the construction phase caused by storm and earthquakes. 
In such cases deadlines have to be adjusted in a mutual agreement. Neither of the 
parties may claim compensation.  

  3.3.2
Warranties/penalties 

 Here, the  guaranties  or  warranties  the plant has to fulfi l are stipulated. In this con-
nection the term  “ design warranties ”  is frequently used. At fi rst, the guaranty itself 
is described, then the duration of the guaranty, called  warranty period  is deter-
mined. Finally, for individual guaranties penalties may be agreed. 

 Mostly, the performance criteria listed in section  3.2.1 ,  “ Contractor ’ s scope of 
supply and services ”  are used. Some examples are given below:

   Capacity : Whenever the production performance falls below 
the guaranteed limit, the employer shall pay to the contrac-
tor 1% of the contract value per 1   m 3 /h up to a maximum of 
5   m 3 /h, corresponding to 5% of the contract value. 

  Power consumption : Whenever the guaranteed power 
consumption is exceeded, the contractor shall pay to the 
employer a lump sum of  3 4,000 per kWh/h of additional 
consumption. 

  Live steam consumption : Whenever the guaranteed steam 
consumption is exceeded, the contractor shall pay to the 
employer the average annual additional consumption for the 
duration of 24,000 operating hours. Price standard for the 
live steam shall be 6, -  3 /t steam . 

  Availability : In case the guaranteed availability for work is 
not reached, the contractor pays the employer the amount of 
 3 80,000 for each full percentage point below an availability 
of 98%. Payment is limited to  3 240,000. If the plant to be 
furnished by the contractor does not reach availability for 
work of at least 94%, apart from rectifi cation, the employer 
is entitled, at his option, to demand a reduction of the pur-
chase price.   

 Further warranties may be: 
    •      warranty regarding acoustic emission (in Germany 

according to the Health and Safety at Work Act)  
    •      warranty for corrosion resistance  
    •      warranty for coatings (e.g. exclusion of blistering on 

gummed devices and pipelines)  
    •      warranty for accruing remnants regarding quantity and 

properties    
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 With regard to the warranty period, a general  liability period  for all design warran-
ties of the plant is often determined. Typical warranty periods are in the range of two 
years. Furthermore, separate periods can be assigned to individual warranties. In 
case of the corrosion warranty e.g. a liability period of up to fi ve years is required. 

 When talking about warranty periods, their beginnings play an important role. 
Usually, the  beginning of the warranty  is linked to the acceptance or the completion 
of the successful test run. This often results in a confl ict with the contracts the 
plant manufacturer has with his subcontractor. 

 The subcontractors want the warranty period of their supply to start with its 
successful commissioning. Considering the fact that between the beginning of the 
commissioning and the successful completion of the test run several months may 
pass by, it becomes clear that the plant manufacturer will be confronted with a 
warranty gap. This means that the warranties of individual plant components may 
terminate before the end of the warranty obligation towards the operating company. 
Therefore the plant manufacturer will be anxious to link the beginning of the 
warranty period of his subcontractors to the acceptance of the whole plant or s/he 
will claim a correspondingly longer warranty period from his subcontractor. Both 
plans are equally diffi cult to realize. The subcontractor will rightfully argue that 
s/he is not responsible for a delay in the acceptance of the whole plant probably 
caused by another plant unit, unless his or her own delivery is acceptable.  

  3.3.3
Defects/acceptance 

 Defects are subdivided into  patent defects  and  latent defects . Patent defects are 
revealed within the framework of inspections and testing. First of all, the employer 
stipulates his or her right to take part in the testing:

  The employer is entitled to take part in all inspections and 
testing within the framework of the project execution and 
may arrange own inspections in order to test the accord-
ance between purchase requirements and execution. The 
contractor shall, in due time, inform the employer about 
the scheduled inspections and give him the opportunity of 
participating.   

 In practice, so - called  “ site - inspections ”  tests on completion are carried out in 
which the operator ’ s engineer and the project management of the plant manufac-
turer take part. These are plant tours after the completion of the assembly. Here, 
the engineer will reveal defects existing according to his or her opinion: e.g. inac-
cessible fi ttings, measuring technology cannot be overlooked, lacking equipment, 
workmanship of inferior quality etc. The plant tour results in a list of defects that 
have to be worked off. A distinction is made between minor and major defects. 
While minor defects may usually be removed at short notice or are  “ tolerated ”  by 
the employer, major defects entail enormous efforts in time and money. Contrac-
tor and employer often stipulate deadlines for their removal. 
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 Further defects will arise during commissioning: e.g. objectionable functioning 
of control devices, defect appliances, insuffi cient pump head etc. Here again 
respective lists of defects are compiled and agreements for their removal are made. 
The agreements are of special importance since they may infl uence the important 
time of acceptance. 

 A possible wording for the remedy of defects is:

  The contractor undertakes to remedy defect or incomplete 
supply or services with no costs for the employer. The 
remedy of defects occurs in coordination with the employer 
under consideration of operational interests. In case the 
contractor fails to remedy the defects or in case of emer-
gency the employer is entitled to remedy any defects himself 
or have a third party remedy the defects and to demand 
reimbursement from the contractor for all costs incurred, 
including costs for transport and material.   

 Latent defects are defects or damages not revealed during assembly and com-
missioning. They occur only after acceptance during normal operation of the plant. 
Unless latent defects are attributable to faulty operation of the personal, the plant 
manufacturer, within the framework of his defects liability, is liable to remedy 
defects at his own costs. However, clever contractual arrangements with his sub-
contractor will entitle the plant manufacturer to pass these defects and thus the 
related costs on to the subcontractor. 

 The  test on completion/acceptance  of the plant is one of the most important mile-
stones in the execution of the project. It indicates the offi cial end of the project 
from the plant manufacturer ’ s point of view, except for the agreed remaining work 
regarding the remedy of still existing defects as well as the possibly outstanding 
fi nal documentation. Furthermore, acceptance usually requires three important 
events: 
    •      beginning of the warranty period;  
    •      trigger event for the last or penultimate installment/

payment (depending on whether further payment has been 
agreed for the submission of the fi nal documentation or the 
provision of other services);  

    •      determination of the liquidated damages (if applicable).    

 Acceptance will be sealed by a test certifi cate signed by both parties. The pre-
conditions for acceptance are described in the contract in detail. Here, the contrac-
tor has to fulfi l at least two conditions: 
    •      complete and faultless performance of all goods and services  
    •      successful completion of test run/guarantee run    

 Depending on the type and size of the plant, different terms are customary: 
    •      24 - hours test run  
    •      100 - hour guarantee run  
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    •      guarantee operation  
    •      trial operation    

 Differences arise, above all, from the stipulated period (1 day to 6 weeks) and 
the services to be performed. In any case, proof of the design warranties and 
operational guaranties such as capacity, product quality, utility consumption etc. 
has to be established within the framework of the guarantee run. In addition, 
during the long trial operation all operational states, such as start and shut down, 
minimum, normal and maximum load etc. are demonstrated. Breakdowns have 
to be recorded. If several breakdowns or  one  major shutdown occur, the customer 
is entitled to demand a repetition of the trial operation. The additional costs related 
to the longer commissioning as well as the usually applying liquidated damages 
explain the immense pressure on the commissioning staff.  

  3.3.4
Prices/terms of payment/bonds 

 The payment of a plant usually occurs in  installments . Due to the amounts, the 
points in time for the payment of the individual instalments play an important 
role, since the interest revenues received owing to a premature payment of a major 
installment could have a considerable effect on the result of the project. In the 
contract the terms of payment are determined in writing. At fi rst, the number and 
size of the installments have to be fi xed. Then, the payment by installments has 
to be made contingent on the conditions of payment, the so - called  “ trigger events ” . 
Of course the employer will pay larger amounts only after the contractor has ren-
dered the respective services. Furthermore, for his own protection the employer 
will demand so - called  bonds  from the contractor. A fi ctive succession of install-
ments is given in Table  3.1  together with the respective trigger events.   

 The contractor has to  apply for the payment  in writing and enclose corresponding 
evidence. Then the contract provides for the period in and the bank to which the 
payments have to be made, unless the employer raises any objection. If the 
employer exceeds the deadline without valid objections, the contractor is entitled 
to the payment of the resulting  losses of interest . 

 Since trigger events are often linked to the technical execution, project engineers 
should also be urged to inform the project management on the occurrence of these 
events. 

 Sometimes, major payments are made although the contractor still has to 
perform the respective performance. This applies especially to the fi rst and the 
last installment. For his own protection the employer demands the deposit of bank 
guaranties from the contractor. The fi rst installment is often contingent on a so -
 called  prepayment bond  and the last one on a  performance bond . For this purpose, 
the contractor has to apply for such a bond, also called guaranteed credit, from 
the bank. The granting of the guaranteed credits does not entail payments. The 
respective bank acts rather as a guarantor for the operator towards the plant manu-
facturer for the payment of the latter ’ s debts. If the plant manufacturer, for 
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example, declares bankruptcy shortly after the payment of the fi rst installment, 
the employer has the right to demand the bank guarantee for the work not per-
formed. The same applies to the performance bond, if the plant manufacturer fails 
to fulfi l his warranties after acceptance of the plant. 

  Note : Apart from the purchase price, the terms of payment are an important 
component of contract negotiations.  

  3.3.5
Alterations/claims 

 The enormous cost pressure through global competition has already been pointed 
out. Due to the related poor quality of the project price, reserves for unexpected 
supplies or services are not contained in the quotation price. Unexpected costs, 
unavoidable even with the most careful planning, melt away the profi t margin    –
    provided there is one. A  “ black order ”  suddenly turns into a  “ red ”  one. Against 
this background, a sustainable so - called  claims management  is urgently required. 

 The operator or customer is usually prejudiced against claims, although it is 
possible to stipulate them also in favour of the customer. The operator assumes 
that the purchase price includes all goods and services for the procurement of the 
plant. Additional costs are not provided for and have to be justifi ed to the operator ’ s 
management. Thus many contracts contain only alteration clauses, claims are left 
unmentioned. 

 At this point, the difference between  alterations  and  claims  should be explained. 
Within the framework of the project discussion, representatives of the employer 
or engineers often advance their wishes. The project manager has to verify whether 
these wishes correspond to the stipulated scope of supply and services. If not, the 

 Table 3.1     Instalments and trigger events. 

  No.  
   –   

  Amount  
   3   

  Percentage  
  %  

  Trigger event  
   –   

  1    500,000. -     5    Receipt of the unconditional order confi rmation of the 
contractor and presentation of prepayment bond  

  2    500,000. -     5    Upon employer ’ s written confi rmation stating that the 
documents for approval application are complete and 
available  

  3    1,000,000. -     10    Receipt of materials for the main components in the 
sub - contractor ’ s factory on confi rmation  

  4    2,000,000. -     20    Completion of construction work  
  5    2,000,000. -     20    Delivery of main components and beginning of assembly  
  6    2,000,000. -     20    Completion of assembly  
  7    500,000. -     5    Start of test operation  
  8    1,000,000. -     10    Acceptance and presentation of performance bond  
  9    500,000. -     5    Handover of the fi nal documentation released by the 

employer  
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customer has to be told of this situation. Then the employer has to be provided 
with a so - called  supplementary offer  which contains the additional goods and ser-
vices. What ’ s important is that employers    –    unless they withdraw their claims    –   
 authorize the additional costs, i.e. they order in writing. 

 Alterations are subdivided into:
   Additions : Additional supply or services which are not 

contractually specifi ed. Examples: additional or larger 
pipelines, additional services such as work originally 
belonging to the scope of supply and services of the 
employer. 

  Omissions : Supply and services contained in the contract 
which are not realized owing to certain circumstances. 
Example: Due to the employer ’ s fi nancial bottleneck a 
complete part of the plant, which is not obligatory, may be 
omitted from the scope of delivery. 

  Alterations : Alterations of equipment or services. Example: 
During the approval procedure it turns out that a vessel 
originally planned in a double - wall version can now be 
built in a single - wall version.   

 Claims result from  disruptions  the applicant of the claim is not responsible for. 
Two forms of claims are to be distinguished: 
    •      cost claims  
    •      claims in time    

  Example 1 : During the assembly the engineer changes the 
position for the erection of the erection crane since it 
would impede the normal activities at this location in 
some way or the other. The site erection plan, from which 
the position of the crane resulted, has already been 
mutually agreed by the engineer and the plant 
manufacturer ’ s project management. During the ongoing 
assembly it becomes obvious that some components 
cannot be integrated into the plant owing to the changed 
position of the crane. An additional crane has to be 
erected. The plant manufacturer will regard this as a 
disruption through no fault of his or her own and will 
assert a claim for extra costs in the form of a cost claim as 
well as delay in the form of a claim in time. 

  Example 2 : During the electrical assembly, winter sets in 
with temperatures signifi cantly below zero degrees. This 
renders cable laying impossible. The plant manufacturer 
will assert a claim in time comprising the duration of the 
weather - related disruption. Since this is an Act of God, 
the employer is not liable for it either. Extra costs in the 
sense of a cost claim cannot be claimed. 
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  Example 3 : During the component assembly the actual 
dimensions of the components supplied by a 
subcontractor turned out not to correspond with the 
dimensions of the layout drawing. Thus the component 
cannot be assembled. Since for time reasons, 
manufacturing a new component with the correct 
dimensions does not come into question, the plant 
manufacturer decides to change the foundations. He will 
assert a cost claim against the subcontractor regarding the 
costs related to this measure. A claim in time against the 
employer is not possible in this case, as he cannot be held 
liable for the contractor ’ s subcontractors. 

  Example 4 : Due to a delay on the construction site, the plant 
manufacturer calls off the larger vessels only one month 
after the agreed date of delivery. If, for this period, in the 
contract with the vessel supplier free storage has not been 
stipulated, he will claim the storage - related costs from the 
plant manufacturer. 

  Example 5 : The main contract provides for the control 
equipment to belong to the scope of delivery and services 
of the employer or operator. The operator has 
commissioned his own subcontractor for the control 
hardware as well as for the generation of the control 
program. During commissioning some operation 
sequences of the plant turn out to have been wrongly 
programmed. Incorrect data in the requirement 
specifi cation of the plant manufacturer are identifi ed as 
the reason for it. At fi rst the subcontractor will assert both 
a cost claim for this program modifi cation and a claim in 
time because of the related time delay against his 
employer. Since the operating company cannot be held 
responsible for the disruption s/he will pass the cost 
claims on to the responsible plant manufacturer. The 
claim in time serves the subcontractor commissioned 
with the supply of the control technology as a means of 
protection against a penalty of the employer. If owing to 
this disruption the penalized deadline for the acceptance 
of the plant is exceeded, the employer cannot enforce 
penalty claims against her or his subcontractor. Against 
the plant manufacturer, however, this will very well be 
possible. 

  Example 6 : During the concrete works the site manager 
informs the project management of a foundation that has 
been misplaced by one meter. After a revision of the 
framework plans released by the project management it is 
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noticed that it was really a mistake of the commissioned 
building contractor. After the examination of the 
construction site and consultations with the building 
contractor both parties agree that a modifi cation of the 
foundation would be both too time - consuming and too 
expensive. Consequently, the project management of the 
plant manufacturer asserts a claim against the building 
contractor. This cost claim contains all extra costs related 
to the dislocation of the foundation. This comprises in 
particular the planning costs for the modifi cation of all 
connecting pipelines and the additional procurement 
costs and costs for the modifi cations of the pipelines 
which have already been ordered. The additional 
possibility to assert a claim in time depends on the 
contractual relationship between the plant manufacturer 
and the building contractor. In case the building 
contractor is a subcontractor, a claim in time against the 
employer is not possible. The operator will reject the 
claim in time on the grounds that the plant manufacturer 
himself is responsible for the selection of his 
subcontractors. Thus the employer cannot be held liable 
for their faults. In case the building contractor is a 
member of a consortium of the plant manufacturer, both 
parties have to apportion the penalty for the delay as equal 
parties. In case the constructional part belongs to the 
scope of delivery and services of the employer, the plant 
manufacturer will assert and enforce a claim in time 
based on this disruption.   

 For the successful enforcement of a claim, it is recommended to take the fol-
lowing steps: 
    •      cause of the claim/disruption  
    •      justifi cation based on the contract  
    •      evaluation of costs or delay  
    •      negotiation and substantiation of the claim    

 At fi rst the disruption and the person responsible have to be identifi ed. Then 
the contractual basis has to be cited. This is followed by a list of costs and times, 
as the case may be, related to the disruption. Costs for additional services are often 
stipulated in the form of hourly rates to prevent the one who applies for the claim 
from demanding exceeding rates. Here, a difference between hourly rates for the 
engineer and the assembly is usually made. Finally the claim has to be negotiated 
and an agreement has to be stipulated in writing. 

 The biggest problem regarding the enforcement of claims is the psychological 
situation especially of the manufacturer ’ s project management, which is in an 
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almost irresolvable confl ict situation. On the one hand, the project management 
itself is interested in a good outcome of the project with regard to its employer, as 
in some companies the project management has a percentage share in the project 
result as an incentive for high organisational commitment. Thus the project man-
agement will try to enforce as many large claims as possible. On the other hand, 
the project management and plant manufacturer also want content customers who 
continue to order plants and recommend them to others. If the project manage-
ment constantly annoys the employer with additions and claims the operator is said 
to be responsible for, the customer will automatically be discontent. 

 The solution can only be a clear contractual situation and an unambiguous 
documentation of the project progression. If it is possible to solve the critical ques-
tion regarding the person responsible for the disruption by presenting clear proof 
or documents, and if the contract clearly defi nes the procedure and the costs for 
additions and disruptions, disputes or discords should be avoidable.  

  3.3.6
Termination/suspension 

 Most contracts contain a clause on  termination  and  suspension  according to the 
following examples:

  The employer is entitled to terminate this contract at any 
time until the completion of the work. In such a case, the 
employer will remunerate the contractor for the supply 
and services provably rendered as well as for the 
unpreventable costs from initiated production measures 
and orders with subcontractors until the date of 
termination. 

 The employer has the right, at any time, to suspend the 
execution of the order. The contractor undertakes to 
secure the work at the construction site and the unit 
against damages and loss for the duration of the 
suspension. No extra costs shall be claimed by the 
contractor, unless the suspension exceeds the period of 
two weeks. In case the suspension lasts longer the costs 
incurred for securing the construction site as well as for 
the resumption of the work will be added to the contract 
price.   

 In case of such a contractual agreement, the employer may either completely 
terminate the project or suspend i.e. interrupt it. The reasons for a termination or 
interruption are varied. Usually, basic problems of the operator are the reason, 
such as insolvency, war confl icts in the country the plant shall be erected in, politi-
cal changes etc. 

 In case of a termination, the supply and services rendered by the plant manu-
facturer have to be reimbursed. However, proof has to be furnished, which is 
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usually easy for goods delivered due to the existing invoices of the subcontractors. 
If services are concerned, the planning hours have to be verifi ed. Alternatively, the 
current status of the project plan can be evidenced with the help of the prepared 
documents. A termination of the contract entails also the termination of the plant 
manufacturer ’ s contracts with the subcontractor. In case feedstock has already 
arrived or components are already in the production process the costs involved 
cannot be averted any longer. The employer will have to bear these costs as well. 

 The passage on the suspension is employer friendly. The employer will be 
enabled to demand from the contractor a two - weeks interruption of the project 
without the contractor being able to claim the additional costs related to this. Only 
at longer interruptions additional costs will have to be borne. The plant manufac-
turer will try to negotiate similar contractual terms and conditions with his sub-
contractor. If s/he succeeds, cost demands on the part of the subcontractor will 
not have to be feared. 

 The main problem of a suspension is the continuing employment of the staff. 
Depending on the phase of the project and the project organization structure the 
project engineers, mechanics and the commissioning staff involved are without 
reasonable jobs. Continuing employment in the hope of a continuation of the 
project is risky. However, the employees cannot be forced to accept an involuntary 
leave. The employment at another project, provided there is any, is also diffi cult. 
Engineers have to acquaint themselves with the new projects and mechanics as 
well as operational staff has to be transferred to a new location. The decision on 
the procedure in case of a suspension is therefore the responsibility of the con-
tractor ’ s management.  

  3.3.7
Insurance 

 In this section of the contract the different kinds of insurances and the 
insured parties have to be determined. Typical insurance types for process projects 
are: 
    •       Erection all risks insurances:  Erection All Risks Insurances 

(EAR) cover the risks during the phase of assembly. Apart 
from accident - caused damages on persons and equipment, 
the risk of fi re during the erection phase may also be 
included. The conclusion of an erection all risks insurance 
contract often belongs to the scope of services of the 
employer.  

    •       Transport insurance:  The risks of transport of materials and 
components to the construction site are usually born by the 
contractor. Plant manufacturers will be interested in the 
conclusion of a transport insurance contract unless they 
transfer this risk to their subcontractors. The transport risk 
depends signifi cantly on the distances and the means of 
transport used.  
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    •       Design insurance:  With this kind of insurance, plant 
manufacturers can protect themselves against design errors. 
The employer is not interested in a design insurance policy 
since the planning responsibility lies with the plant 
manufacturer and the ordinary operation of the plant is 
already stipulated in the section Warranties/Guarantees of 
the contract. Since the evaluation of risks related to design 
errors is diffi cult and, on the other hand, faulty design may 
result in considerable damages, the costs for design 
insurance contracts are correspondingly high.  

    •       Currency insurances : In many projects, foreign companies 
are involved as employers and, from the plant 
manufacturer ’ s point of view, the payment of the 
installments will be effected in the respective foreign 
currency. Since not all currencies are as stable as the Euro, 
losses due to currency fl uctuations may occur. The plant 
manufacturer can protect himself or herself against this by 
concluding a currency insurance contract.    

 Depending on the kind of insurance, the following specifi cations are 
necessary: 
    •      which contracting party concludes the respective insurance?  
    •      duration of the insurance  
    •      determination of a retention  
    •      place of insurance  
    •      amount insured  
    •      insurance benefi t in the event of damage  
    •      determination of the insurance premium etc.    

 At this point it should be mentioned that many aspects regarding the insurance 
industry are ruled by legal regulations or by General Conditions of Insurance /3.5, 
3.6/.  

  3.3.8
Secrecy 

 Information and documentation of a project are usually subject to secrecy, or have 
to be treated confi dentially. The confi dential treatment of project information is 
in the interest of both operator and plant manufacturer. Both parties want to 
protect their know - how against competitors. In this case, a contractual clause such 
as the following will be helpful:

  Information and documentation acquired within the 
framework of this contract shall be treated confi dentially 
by both employer and contractor. Without the approval of 
the other party, neither employer nor contractor is entitled 
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to distribute, divulge or disclose such information to third 
parties. Publications, notices or press releases regarding 
the project are subject to the employer ’ s approval. 

 However, third parties in terms of this clause are neither 
employees of the contract partner, nor professional 
consultants or experts who are required to have 
knowledge about confi dential information and 
documents for the execution of the contract. Contractor 
and employer will bind the parties mentioned above by 
confi dentiality. 

 Excepted from this rule is information required to be 
disclosed due to statutory provisions, legal orders, 
authority regulations, fi nal court decisions or within the 
context of approval procedures or legal proceedings.    

  3.3.9
Severability clause 

 The so - called severability clause is:
  Should any provision of this order be held or declared 

invalid by a competent court of jurisdiction, such 
invalidity shall not affect other the provisions of this 
order. In such a case, the invalid or unenforceable 
provision or provisions shall be replaced by provisions 
coming as close as possible to the intention, spirit and 
purpose of the original provision. 

 There may be contradictions between the legal and binding 
regulations and clauses of a project contract. Moreover, 
legal provisions may be altered by the legislator during the 
project term. To prevent the  comprehensive contract  from 
being contested, in such cases the severability clause 
stipulates that only the contradictory provision has to be 
adapted.    

  3.3.10
Coming into effect 

 A typical wording for the coming into effect of the order is:
  The short unconditional written confi rmation of the 

order    –    without repetition of the text    –    is deemed to be the 
acceptance of this order.   

 In this case, special importance is attached to the term  “ unconditional ” . In 
practice it often happens that the contractor does not provide an unconditional 
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 confi rmation of order . The risk of reservations being expressed is particularly high 
if controversial aspects have not been suffi ciently negotiated.

   Example : During the contract negotiations, the provision of 
the plant labelling has turned out to be a question at issue. 
The labelling has not been included in the offer of the 
plant manufacturer and thus not included in the price. 
The operator insisted on the provision of the labelling at a 
purchase price that has been repeatedly beaten down. The 
last contract negotiation did not yield a clear result. The 
operator submits the contract to the plant manufacturer 
on the assumption that he will give in. The plant 
manufacturer accepts the order in writing; however, he 
expresses reservation with regard to the plant labelling. If 
the employer does not react to this, he is deemed to 
approve tacitly. This means that the plant manufacturer 
can claim extra costs in terms of an addition for the 
provision of the labelling.   

 The reference  “ without repetition of the text ”  is also worth mentioning. With 
this, the author of the contract protects himself against  “ small ”  modifi cations the 
other party may introduce in its own favour, hoping it may not be noticed. There 
is, in fact, a great risk of overlooking small modifi cations since the repeated 
reading of the same document makes one  “ blind ” . 

 Normally, the individual pages of the contract are revised by the respectively 
authorized representatives (e.g. the operator ’ s engineer and the manufacturer ’ s 
project manager) and signed by both of them, which is also called  initialling . Thus 
later modifi cations are not possible offhand. The order or order confi rmation is 
also signed by respectively authorized representatives of the two companies or 
parties involved. The legitimization is clear from the internal signature policy. 
Higher amounts, as it is the case with the projects discussed here, usually require 
one or several signatures of the holder of a general commercial power of attorney 
or the company management (see below, section  3.3.11 ,  “ Signature policy ” ). 

 Considering the order of magnitude of the amounts of money on the one hand 
and the high commitment of the employees involved on the other hand, it goes 
without saying that a celebration with a drink will take place.  

  3.3.11
Signature policy 

 To begin with, it should be noted that extreme caution is required when signing 
documents. In the worst case the signatory has to pay for the consequences of a 
wrongly signed contract, i.e. in plain English, the signatory has to settle payment 
for the procurement with his or her personal property if s/he exceeds his or her 
powers. In consideration of the amounts usual in the business of plant manufac-
turing this will inevitably lead to private insolvency. 
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 The legal provisions in connection with signatures are very country - specifi c and 
complex. Therefore they cannot be discussed within the framework of this book. 
Moreover, most of the companies have their own continuative and detailed signa-
ture policy to which employees have to adhere.     
   

    

 





 Project execution           

 The contract placing is immediately followed by the project execution. 
Compared to other project phases, the execution entails the highest expenditures 
in time and money, mainly owing to the so - called  detail engineering . Other 
essential parts of the project execution are procurement and assembly as well 
as the commissioning of the plant. The project is regarded as completed    –    except 
for the already mentioned operator model    –    after the contractually specifi ed 
guaranty or test run. With the successful completion of the guaranty run the 
 fi nal approval  of the plant will be granted. Here, the warranty period starts, 
during which occurring defects will be settled by the service department, if there 
is one. 

 In the following sections, the phases of execution mentioned above shall be 
treated as chronologically as possible. However, there is no importance attached 
to a complete representation of all thinkable design activities. The aim is rather to 
convey, with the help of examples, principal procedures repeatedly occurring in 
the process - engineering practice. Special emphasis is placed on the strongly inter-
disciplinary character and the team capability within the framework of the project 
execution. 

 The scope or complexity of detail engineering activities depends, as shown 
in Chapter  1 , section  1.2 ,  “ Project ” , basically on the kind and scope of the 
project.  

  4.1 
 Project organization 

 Before the actual execution of the project engineering work can be started, the 
project structure has to be determined. The two essential aims to be pursued 
are: 
    •      execution of the project within the time given and the 

quality required by the contract  
    •      compliance with, or even better, falling below the project 

costs indicated in the preliminary calculation    
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 At the latest, when medium - scale projects are concerned, the respective struc-
tures are required to enable the optimization of work fl ows in terms of time and 
quality. 

  4.1.1 
 Project structures 

 During design and execution of a project a number of different tasks have to be 
performed. In connection with the project organization, these tasks are called 
 “ activities ” . Activities mean both design tasks resulting in a document and physical 
activities, such as during assembly (earth, concrete and construction works; 
loading, transport and unloading; adjustment and assembly; welding, gluing, sol-
dering and screwing etc.) and commissioning (cleaning, operation of the machine, 
controls etc.). 

 To clarify the multitude of activities in the fi eld of designing, Tables  4.1 to 4.4  
show a selection of the project documents or design activities. The individual 
activities or documents may be marked by numbers and assigned to superior 
design packages to achieve a structuring of the project.         

 Another aggravating factor is that a lot of documents cannot be processed inde-
pendently from each other. A chronology has to be observed when compiling such 
documents.

   Example 1 : Isometric drawings of the piping can only be 
prepared with the piping drawings being available. 

  Example 2 : Piping drawings, though, can only be drawn up 
with the piping and instrumentation diagrams as well as 
the piping alignment plans being available. 

  Example 3 : The nominal widths of the piping and 
instrumentation diagrams are dependent on the prior 
preparation of the hydraulic layout.   

 Finally, retroactive modifi cations may be applicable for documents already pre-
pared, which, in turn, is the condition for the preparation of the new documents.

   Example : The piping plan assumes the existence of the 
piping and instrumentation diagrams; however, the 
position for the draining and exhaust valves can often be 
determined only after the completion of the piping 
planning. Moreover, the piping planning may reveal the 
fact that additional draining and exhausts are required. 
Thus the respective piping and instrumentation diagrams 
have to be revised retroactively.   

 Apart from the large number of activities and their interaction mentioned above, 
the time dependence of the activity concentration has to be taken into consider-
ation. In Figure  4.1 , the activity concentration over the term of a fi ctitious project 
is depicted.   
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 Table 4.1     Project execution activities (part 1). 

  Schedule Number    Document    Work Package  

   1.1     Project Management    Project Management  
  1.1.01    Project Manual    Project Management  
  1.1.02    Filing System    Project Management  
  1.1.03    Project Progress Report    Project Management  
  1.1.04    Internal Accounts    Project Management  
  1.1.05    Suppliers ’  List    Project Management  
  1.1.06    List of Technical Specifi cations    Project Management  
  1.1.07    Project Organisation Plan    Project Management  
  1.1.08    Claim Handling Guideline    Project Management  
  1.1.09    Document List (Drawing Register)    Project Management  
  1.1.10    Form Document Distribution    Project Management  
   1.2      Bid Preparation     Bid Preparation  
  1.2.01    Commercial Bid Preparation    Bid Preparation  
  1.2.02    Commercial Terms and Conditions    Bid Preparation  
  1.2.03    Customer Specifi cations    Bid Preparation  
  1.2.04    List of Interfaces    Bid Preparation  
   1.3      Project Calculation     Project Calculation  
  1.3.01    Cost Determination/Planning Phase    Project Calculation  
  1.3.02    Engineering Hours (Internal)    Project Calculation  
  1.3.03    List of Order Risks    Project Calculation  
  1.3.04    Preliminary Costing (In Detail)    Project Calculation  
  1.3.05    Bid Analysis    Project Calculation  
  1.4     Project Control     Project Control  
  1.4.01    Project Structural Plan    Project Control  
  1.4.02    Overall Time Schedule    Project Control  
  1.4.03    Frame Time Schedule    Project Control  
  1.4.04    Flow Chart Quality Controls    Project Control  
  1.4.05    Personnel Placement Planning    Project Control  
  1.4.06    Project Controlling    Project Control  
   1.5      Invoice Verifi cation     Invoice Verifi cation  
   1.6      Quality Assurance     Quality Assurance  
  1.6.01    QA - Plan Components    Quality Assurance  
  1.6.02    QA - Plan Pipes    Quality Assurance  
  1.6.03    Inspection Instructions    Quality Assurance  
  1.6.04    Welding Plan    Quality Assurance  
   1.7      Documentation     Documentation  
  1.7.01    Plant Documentation    Documentation  
  1.7.02    Quality Documentation    Documentation  
  1.7.03    Material Certifi cate    Documentation  
  1.7.04    Inspection Chart    Documentation  
  1.7.05    Safety Valve Adjustment Protocol    Documentation  
  1.7.06    Acceptance Protocol Technical Inspection Agency    Documentation  
  1.7.07    Pre - Test Documents Technical Inspection Agency    Documentation  
  1.7.08    NDT - Protocol    Documentation  
  1.7.09    Heat Treatment Protocol    Documentation  
  1.7.10    Approval Documentation    Documentation  
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 Table 4.2     Project execution activities (part 2). 

  Schedule 
Number  

  Document    Work Package  

  1.7.11    Erection Documents    Documentation  
  1.7.12    Commissioning    Documentation  
  1.7.13    Training Documents    Documentation  
  1.7.14    Maintenance Documentation    Documentation  
  1.7.15    Final Documentation    Documentation  
  1.7.16    Operating Manual    Documentation  
   2.1      Approval Planning     Approval Planning  
  2.1.01    Sample Documentation    Approval Planning  
  2.1.02    Surface Property Chart    Approval Planning  
  2.1.03    Proof of Disposal/Recycling    Approval Planning  
  2.1.04    Disposal Applications    Approval Planning  
   2.10      Machine and Apparatus Technology     Machine and Apparatus Technology  
  2.10.01    Machine Drawings/Parts Lists    Machine and Apparatus Technology  
  2.10.02    Technical Order Specifi cation for 

Machines and Apparatus  
  Machine and Apparatus Technology  

  2.10.03    Wear Part Lists    Machine and Apparatus Technology  
  2.10.04    Spare Part Lists    Machine and Apparatus Technology  
  2.10.05    Repair    Machine and Apparatus Technology  
  2.10.06    Lubricant Lists    Machine and Apparatus Technology  
  2.10.07    Lubrication Instruction/Lubrication Plan    Machine and Apparatus Technology  
  2.10.08    Special Tool Lists    Machine and Apparatus Technology  
  2.10.09    Master Drawing for Equipment    Machine and Apparatus Technology  
  2.10.10    Manufacturing Drawings for Apparatus    Machine and Apparatus Technology  
  2.10.11    General Drawings (General Layout 

Drawing)  
  Machine and Apparatus Technology  

   2.11      Piping Engineering     Piping Engineering  
  2.11.01    Pipeline Class    Piping Engineering  
  2.11.02    Project Regulation Piping Engineering    Piping Engineering  
  2.11.03    Piping Calculation    Piping Engineering  
  2.11.04    Piping Plan    Piping Engineering  
  2.11.05    Pipeline Route Plan    Piping Engineering  
  2.11.06    Isometric Pipeline Drawings    Piping Engineering  
  2.11.07    Pipeline Part List    Piping Engineering  
  2.11.08    List of Pipe Supports    Piping Engineering  
  2.11.09    Drawings of Pipe Supports    Piping Engineering  
   2.12      Insulation and Surface Protection     Insulation and Surface Protection  
  2.12.01    List of Insulations    Insulation and Surface Protection  
  2.12.02    Insulation Final Plan (Heat, Cold, Sound)    Insulation and Surface Protection  
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 Table 4.3     Project execution activities (part 3). 

  Schedule 
Number  

  Document    Work Package  

   2.2      Erection Planning     Erection Planning  
  2.2.01    Erection Plan/Layout    Erection Planning  
  2.2.02    Building Drawing    Erection Planning  
  2.2.03    Load Plan    Erection Planning  
  2.2.04    Foundation Plan    Erection Planning  
  2.2.05    Cable Route Plan    Erection Planning  
  2.2.06    Escape Route Plan    Erection Planning  
  2.2.07    Ex - Zone Plan    Erection Planning  
   2.3      Process Engineering     Process Engineering  
  2.3.01    Process Calculations    Process Engineering  
  2.3.02    Basic Flow Chart with Basic and Additional Information    Process Engineering  
  2.3.03    Process Flow Chart with Basic and Additional 

Information  
  Process Engineering  

  2.3.04    Process Description    Process Engineering  
  2.3.05    Balancing (Full Load, Partial Load)    Process Engineering  
   2.4      Safety Engineering     Safety Engineering  
  2.4.01    Back - up Concept Pressure/Temperature    Safety Engineering  
  2.4.02    Fire Protection Plan    Safety Engineering  
  2.4.03    Accident Analysis    Safety Engineering  
  2.4.04    Catalogue Safety Measures    Safety Engineering  
   2.5      Systems Engineering     Systems Engineering  
  2.5.01    P & I - Flow Charts    Systems Engineering  
  2.5.02    List of Operating Resources/Coolants    Systems Engineering  
  2.5.03    Components List    Systems Engineering  
  2.5.04    List of Fittings and Fixtures    Systems Engineering  
  2.5.05    Pump Curves    Systems Engineering  
  2.5.06    Pressure drop Calculation    Systems Engineering  
  2.5.07    Technical Data Sheet    Systems Engineering  
  2.5.08    Functional Description/Control Equipment    Systems Engineering  
  2.5.09    Continuous Function Charts    Systems Engineering  
  2.5.10    Layout Electrical Load    Systems Engineering  
  2.5.11    Layout Measuring Points    Systems Engineering  
   2.6      E/MC - Technology     E/MC - Technology  
  2.6.01    E - Load List    E/MC - Technology  
  2.6.02    Layout Control Rooms    E/MC - Technology  
  2.6.03    Installation Layout Communication Equipment    E/MC - Technology  
  2.6.04    Cable List    E/MC - Technology  
  2.6.05    Techn. Spec. E - Technology    E/MC - Technology  
  2.6.06    Earthing Plan    E/MC - Technology  
  2.6.07    Circuit Diagrams    E/MC - Technology  
  2.6.08    Lighting Layout    E/MC - Technology  
  2.6.09    Electrical Installation Plan    E/MC - Technology  
  2.6.10    Strip Terminal Plan    E/MC - Technology  
  2.6.11    Secondary Distribution Plan    E/MC - Technology  
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 Table 4.4     Project execution activities (part 4). 

  Schedule Number    Document    Work Package  

  2.6.13    List of Measuring Points    E/MC - Technology  
  2.6.14    Mechanical Measuring Set - Up (Hook - Ups)    E/MC - Technology  
  2.6.15    Cable List    E/MC - Technology  
  2.6.16    Technical Specifi cation for Control Equipment    E/MC - Technology  
  2.6.17    Order Specifi cation for Control Equipment    E/MC - Technology  
   3.1      Project Procurement     Project Procurement  
  3.1.01    Material Purchase Requisition    Project Procurement  
  3.1.02    List of Companies to Inquire    Project Procurement  
  3.1.03    Minutes of Negotiation    Project Procurement  
  3.1.04    Minutes of Meeting    Project Procurement  
  3.1.05    Commercial Order Comparison    Project Procurement  
  3.1.06    Order    Project Procurement  
  3.1.07    Delivery Reminder    Project Procurement  
  3.1.08    Notice of Defects    Project Procurement  
  3.1.09    Expediting    –    Visit Report/Abridged Report    Project Procurement  
  3.1.10    Supplier Progress Report    Project Procurement  
  3.1.11    Acceptance Certifi cate    Project Procurement  
  3.1.12    Documentation Check List    Project Procurement  
   3.2      Dispatch     Dispatch  
  3.2.01    Consignment Note    Dispatch  
  3.2.02    Dispatch Note/Delivery Note    Dispatch  
  3.2.03    Export Declaration    Dispatch  
  3.2.04    Customs Invoice    Dispatch  
  3.2.05    Insurance Police    Dispatch  
  3.2.06    Packaging Schedule    Dispatch  
   3.3      Assembly     Assembly  
  3.3.01    Assembly Schedule    Assembly  
  3.3.02    Personnel Placement Planning    Assembly  
  3.3.03    Site Equipment Plan    Assembly  
  3.3.04    Storage Regulations    Assembly  
  3.3.05    Assembly Instruction    Assembly  
  3.3.06    Daily Report    Assembly  
  3.3.07    Good Receipt Control Report    Assembly  
  3.3.08    Non - Conformance Report    Assembly  
  3.3.09    Final Acceptance Protocol Assembly    Assembly  
  3.3.10    Snag List      Assembly  
  3.3.11    As - built Description in Assembly Documents    Assembly  
   3.4      COMMISSIONING     COMMISSIONING  
  3.4.02    Commissioning Schedule    COMMISSIONING  
  3.4.03    Machine Test Run Report Data    COMMISSIONING  
  3.4.04    Test Run Report Data    COMMISSIONING  
  3.4.05    Final Report Data of Test Run    COMMISSIONING  
  3.4.06    Inspection Sheet Operating Parameters    COMMISSIONING  
  3.4.07    Commissioning Diary    COMMISSIONING  
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 In the course of the activities, three  peaks  are clearly evident. The fi rst peak 
occurs during the period of the detail engineering and is basically to be attributed 
to the numerous  procurement activities  which come up after a project term of about 
six months. With the main orders being placed the activity concentration declines 
signifi cantly. During the second six months of the project term, activities concen-
trate on the piping engineering, the remaining orders and the expediting which 
will be discussed in more detail in section  4.3 ,  “ Component procurement ” . The 
signifi cant incline in activities after about one year results from the beginning of 
the  assembly . After having passed the assembly peak the activity concentration 
drops down to a minimum. During this period, the remaining assembly work is 
carried out and the upcoming commissioning is prepared. Finally, towards the 
end of the project, the number of activities increases signifi cantly again, thus 
during commissioning and guaranty run. The precise order and height of the 
peaks depend on the scope and term of the project. 

 The individual activities have to be assigned to persons who, within the 
framework of the project management, are called  resources . In order to reach 
the objectives mentioned above, the total of the activities has to be carried out with 
as few resources as possible. In other words: personnel costs have to be mini-
mized. The time - dependent course of the interface concentration makes clear that 
strongly fl uctuating manpower requirements will occur during the course of the 
project. 

    Figure 4.1     Activity concentration curve subject to the project term. 
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 The multitude, chronology and interaction of the activities require sound project 
management. This includes different variants /4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5/ the two most 
important of which    –    from the author ’ s point of view    –    are explained below.

   Functional organizaiton structure:  The company is 
subdivided into different departments which may carry 
out individual planning packages. For the execution of a 
project a project manager responsible for time scheduling 
and costs will be appointed. The project manager has to 
consult the respective department managers about the 
execution of the project activities. The management 
authority regarding the project engineers is with the 
department managers. This form of project management 
is often applied to small and medium - sized projects. 

  Pure project organization structure : A team of employees 
exclusively dealing with the execution of this one project 
will be assigned to the project manager. The management 
authority regarding the project engineers is with the 
project manager. This form of project management is 
usually applied to medium - sized or large - scale projects.   

 Both management variants have their pros and cons. The main disadvantage 
of functional organization structure is the internal confl ict situation of the project 
manager. S/he is actually responsible for the project, although s/he has no direct 
access to the staff. The project manager depends on the good will of the depart-
ment managers. However, advantages will arise in case of the concurrent execu-
tion of several projects and from a better utilization of the employees. With regard 
to the pure project organiztion structure the relationships are clearer. The alloca-
tion of staff to the respective project results in the staff ’ s clear identifi cation 
with the project. The main problem is the regular utilization of the persons 
involved. 

 Apart from the management variants, separate or joint departments for the 
project planning and execution may exist. This again bears advantages and 
drawbacks.

   Separate departments for project planning and execution:  
The project planning department is practically exclusively 
responsible for the  acquisition  of orders. Thus its main 
task is basic engineering and preliminary calculation. 
Only in case of contract award will the execution 
department take the project on and is therefore 
responsible for detail engineering, procurement, assembly 
and commissioning. Different project managers are 
deployed for project planning and execution. 

  Joint project planning and execution:  The manager 
entrusted with project planning carries on this function 
even in case of a successful acquisition. Therefore the 
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project team is responsible for all activities within the 
framework of project planning and execution.   

 At fi rst, the joint project planning and execution seem to be the more advanta-
geous variant, as there are hardly any interface problems or information losses at 
the transfer from the project planning to the execution department. The customer 
knows the project manager from the planning phase and will not have to get used 
to a  “ new face ” . It will be to the project manager ’ s interest that process, schedule 
and commercial guidelines of project planning will be adhered to in the execution 
phase, too. 

 However, this also has some drawbacks: especially experienced project manag-
ers know about the possible unpredictability or risks during the course of a project 
and tend to demand the respective safety provisions both for costs and schedules. 
This results in a deterioration of the quotations compared to the competitors, and 
the risk of losing the order will increase. In case of separate project planning and 
execution departments, the project manager will rather tend towards accepting 
price reductions and compromises regarding the schedule. In the end, s/he will 
be judged by successful acquisitions. In addition, joint project planning and execu-
tion require a higher level of qualifi cation of the employees involved. They will 
have to be capable of mastering all activities of a project. 

 Which organizational variant of those described above will be applied will be 
determined by the respective company management. 

 The project structure and the employees involved are contained in the so - called 
organigram. In Figure  4.2  an example of an organigram with pure project organi-
zation structure is depicted.   

 Except for the manager of the execution department, all employees depicted 
are exclusively entrusted with one project. In case several projects have to be 
executed at the same time, similarly composed project teams will be organized. 
The above organigram outlines three hierarchical levels. The department manager 
is usually subordinate to the company management or the management of 
the operational division and is responsible for the results of all projects in execu-
tion. In this example, project management is assigned to two persons who are 
responsible to the department manager for the result of their project. The 
commercial and technical project managers have equal rights, a fact that 
requires the respective communication abilities. While the technical project 
manager is basically responsible for adherence to technical specifi cations, 
project coordination, project correspondence as well as schedule and progress 
controls, tasks like drawing up contracts, procurement, controlling, reporting to 
the company management are usually the responsibility of the commercial project 
manager. 

 Usually the site manager, commissioning manager, senior engineer and pro-
curement manager are subordinate to the project management. They again coor-
dinate the activities of the project engineers and the project staff. Finally, the 
project engineers are responsible for the execution of the individual planning 
packages.  
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  4.1.2 
 Systematics 

 In order to master the multitude of documents or activities mentioned in section 
 4.1.1 ,  “ Project structures ” , companies in the fi eld of plant manufacturing apply a 
number of systematics. Here again three examples will describe the principle of 
these systematics. 

  4.1.2.1   Project manual 
 To guarantee professional project planning and execution, plant manufacturers 
use so - called  project manuals . In a project manual, all activities required for execu-
tion within the framework of a project, and with this even the documentation to 
be prepared, are arranged according to an in - house system. Thus, the project 
manual refl ects the project structure. At the beginning of a new project, the project 
management has to compile a project - specifi c manual. In practice this means 
planning packages not feasible for the present project have to be deleted, as it is 
rather rare that really  all  offered activities are contained in one order. 

 The project manual is often associated with a certain  order systematics . 
This means either a directory structure for computer fi les or a systematics 
for the description of fi les. In both cases the fi ling of and access to 
documents shall be made easier for the employees involved. Tables  4.5 and 4.6  

    Figure 4.2     Example of an organigram with autonomous project organisation. 
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 Table 4.5     Ring binder system (part I). 

  Ring Binder 
No.  

  Ring Binder Package    Ring Binder 
No.  

  Ring Binder Package  

   1      Project Documentation      5      Layout Planning   
  1.1.1    Quotations    5.1.1    (Copy of Revision)  
  1.2.1    Correspondence    5.3    Building Planning  
  1.3.1    Contract    5.3.1.1    Specifi cations  
  1.4    Specifi cations    5.3.1.2    Specifi cations  
  1.4.1    General    5.3.3.1    Design  
  1.4.2    Building/Steel Construction    5.3.3.2    Design  
  1.4.3    Piping    5.4.1    Miscellaneous  
  1.4.4    E - Engineering          
  1.4.5    Control Technology          
  1.5.1    Inquiries     6      Components   
          6.1.1    Vessels  
          6.3.1    Silos  
   2      Approval Documentation     6.4.2    Heat Exchangers  
  2.1.1    Process Engineering    6.5.1    Cooling Towers  
  2.1.2    Process Engineering    6.6.1    Pumps  
  2.2.1    Erection    6.7.1    Agitator  
  2.2.2    Erection    6.8.1    Drying Unit  
  2.3.1    Application    6.9.1    Dosing Unit  
  2.3.2    Application    6.10.1    E - Motors  
                
                
   3      Process Engineering      7      Piping   
  3.1.1    Balancing    7.1.1    Correspondence  
  3.1.2    Process Description    7.2.1    Piping Layout  
  3.2.1    Process Schemes    7.3.1    Isometric Drawings/Lists  
  3.2.2    Media Data Sheets    7.4.1    Miscellaneous  
  3.3    Miscellaneous          
                
           8      E/MC    –    Technology   
   4      Systems Engineering     8.1.1    Correspondence  
  4.1.1    P & I/System Description/Lists 

(Copy of Revision)  
  8.2.1    Continuous Function 

Charts  
  4.1.2    P & I/System Description/Lists    8.3.1    Inquiry Specifi cation 

Measurement 
Engineering  

  4.3.1    Layout    8.4.1    Miscellaneous  
  4.4.1    Data Sheets   +   Inquiry 

Specifi cation(Copy of Revision)  
        

  4.5.1    Data Sheets   +   Inquiry 
Specifi cation  

        

  4.6.1    Miscellaneous     9      Assembly/Commissioning   
          9.1.1    Assembly Planning  
          9.2.1    Commissioning    –    Planning  
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 Table 4.6     Ring binder system (part 2). 

  Ring Binder 
No.  

  Ring Binder Package    Ring Binder 
No.  

  Ring Binder Package  

   10      Inquiries      12      Organisation   
  10.1.1    Engineering    12.1.1    Calculation  
  10.2.1.1    Steel Vessels    12.2.1    Deadlines  
  10.2.3    Gumming    12.3.1    Personnel  
  10.4.1    Silos          
  10.5.1    Heat Exchangers          
  10.6.1    Cooling Tower     13      Final Documentation   
  10.7.2    Rotary Pumps    13.1.1    General  
  10.7.3    Vacuum Pumps    13.1.2    Operating Manual  
  10.7.4    Dosing Pumps    13.1.3    Quality Documentation  
  10.8.1    Agitators    13.1.4    As - built Documentation  
  10.9.1    Drying Unit    13.1.5    Maintenance Instructions  
  10.10.1    Dosing Unit    13.1.6    Spare Parts List  
  10.11.1.1    Fixtures and Fittings    13.1.7    Wear Parts List  
  10.11.1.2    Fixtures and Fittings    13.1.8    Lubricants List  
  10.11.2    Pipelines    13.1.9    Technical Documentation  
  10.12.1    Assembly          
  10.15.1    MC - Technology          
  10.17.1    Insulation          
  10.52.1    Miscellaneous          
                
                
   11      Correspondence           
  11.1    Customer          
  11.1.1.1    Customer    –    Company (Letters/

Faxes)  
        

  11.1.1.2    Customer    –    Company (Letters/
Faxes)  

        

  11.1.2.1    Customer    –    Company 
(Letters/Faxes/Notes)  

        

  11.1.2.2    Company    –    Customer 
(Letters/Faxes/Notes)  

        

  11.1.3.1    Minutes of Meeting          
  11.1.3.2    Minutes of Meeting          
  11.1.4.1    Progress Report          
  11.2.1    Internal          
  11.3.1    Miscellaneous          

refl ect an example of a fi ling system. The numbers correspond to one fi le 
each.      

  4.1.2.2   Correspondence system 
 In connection with medium - sized and large - scale projects hundreds or even thou-
sands of letters, facsimiles, minutes of meeting, memoranda etc. are exchanged 
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between employer, contractor and subcontractors. Of course email correspon-
dence has also increased but in the case of important documentation, using the 
traditional post should be retained as written documentation constitutes stronger 
proof should confl icts arise. 

 In order to guarantee clarity and easy access here as well, the implementation 
of a correspondence system is convenient. Each incoming or outgoing letter will 
be consecutively numbered. The document number may again be linked with a 
fi ling system or the systematics of the project manual. 

 At fi rst, the incoming project correspondence arrives on the desk or in the 
computer of the project manager. He will decide in which ring binder the original 
has to be fi led and who gets a copy of the letter or an email forwarded. Outgoing 
correspondence will also be categorized.

   Example : The complete outgoing correspondence will be 
fi led in an EDP - register called  “ Project Name 
Correspondence ” . This register contains one sub - register 
for each company with which correspondence is ongoing. 
The names of the sub - registers correspond to the 
respective company names. These sub - registers contain 
three further sub - registers called  “ letters ” ,  “ facsimiles ”  
and  “ minutes of meeting ” . In these registers individual 
documents are fi led, which are named as follows: 
COMPANYNAME - 001B.DOC. Behind the company 
name, a consecutive three - digit number follows which 
enables the dispatch of up to 999 letters. The letter  “ L ”  
stands for letter. For facsimiles the letter  “ F ”  and for 
minutes of meeting  “ M ”  would be logical.   

 Due to this systematic approach, project history can easily be processed: If, for 
example, a sub - contractor claims not to have been informed about a certain techni-
cal detail during the order phase, the respective document will be found in the 
search mode of the EDP - system simply by inputting the keyword or period in 
which the document had been prepared. The protracted manual search in ring 
binders will be omitted.  

  4.1.2.3   Revision service 
 Modifi cations of already existing project documents are called  revisions . The  origi-

nal draft  usually gets the revision no. 0. Then, with each revision numbers are 
counted up. The  revision line  of the respective document indicates which revision 
is concerned. The meticulous tracing of modifi cations and thus of revisions is of 
utmost importance for the execution of projects, a fact that will be illustrated by 
the following two examples.

   Example 1 : During the project execution, a sub - contractor 
informs the project engineer responsible for the plant 
units that for processing reasons it would be better to 
mount the brackets of the heat exchanger 15   cm higher. 
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After brief refl ection, the project engineer gives his 
approval. The sub - contractor changes the production 
drawing and sends it to the plant manufacturer as revision 
no.1. He, in turn, will properly fi le the revised production 
drawing and forgets to furnish his colleague, who is 
responsible for the layout planning, with a copy. Thus the 
design in the system layout is based on revision 0 of the 
heat exchanger. With the latest revision being unnoticed 
the assembly will end in disaster. The heat exchanger 
cannot be mounted at the height provided. Raising 
protests against the sub - contractor is then in vain. The 
sub - contractor can prove to have submitted the 
modifi cation to the plant manufacturer in the form of a 
new revision and that the revision has been approved by 
the latter. Usually, such a mishap results in considerable 
extra costs, since subsequent modifi cations at steel and 
concrete works are complex. Furthermore, this additional 
work may entail scheduling delays which in turn lead to 
costs in the form of penalties. 

  Example 2 : The procurement of the piping is often 
associated with schedule diffi culties. The layout of the 
piping can only be initiated with other planning packages 
being completed, e.g. the piping and instrumentation 
diagrams and the layout planning of the components. 
What is worse is the considerable expenditure of time the 
piping planning entails. Therefore the piping has to be 
inquired at a time when the piping planning has not been 
completed. In this example the piping is inquired with the 
fi rst list of components, i.e. revision no. 0. The project 
engineer entrusted with the piping planning 
communicates to the economist that revision no. 0 
contains about 70% of the piping. During the contract 
negotiations with the sub - contractor revised lists of 
components with new revision numbers according to the 
current state of the piping planning are handed over to 
the procurement manager. 

 Finally, due to a misunderstanding between procurement 
manager and piping engineer, the order will be based on 
revision no. 1 which contains about 75% of the piping. 
The piping engineer assumes that the order was made on 
the basis of revision no. 2 of the lists of components, thus 
considering 95% of the piping. At the conclusion of the 
contract with the sub - contractor the project management 
is pleased with the favourable purchase price which is 
considerably below the preliminary costing. At the end of 
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the project, however, the piping supplier will demand 
considerable extra costs which cannot be averted since the 
piping supplier can prove that his tender price was based 
on revision no. 1, thus considering only 75% of the 
piping. He received revision no. 2 with 95% of the piping 
only after the contract award. Therefore the piping 
supplier can treat the additional 25% of piping as an 
addition and demand a respectively high price. The plant 
manufacturer has no other choice than to negotiate a 
convenient price and to adjust the favourable project 
forecast for the piping considerably downwards.     

  4.1.3 
 Cost monitoring 

 During the project duration, the project management is required to prepare a 
monthly order report for the company management illustrating the state of execu-
tion, the schedule situation as well as the current cost situation. Mostly such an 
order report contains a forecast in which the looming technical, commercial or 
schedule problems are to be identifi ed. 

 Here, the accompanying  cost calculation  is essential, which compares the actual 
costs with the  cost objectives  of the preliminary costing of the project. Signifi cant 
deviations would give reason for triggering off an alarm. If the project manage-
ment signals, for example, a clear schedule delay in the order report, it has to be 
checked if it might be better to avert the looming penalty by increasing project 
staff. 

 The project monitoring also considers claims management. The results of 
already completed addendum negotiations on additions, omissions or claims go 
directly into the accompanying cost calculation. Forecasts are made for additions, 
omissions or claims and the probability of successful claims for extra costs will be 
assessed. 

 In order to prepare the order report, the current state of development is to be 
evaluated. For this purpose, regular project meetings take place in which all or the 
most important project staff take part. Each project member has to report on his 
respective task package and they are also urged to identify looming erroneous 
trends. 

 The order report serves the company management as control instrument. Risks 
should be detected in due time in order to initiate the respective countermeasures. 
Frequently, companies have so - called  controlling departments . The controllers 
examine the order reports and submit the respective messages to the company 
management. If required, they consult with the project management to take the 
necessary steps. /4.3/ 

 Here the confl ict situation the project management has to cope with becomes 
clear. Of course it is not easy for project management nor for project staff to report 
on erroneous trends in their own fi eld of responsibility, since this means present-
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ing the superiors with their own mistakes. On the other hand, erroneous trends 
cannot be  “ hushed up ”  for ever. Therefore it is important to realize that it is better 
to reveal those trends relentlessly and at an  early  stage instead of depriving oneself 
of the possibility of positively changing course. At the end of a project it is the 
fi nal result not the intermediate one that counts.  

  4.1.4 
 Time scheduling/monitoring of dates 

 As already mentioned the execution process in plant manufacturing is made up 
of a large number of individual processes. The beginning of many processes is 
contingent on previous activities having been completed with a certain result. In 
time scheduling, these results are called  events . 

 The fundamental processes during the planning phase are calculations, the 
generation of specifi cations, drawings, contract negotiations etc. The completion 
of a document or a calculation is an event another process can be based on. During 
the assembly phase, events are the physical availability of certain equipment and 
the completion of assembly work. Thus the inevitable chronology of processes is 
characteristic of the whole process period. 

 The scheduling of project chronologies and their explicit depiction are essential 
objectives of time scheduling or workfl ow scheduling /4.6, 4.7, 4.8/. Clear and 
feasible work fl ows are a basic precondition for the fi nal success of projects in the 
fi eld of process plant manufacturing. Missed deadlines do not only result in liq-
uidated damages, but, owing to the extended project duration, in a direct increase 
in employment costs, too. 

 For the depiction of  time schedules , mainly so - called  Gantt Charts  are set up. The 
activities are listed one below the other, resulting in the period of time required 
for the completion of the activity from the beginning and the end of this activity. 
The time period is depicted in the form of a horizontal time bar. 

 The relevant EDP - programs are used for setting up time schedules. (e.g. Micro-
soft Project), and the  planning of resources  can also be carried out. Staff and time 
required for the completion of the work can be allocated to individual activities. 
Thus, the software can determine the capacity of the project staff. 

 Detailed time schedules are set up for each phase of the project. Usually, the 
depiction of an overall time schedule with all activities is impossible due to limita-
tions in paper size. The most important time chedules are listed below: 
    •      Time schedule for the project planning phase  
    •      Time schedule for detail engineering  
    •      Time schedule for the procurement of the components  
    •      Time schedule for the erection phase  
    •      Time schedule for the assembly work fl ow  
    •      Time schedule for the manufacturing and assembly of the 

piping  
    •      Time schedule for the E/MC - technology  
    •      Time schedule for the commissioning    
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 These detail time schedules are subordinated to so - called  framework time schedul-

ing . Framework time scheduling contains only the essential, i.e. contractually 
stipulated or penalty - related basic dates, as well as the beginning and the end 
of the project sections. Figures  4.3, 4.4 and 4.5  show examples of a framework 
time schedule, a time schedule for component procurement and for the 
commissioning.        

  4.1.5 
 Computers in plant manufacturing 

 Today plant manufacturing cannot be imagined without  computers . This applies 
both to project planning and project execution. Here, the tasks in process engi-
neering are as versatile and complex as the solutions in the  fi eld of EDP  offered by 
a number of partly highly specialized  software companies  experienced in this fi eld. 
Some typical applications are: 
    •      offi ce applications  
    •      CAD/CAE (Computer Aided Design/Engineering)  
    •      FEM (Finite Element Method) for instruments and machine 

design  
    •      pipe stress analysis  
    •      process simulation  
    •      fl ow calculations  
    •      software systems in the fi eld of E/MC technology  
    •      databases  
    •      documentation systems  
    •      time scheduling  
    •      maintenance and repair software    

 The complexity of some of the systems mentioned above involves the respective 
costs for the procurement of hardware and software as well as for  system mainte-

nance.  Further, considerable costs may arise from the training requirements of 
the staff concerned. 

     Offi ce applications     As in any offi ce routine, offi ce applications belong to the basic 
software equipment of the system engineering. The process engineer should have 
gained suffi cient knowledge regarding the application of these fundamental 
systems already during his years of study. Of course, offi ce applications are used 
for all kinds of correspondence and the integrated index and classifi cation system 
considerably facilitates the retrieving of the required documents (see section 
 4.1.2.2 ,  “ Correspondence system ” ). Attention should be paid to the fact that all 
employees have to adhere to this system to ensure the smooth running of this 
classifi cation system. The application of spreadsheet analysis programs from 
typical offi ce packages greatly facilitates the process engineer ’ s work. Their scope 
of functions by far exceeds the mere balancing of costs. They are suitable for a 
variety of process calculations. A lot of companies dispose of ready - made  masks  by 
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means of which the order data of a pump or a heat exchanger can be determined. 
In addition, data required for calculations can be retrieved from internal databases 
and the results can be charted. Afterwards the calculations can be linked with text 
documents, e.g. with an inquiry.  

   CAD / CAE      In the fi eld of CAD/CAE applications, it is necessary to differentiate 
between the application in the phase of project planning and the application in 
the phase of execution. During the project planning phase, mainly CAD solutions 
are applied which quickly provide practical solutions. Here, mainly the basic 
layout, the process fl ow diagram and basic fl ow diagram are of interest. 

 In basic engineering, there are trends towards so - called  “ Plant Concept Model-
ling ” . Here, the components are generated intelligently and quite detailed with a 
minimum of data required with all standard equipment, such as manholes, service 
platforms etc. During the following arrangement of the components within the 
system accessibility is directly taken into consideration. For this purpose, so - called 
 “ avoidance zones ”  are created through which pipes must not be passed in the later 
piping layout. The piping layout itself may occur within the framework of Plant 
Concept Modelling by means of  auto routers . For pipe routing ( preferable zones ), 
only the starting and the arrival points have to be preset and the auto router usually 
determines the pipe routing the shortest way. This facilitates the cost assessment 
of the piping package. Changes are easily possible so that different layout variants 
can be examined. 

 In the detail engineering of the execution phase, the focus is on the piping and 
instrumentation diagrams as well as on the detailed layout and piping plans. The 
procedures are described in the section  4.6 ,  “ Layout and building design ”  and 
section  4.7 ,  “ Piping planning ” . Professional CAD/CAE - systems are linked to the 
respective databases where  component catalogues  or specifi cations are effi ciently 
administered. After the preparation of the fl ow charts or the usually  three - 

dimensional models , intelligent lists such as lists for piping supports and fi ttings, 
for vessels and pumps can be generated from the database. Essential is also the 
so - called  interference check , which helps minimizing later modifi cation costs and 
related delays.  

   FEM /pipe stress analysis     Pipe stress analysis software is always applied where 
progress of stress and deformation in branched piping systems is to be determined. 
For this purpose, the piping geometry, marginal conditions and the relevant mate-
rial properties, such as thermal conductivity, expansion coeffi cient, strength param-
eters etc. have to be predetermined. The components are disassembled into a 
multitude of small units, the so - called fi nite elements that cover the modelled 
component like a net or a skeleton framing. The fi neness of the net is limited by 
the required calculating time, the computing power and the quality of the software. 
The solutions are iterative and can be depicted by a colour - coded curve. A special 
case of the fi nite element method is the  computational fl uid dynamics  which enables 
the simulation of the behaviour of fl uids, for example, agitator vessels.  
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  Process simulation     Process simulation software is used for the planning and 
layout of processes in entire systems or plant units. The range of competence of 
these software systems typically comprises the calculation of procedural basic 
operations, mainly in chemical and thermal process engineering according to the 
principle of the conservation equations for mass, matter, momentum and enthalpy 
in consideration of the principles of thermodynamics. A typical example is the 
calculation of the matter and heat transmission in rectifi cation columns. Here, 
the acquisition of correspondingly reliable matter data is often diffi cult. Therefore, 
the simulation results are generally accompanied by the respective experimental 
studies.  

  Software in  E / MC  - technology     Commercial software packages are also used in the 
fi eld of E/MC - technology. This includes in particular: 
    •      control loop software  
    •      control technology software  
    •      software for the preparation of the continuous function 

chart  
    •      software systems for E - engineering    

 In case the layout for a control facility is required, the so - called  block - oriented 

simulation  helps determining the standard parameters iteratively. The control 
technology software is mainly provided by the supplier of the control equipment. 
The same applies to the preparation and processing of continuous function charts 
(see section  4.5.3   “ Control technology ” ). 

 When planning electrotechnical equipment, commercial software solutions, 
which are able to  parametrize  a frequency converter or to generate standard dia-
grams, inter alia from hardware manufacturers, will also be applied.  

  Software for documentation systems     In the course of quality assurance processes, 
the documentation gains more and more importance. The computer - aided admin-
istration of the documentation enables the structured and effective administration 
of all documents required during a project. Access is possible decentralized and 
by several users at the same time in a matter of seconds. 

 If more information on the above software systems is required, it is recommend-
able to directly contact the relevant  systems supplier .     

  4.2 
 Approval planning 

 The  authority approval  provides a secure legal basis for the erection and operation 
of process plants. In the approval process, the legitimate interests of the public    –    
i.e. the public in general, the neighbours of the plant to be erected in particular, 
and the employees of the operating company    –    as well as the issues of the plant 
operator are examined. 
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 In case a new plant is to be erected and operated, it has to be verifi ed at fi rst if 
an authority approval will be required and if so, based on which law /4.9/. The 
 statutory regulations  and conditions may vary considerably subject to the respective 
country. In highly developed industrial nations the statutory regulations are usually 
very complex /4.10/. 

 Therefore, a universal depiction of the activities required for the approval plan-
ning is not possible. It is advisable to contact the relevant authorities of the respec-
tive country in due time. In general, it is also possible to commission engineering 
agencies or a lawyer ’ s offi ce specializing in the fi eld of authority engineering.  

  4.3 
 Component procurement 

 Activities such as component procurement, preparation of the piping and instru-
mentation diagrams, layout and piping planning as well as the planning of the 
E/MC - technology described in the following sections have to be carried out imme-
diately after the order placing and parallel and in a closely intertwined way. During 
the fi rst planning phase of the execution, the activity concentration, already 
described in section  4.1.1 ,  “ Project structures ” , is particularly high. The successful 
execution of the whole project depends decisively on the development of the fi rst 
planning section of the detail engineering. If they  “ dally ”  here, the rest of the exe-
cution can hardly make up for this failure. 

 Of course, initially component procurement is focused on the components with 
the longest delivery times. Apart from the high complexity of the units, other 
reasons for long delivery times may be  “ exotic ”  materials or other special makes. 
Even simple fi ttings made of unusual materials are regarded as special designs 
and will result not only in longer delivery times but also in considerably higher 
procurement costs. 

 The components of a designed plant can be derived from the components list. 
All main aggregates such as vessels, pumps, compressors, heat exchanger, reac-
tors, rectifi cations columns, centrifuges, agitators etc. with more or less detailed 
specifi cations are listed. The components list is already being prepared within the 
framework of the basic engineering and has to be completed, amended or extended, 
if required. 

 A similar situation applies to technical data sheets of the components: the 
technical data sheets of the basic engineering have to be examined and 
completed. 

 Moreover, the quotations for the preliminary inquiries from the planning phase 
are available. In case the preliminary inquiries have been spread wide enough (i.e. 
more than fi ve inquiries to subcontractors) the execution should be concentrated 
on not more than three potential subcontractors. This process bears the advantage 
that the usually extensive documentation for the main inquiry does not need to 
be copied and dispatched so often. In this connection it has to be considered that, 
for example, all customer specifi cations having to do with the respective type of 
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work have to be enclosed to the inquiry. Their possible scope has been repeatedly 
referred to. 

 In any case, a quotation comparison is necessary to shortlist the subcontractors. 
Here, not only costs are compared, but also technical aspects. Figures  4.6 and 4.7  
show a quotation comparison for a pump.     

 When ordering components from a subcontractor, basically the same consider-
ations are required as in the case of the main order. The commercial and technical 
conditions for the plant manufacturer ’ s order at the subcontractor are also stipu-
lated in the form of a purchasing contract, just like between the operator and the 
plant manufacturer. 

 In practice, the following approach for ordering activities has proved its worth: 

        Basic order specifi cation     The basic order specifi cation is the order basis for all 
subcontractors. It should contain the  generally applicable , mainly commercial 
aspects of the orders for the given project. This comprises inter alia: guaranties, 
penalties, framework time scheduling etc. The requirements contained herein 
may even exceed those of the main contract between the operator and the plant 
manufacturer. Thus the plant manufacturer will be anxious to stipulate liquidated 
damages as high as possible. Since the liquidated damages are always stated as a 
percentage of the contract value and the order value of the subcontractor ranges 
one or two orders of magnitude below the one of the main contract, the missed 
deadline caused by the subcontractors has considerably severer effects on the costs 
of the plant manufacturer. Another important requirement the basic order speci-
fi cation should contain is the free storage of the components to be supplied in the 
subcontractor ’ s factory. The plant manufacturer mostly tries to fi x the deadline for 
the availability at the site one to two weeks before the actual assembly. In this way, 
as well as due to possible on - site delays, the storage of the components in the 
manufacturer ’ s works may be required.  

  Technical order specifi cation     The technical order specifi cation includes the techni-
cal requirements for the unit to be procured as well as the commercial aspects 
that cannot be generalized. Therefore the preparation of an individual technical 
specifi cation is required for each type of unit. The technical data include in par-
ticular the scope of delivery and services together with the interfaces as well as the 
layout data. The commercial aspects comprise the scheduling data for the comple-
tion of the production drawings and the site availability as well as the technical 
guaranties for the respective unit. The technical guaranties may vary considerably 
from unit to unit. While the separation capacity can be determined as a guaranty 
value for a fi lter unit, in case of a pump the guaranty should cover the pump head 
at a given pump capacity. At any rate, the technical order specifi cation includes 
the technical data sheets, possible master drawings and interface drafts as well as 
media data sheets applicable to the respective unit.  

  Quality assurance plan     The  quality assurance plan , QA - plan in short, indicates the 
quality assurance measures and their documentation the subcontractor has to 
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    Figure 4.6     Bid comparisons for a pump (part 1). 
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    Figure 4.7     Bid comparisons for a pump (part 2). 
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adhere to. In this plan, requirements may be listed that exceed the test steps 
required in the usual  codes and standards . Furthermore regulations regarding toler-
ance specifi cations, corrosion protection measures, methods and scope of tests, 
performance tests etc. are possible. Usually the requirements do not exceed those 
of the operator, since each test step entails the respective costs. The QA - plans also 
set out the test steps to which the employer should be invited. Some examples of 
test steps for a rotary pump are: 
    •      recognition as a certifi ed specialist according to  §  19(a) or (e) 

of the Water Resources Act  
    •      control of material certifi cation, allocation according to bill 

of materials  
    •      revision of preliminary test documentation  
    •      Q/H - performance test and effi ciency curve, 5 points; 

tolerances according to DIN 1944/II  
    •      NPSH - test (3 measuring points)  
    •      concentricity test/balance control/vibration test; adm. 

vibrations DIN ISO 5199/VDI 2056 group: good  
    •      control of bearings, recording device for impact momentum 

measuring  
    •      control of seal leakage  
    •      measurement control and visual test  
    •      control of corrosion protection according to DIN 55928; Part 

5  
    •      control of motor and power data  
   •         casing pressure test (1.3    ×    p max. ; 30 minutes)  
    •      acoustic measurement according to DIN 45635  
    •      conformity of order/scope of supply  
    •      control of packaging before shipment  
    •      control of scope of supply of the Q - documentation    

 At this point it should be mentioned that the quality documentation may make 
up a considerable part of the total documentation. The following are examples of 
quality documents for rotary pumps: 
    •      certifi cations of material tests  
    •      dimension record drawing  
    •      certifi cation of the Technical Control Board (preliminary test 

documentation/assembly test)  
    •      assembly and pressure test report  
    •      Q/H performance test report  
    •      NPSH test report  
    •      balance report/vibration test  
    •      record of acoustic measurement  
    •      corrosion protection report  
    •      layout drawing  
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    •      bills of materials  
    •      report on completeness of the delivery    

 The further course of the order activities corresponds to a great extent to that of 
the main order. The short - listed subcontractors are invited to  contract negotiations  
during which technical and commercial aspects are being discussed. Agreements 
diverging from the conditions of the basic or technical order specifi cation have to 
be in writing. For this purpose, so - called  minutes of negotiation  are being kept. It 
is advisable to draw up the minutes of negotiation immediately during the contract 
negotiations and to have them  initialled  by both parties. The same applies to pos-
sible annexes such as sketches, lists etc. which are exchanged. 

 After the contract negotiations with all subcontractors relevant for the specifi c 
unit, a  price and deadline competition  as fi erce as in the case of the main contract 
will follow. This is the task of the commercial project staff. Despite all competition 
it must not be forgotten to place the orders in time. 

 The actual order may occur in the form of a short order letter. Here the listing 
of the contractually applicable documents and their hierarchy are important. The 
way of proceeding shown here results in the following hierarchy: 

  minutes of negotiation  
  basic order specifi cation  
  technical order specifi cation  
  annexes (QA - plan etc.)  
  quotation of the subcontractor    

 Finally, the order to the subcontractor should also include the reference regard-
ing the submission of an unconditional order confi rmation. 

 With the component procurement, however, the actual ordering process is not 
completed. Similar to the operator who seconds an engineer for the monitoring 
of the project development, the plant manufacturer will control the activities of 
his or her subcontractors. The main motive for this so - called  expediting  is the 
avoidance of delays in delivery. The consequences of a subcontractor ’ s delay in 
delivery will be excessively high costs. The intensity of these expediting efforts 
depends on the company ’ s philosophy or the cost - value - ratio.

   Example : At the site, a consignment of special bolts is called 
off from the respective subcontractor. At this point it 
turns out that the subcontractor has not even started 
production. The feedstock is missing, too. Thus the bolts 
can only be delivered with four weeks ’  delay. In the course 
of the further project execution three weeks can be 
compensated by other activities, however, the project will 
be completed altogether one week behind schedule. The 
plant manufacturer claims contractually stipulated 
liquidated damages from the bolt manufacturer which will 
be at best 1% of the contract value per commenced 
calendar week. With the contract value of the bolts being 
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 3 2,000 the liquidated damages will be  3 80. The plant 
manufacturer, however, faces a penalty claim by the 
operator of at least 0.5% per commenced calendar week 
for the total contract value of  3 10,000,000. Thus the 
penalty claim will amount to  3 50,000!   

 The  discrepancy  of the penalty amounts in the above example is clear. It shows 
that based on contractually stipulated liquidated damages alone the plant manu-
facturer cannot feel safe. He therefore employs expediters for the expediting of 
the subcontractor ’ s production process. They are entitled to control the production 
progress at the subcontractor ’ s premises at any time without giving prior notice. 
This means that the expediter assigned by the plant manufacturer systematically 
pays visits and systematically controls the production status on - site. Brief reports 
are written and submitted to the project management. Here it is important to draw 
the project management ’ s attention to a looming delay. The interrelations are best 
explained by the example of a time schedule for the component procurement 
depicted in section  4.1.4 ,  “ Time scheduling ” . 

 The expediting follows the ordering of a component. First it has to be verifi ed 
whether the  production drawings  have been completed at the stipulated deadline. 
In case of a delayed submission of the production drawings the risk of delay is 
high. Of course, the plant manufacturer has to check the production drawings as 
quickly as possible and  release  them within the stipulated time. Otherwise the 
subcontractor will interpret this as a disruption and claim liquidated damages. 

 Usually this is the moment in which last modifi cations are possible (e.g. addi-
tional nozzles). The release of the production drawings is followed by the actual 
 production  of the components in the factory of the subcontractor. Usually, for this 
purpose the required  feedstock  has to be procured. This will prompt the expediter 
to check the delivery date of the feedstock. Furthermore, s/he can control the 
ongoing production in certain intervals. In case of a looming delay at the subcon-
tractor ’ s works the project management has to take the appropriate steps as early 
as possible. These steps range from a telephone admonition by the project man-
agement to discussions on the managerial level. 

 The expediting ends with the successful acceptance of the component. Impor-
tant here is the completeness check (e.g. whether all nozzles of a vessel are 
installed in the correct nominal width and at the correct place). After the 
acceptance, the site manager can call off the components. It is advisable to provide 
a time buffer both between the acceptance and the readiness for call - off, and 
between the call - off and actual assembly, since problems may arise even during 
acceptance (e.g. in a pressure test, the detection of a weld seam which is not cor-
rectly carried out) and in transport (e.g. a vessel in transport gets caught under a 
bridge!). 

 The multitude of possible aspects which have to be considered in the component 
procurement process is almost incalculable. However, in order to point up the 
further approach, layout and procurement of components should be set out in 
more detail with the help of the recurring examples of  “ vessels ”  and  “ pumps ” .    
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  4.3.1 
 Vessels 

 The process design of vessels is comparably simple. The capacity results from the 
process defi nition of the project.

   Example : A vessel is to be designed as storage vessel. The 
maximum inlet is 20   m 3 /h. In order to avoid failure -
 related breakdowns of the system, the vessel shall ensure 
the operation of the plant over a period of two days. It is 
assumed that the malfunction can be corrected within this 
period of time. Therefore a capacity of 960   m 3  is required. 
Based on the available installation area, the maximum 
vessel diameter will be e.g. 10   m. With this, the vessel 
height of 12.2   m can be determined. Now the vessel 
design has to be fi xed which depends mainly on the 
design pressure. Atmospheric vessels, for example, can be 
designed with a fl at bottom surface and top cover while 
pressure vessels are equipped with elliptical ends or 
spherical ends.   

 Concerning the detailed  design  and the  strength - related  layout, see the relevant 
literature or rules and regulations /4.15, 4.16, 4.17, 4.18/. 

 Even vessels may belong to the type of components with long delivery times that 
will have to be ordered in due time. The problem here is the fact that in the early 
project phase piping and instrumentation diagrams as well as detailed layouts and 
piping plans do not yet exist. However, to be able to specify the data for the position 
and the nominal width of the vessel nozzles, the following procedure is possible: 
    •      The number of connecting pipes will be assessed by means 

of process fl ow diagrams, if already provided, or with the 
help of the fi rst draft of the piping and instrumentation 
diagrams.  

    •      The nominal widths of the connecting pipes will also be 
assessed, namely on the basis of the available balancing or 
media data sheets. In case of doubt, a larger nominal width 
will be chosen. Later, during the piping planning phase, 
respective reducers can be installed.  

    •      The connecting pieces for the measuring equipment of 
vessels can also be approximately determined. In the case of 
normal atmospheric vessels with one analogous and two 
binary level controls (pump and overfl ow protection) the 
related measuring equipment can be determined quite 
easily.  

    •      Other nozzles can be: manhole, overfl ow pipe, emptying 
pipe, connections for sample taking etc.  
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    •      Additional reserve nozzles in different nominal widths are 
planned for all vessel sections.  

    •      The position of the nozzles can be identifi ed through their 
functions or with the help of the layout.  

    •      Finally, the contract with the subcontractor should contain 
an agreement that the aforesaid nozzle modifi cations with 
regard to their position are carried out free of charge and 
that additional nozzles can be mounted up to a certain point 
in time (e.g. release of production drawings) depending on 
their previously agreed standard prices.    

 The procedure described above allows at least the inquiries to the subcontractors 
to be launched at an early time, in case this has not already happened within the 
framework of the basic engineering. The planning of the defi nitive number, kind 
and position of the nozzles can proceed until the fi nal contract placing. 

 Apart from the vessel content, the strength - related layout and the warranty 
regarding corrosion, vessels do not require further function guaranties. 

 Moreover, the vessel procurement procedure corresponds to that of the other 
components.  

  4.3.2 
 Pumps 

 With regard to the procurement, pumps take an exceptional position. On the one 
hand, pumps may require quite long delivery times, in particular in case of non -
 commercial materials being used. On the other hand, a lot of documents not 
available at the beginning of the project are required for the calculation of the 
pressure drop curves of the plant /4.19, 4.20, 4.21, 4.22/. 

 The detailed calculation of the pressure drop curves requires the exact piping 
dimensions (piping classes) and piping routes (isometric drawings and piping 
plans). Furthermore, the position, design and number of the fi ttings and the 
measuring instruments installed in the piping routes should be known. For this 
purpose, the piping and instrumentation diagrams as well as the fi ttings and the 
measurement engineering concept have to be available. 

 In order to avoid this time problem some plant manufacturers decide to simply 
 “ assess ”  the pumps, i.e. the required pump head will be assessed on the basis of 
the layout (geodetic level differences and distances) and of the operating data 
(operating pressures). Uncertainties are taken into consideration in the form of 
allowances. In principle, this procedure is possible; however, some restrictions 
should be taken into account: 
    •      Owing to the inevitable uncertainties inherent in this 

procedure, the safety margins with regard to the pump head 
have to be correspondingly high; i.e. usually the procured 
pumps are too big. Then, in operation, the excessive pump 
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head will be throttled. This is sheer entropy generation and 
thus a kind of energy waste.  

    •      High safety allowances entail a competitive disadvantage: 
The total power demand to be guaranteed is at least one of 
the operator ’ s order criteria. If the plant manufacturer has to 
provide for high safety margins for the pump head or the 
performance of each pump unit, this will inevitably result in 
a higher total power demand of the plant.  

    •      In case of large - scale pumps, this procedure would 
additionally lead to excessive procurement costs. Therefore, 
it should only be applied to smaller and medium - sized 
pumps, where with regard to the procurement costs, it 
makes practically no difference whether a common 
chemistry pump in the same casing will be ordered with an 
outer impeller diameter of 250   mm or 260   mm.  

    •      In case of miscalculation, despite all safety margins, one or, 
if redundant pump groups are concerned, two new pumps 
have to be procured. In addition, the connecting pipes have 
to be modifi ed respectively. Here, the related delays have to 
be taken into consideration (risk of liquidated damages).    

 Another way of proceeding in order to avoid the above mentioned problems as 
well as the schedule diffi culties is described below:

   Preparation of piping and instrumentation diagrams as 
revision 0:  In doing so, the focus may be on the 
hydraulically relevant pipe systems, such as suction and 
pressure line. 

  Determination of piping classes:  The determination of the 
piping classes basically depends on the media to be 
pumped (see Chapter  2 , section  2.2.2.4 ,  “ Materials 
concept ” ). From the piping classes the exact dimensions 
(internal diameter) and wall roughness (k - values) will 
result; however, possible incrustations or other deposits 
that may lead to an increased wall roughness compared to 
newly installed pipes have to be considered. 

  Determination of nominal widths and nominal pressures:  
On the basis of the media data sheets, nominal pressures 
can be determined relatively easily. Here, layout pressures 
in consideration of the safety engineering are to be 
applied. For the determination of the nominal widths 
simple calculations according to Table  4.7  have to be 
carried out. The mass and volume fl ows to be discharged 
by a pump arise from balancing, the results of which are 
set out in the media data sheets. It has to be considered 
that balanced values are concerned. In case of controlled 
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volume fl ows or at pump units with a boiler feed pump, 
respective allowances to these arithmetical values are 
required. Now, depending on the media to be pumped, a 
recommendable speed range has to be preset. This is a 
typical optimization problem. Small nominal widths are 
favourable with regard to the procurement; however, they 
entail high fl ow velocities. This causes higher pressure 
losses which result in larger pumps and thus in higher 
procurement costs. Furthermore, an increasing fl ow 
speed is accompanied by increasing wear. In case of pure 
liquids, fl ow speeds of 3 to 5   m/s are common. In case of 
suspensions, the fl ow speed should not exceed approx. 
2.5   m/s, due to their higher abrasion. Here, an 
aggravating factor is that solids may sediment when fl ow 
speeds are too low in comparison to the main fl ow, which 
will cause plugging problems in the long run. Therefore 
the fl ow speed should not fall below approx. 0.5   m/s. Exact 
statements are only possible if data regarding particle size 
and distribution are available. Gases and vapours may 
reach considerably higher fl ow speeds within the range of 
20 to 50   m/s owing to their very much lower viscosity. The 
ideal diameter of the relevant pipes can be calculated from 
the volume fl ows predetermined in the balance and the 
permissible or desired fl ow speeds. Then the nominal 
width nearest to the ideal diameter can be chosen from 
the respective piping class. In any case, a control 
calculation of the arising fl ow speed for the actually 
chosen internal pipe diameter should be made. Table  4.7  
shows the result of the hydraulic design with some 
selected pipes as examples. 

  Fitting concept : For the determination of the pressure losses 
in the pipe systems, the pressure loss parameters 
( ζ  - values) of the pipe installations must be known. This 
includes not only the valves, but also other pipe fi xtures 
such as  diaphragms , non - return valves, measuring 
instruments etc. Since the pressure loss parameters 
depend extremely on the installed type, it has to be 
determined in advance which kind of fi tting will suit the 
task best: e.g.  ball valves, butterfl y valves, gate valves . 
However, it is not necessary to examine each single 
fi tting. Similar to the materials concept, plant systems are 
defi ned with at least similar conditions regarding pump 
medium, temperature, pressures etc. Then the pressure 
loss coeffi cients can be compiled either from literature or 
from the manufacturer ’ s instructions /4.23, 4.24/. 
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  Determination of the pipe routing:  The detailed pipe routing 
will only be determined within the framework of the 
piping planning. For the calculation of the pressure drop 
curves, only the  hydraulically relevant  components of the 
suction and pressure line are required. The straight pipe 
lengths as well as the number of the elbows required are 
still unknown. Their rough determination is possible in 
the following way: First the routing of the piping 
alignments has to be planned. Here, horizontal and 
vertical routes are concerned, in which the pipes are led 
through the system. Most of the pipes are laid directly 
from the initial point into the piping alignments. They are 
then led inside the alignments and leave them shortly 
before the connecting point. This means that the 
determination of the approximate pipe lengths and 
number of elbows by means of P & I drawings, layout and 
pipe routing plans is quite unproblematic. For safety 
reasons, some additional elbows are provided. In case the 
actual pipe routing proves to be a few metres longer, the 
related pressure losses will be taken into account. 

  Calculation of pressure drop curves : The actual calculation 
of the pressure drop curves according to the known 
calculation method (Bernoulli - equation) is possible as 
soon as the above documents are available /4.19, 4.20/. 
For this purpose, commercially available calculation 
programs are frequently applied. Usually the results are 
one or more characteristic curves (pump head over 
volume fl ow) whereby different load conditions are taken 
into account. Furthermore the progression of the NPSH A  -
 value can be calculated against the discharged volume 
fl ow. Here again the different modes of 
operation should be considered to determine the  “ worst 
case ” . 

  Preparation of technical data sheets:  Figure  4.8  shows an 
example of a technical data sheet of a pump. The most 
important data fi elds to be fi lled by the plant 
manufacturer (in Figure  4.8  in italics) are the pump 
head and the fl ow rate in the design point. The 
necessary information concerning the medium can 
again be gathered from the enclosed media data sheet. 
Other technical requirements can be stated in the 
relevant customer specifi cation or in a QA - plan 
required to be enclosed, too. All other information has to 
be fi lled in by the pump supplier (in Figure  4.8  in bolt 
print).       
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    Figure 4.8     Sample of a technical data sheet for a rotary 
pump. (Data in italics are from the pump manufacturer while 
those in bold print have been given by the plant 
manufacturer.) 
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 With this procedure it is possible to start the pump procurement activities sig-
nifi cantly before the completion of the planning - intensive and detailed pipe 
routing. 

 The incoming quotations for the pump inquiries contain, apart from technical 
descriptions, commercial marginal conditions as prices and delivery times etc. 
Figures  4.9 and 4.10  show the sample of a quotation.     

 Typical enclosures are the pump curves according to Figure  4.11  with the pro-
gression of the pump head, the effective capacity and the effi ciency, the data sheet 
completed by the supplier as well as a layout drawing (see Figure  4.12 ) which 
shows the dimensions relevant for the layout planning.     

 In addition, quotations may include sectional drawings of the pump and 
detail drawings e.g. of the provided mechanical seal. Caution is advised when 
choosing the sealing system. The prices of sealing systems may differ considerably 
(e.g. packing rings compared to double mechanical seals). Furthermore, the 
periphery required for the cooling water or quench should not be disregarded 
/4.25/. 

 All technical and commercial aspects of the quotations have to be examined. 
In addition to the design point other operating points should be inserted 
in the characteristic curve to emphasize the consequences of different load 
stages. 

 The distance between the existing NPSH A  - value and the required NPSH R  - value 
of the pump has to be verifi ed, too. With distances of less than half a metre there 
is a risk of cavitation, since the measuring of the NPSH R  - values occurs with the 
already beginning cavitation (a pump head drop of 3%). In case of cavitation - prone 
pumps as e.g. condensate pumps it should also be taken into account that the 
NPSH R  - value of the pump can change considerably depending on the volume fl ow. 
In critical cases, a NPSH R  - value progression curve over the interesting operating 
range should be demanded from the manufacturer.   

  4.4 
 Piping and instrumentation diagrams 

 Immediately after the order placing and parallel to the procurement of the com-
ponents, the drawing up of the  piping and instrumentation diagrams  is started. A 
great deal of the plant manufacturer ’ s know - how will fi nd its way into the P & I -
 diagrams, as they contain all essential information regarding the designed plant 
in the form of a code. 

 The information given in the P & I - diagrams is subdivided into basic information 
which has to be included at any rate and additional information which may be 
provided. 

        Basic information    
      •      All appliances and machinery, including motors  
    •      All pipes or means of transport (e.g. conveyor belts)  
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    Figure 4.9     Sample of a commercial quotation for the delivery of pumps (part 1). 
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    Figure 4.10     Sample of a commercial quotation for the delivery of pumps (part 2). 
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    Figure 4.11     Characteristic curves (pump head, effective 
capacity and effi ciency subject to the discharge rate) of a 
rotary pump from KSB. 
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    Figure 4.12     Layout plan of a rotary pump with radial fl ow impeller from KSB. 
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    •      All pipe installations (e.g. valves and fi ttings) and moulded 
parts (e.g. tees)  

    •      Indication of nominal widths, nominal pressures and piping 
class  

    •      Indication regarding insulation, electric pipe heater as well 
as gradients  

    •      All measuring and control equipment with the respective 
action lines  

    •      Identifi cation of all components according to a standard 
numbering system (e.g. KKS - system)  

    •      Indication of the drawing numbers for the material fl ow 
entering and leaving the P & ID.     

  Additional information      
    •      Operating data of appliances (e.g. pump head and fl ow rate 

in the design point of a centrifugal pump)  
    •      Material fl ow numbers or material fl ow bars  
    •      Indication of appliance material  
    •      Elevation of the main appliances  
    •      Other comments    

 The kind of depiction is as follows: 
    •      Drawing according to EN ISO 10628:2000  
    •      Depiction of the E/MC equipment according to 19227 and 

19228  
    •      Regarding their elevation and size, appliances and 

machinery have to be depicted roughly to scale  
    •      Regarding their function, pipes, valves and E/MC 

equipment have to be depicted roughly according to their 
position.    

 When drawing up the process fl owsheets it is often not yet clear which type of 
pump or fi tting or which type of agitator will fi nally be applied. Therefore, the 
standards mentioned above contain  general  fl owsheet symbols. 

 In the P & IDs the design descriptions and their corresponding symbols have to 
be inserted. It has also to be emphasized that all components and aggregates of 
the designed plant must be included in the P & IDs. The demand for such com-
pleteness results, inter alia, from the fact that the P & IDs are the basis for the 
compilation of lists and that the P & IDs are used for the later test on completion 
at the end of the assembly (see section  4.9 ,  “ Erection ” ). 

 Nowadays, the actual drawing up of P & I diagrams is done mainly with  intelligent 

CAD - systems . Such CAD - systems provide the fl owsheet symbols from a linked 
database. It is relatively easy for the process engineer to open a new drawing with 
a drawing frame. Then the fl owsheet symbols are clicked on and are positioned 
at the desired place. Later the piping route can be generated. In intelligent CAD -
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 systems the piping classes are also stored in a database, i.e. the design engineer 
has to choose the respective piping class fi rst. If a branch piece is inserted in front 
of a piping route, the software system automatically senses that a corresponding 
T - part is required. After the piping route, the valves and the measuring equipment 
can be inserted. Here again, intelligent CAD - systems dispose of options that 
permit the desired fi tting to be subsequently plotted in a piping route. The software 
makes sure that the pipe will be broken open and be closed again after the 
valves have been inserted. All elements included in the drawing are stored in the 
respective database where they can be controlled and administered. During 
the later insertion of the fi ttings the computer recognizes automatically that e.g. 
two additional fl anges and gaskets are required. Finally, the P & IDs can be labelled 
and printed. The typical drawing format for P & IDs is DINA0 or DINA1. In 
the process plant design, some CAD - systems provide automatic functions (e.g. 
KKS - modules) for marking and labelling. Apart from the advantages of the 
intelligence, the main advantage of CAD - systems is the rapid realization of 
 alterations . 

 Thus the database allows for a relatively easy generation of the following lists: 
    •      components lists (possibly ordered by pumps, vessels, heat 

exchangers etc.)  
    •      fi ttings lists  
    •      pipe lists  
    •      E/MC lists    

 To ensure a certain transparency of the total plant system, the database is sub-
divided into  components  or  systems . Here it is advisable to choose the systems in 
such a way that they correspond to the later system or component controls (see 
section  4.5.3 ,  “ Control technology ” ). The starting point for it is the process fl ow-
diagram. Usually, each main component represents an individual system. For each 
system, an individual P & I diagram can be drawn up. The systems can then again 
be subdivided e.g. into groups or sub - groups. 

 As the process fl ow diagrams only contain the main components, fi ttings, pipes 
and measuring points, the P & IDs have now to be completed. Some examples for 
elements not included in the process fl owsheets are: 
    •      drain connections, fi ttings and pipes  
    •      fl ushing connections, fi ttings and pipes  
    •      exhaust connections, fi ttings and pipes  
    •      pipework installations such as steam traps, blanks, orifi ce 

plates, expansion joints, manual fi ttings, double shut - off 
device etc.  

    •      the complete water system for the fl ushing of the 
mechanical seals  

    •      sampling points  
    •      safety installations like eye washes, safety showers, safety 

valves, burst disks, safety - relevant measuring points (e.g. 
safety temperature or pressure limiting valves)  
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    •      maintenance equipment: compressed air and fl ushing water 
connections with hose couplings  

    •      binary measuring instruments (e.g. leakage detector)  
    •      local measurement instruments (e.g. on - site manometer or 

thermometer)  
    •      other equipment accessories: horns, sirens, roof cranes, 

pump sump, ground inlets etc.    

 As already mentioned, small plants are integrated in the larger plant (e.g. a 
dosing plant with smaller vessels, complete internal piping and fi ttings as well as 
the related measuring instruments). In the P & ID, this can be depicted as a so -
 called  black box . Then only the interfaces have to be connected to the black box. 
Alternatively, the fl owsheet drawn up by the relevant subcontractor may be adopted 
for the P & ID. 

 To have at least an approach to the complex world of Piping  &  Instrumentation 
Diagrams, exemplary P & I - sections are depicted in Figures  4.13 – 4.17 . In all prob-
ability the plant to be designed will include atmospheric vessels, simple or auto-
mated pump units, heat exchangers and dosing plants. Thus, the P & I - sections are 
also called  P & I - Typicals.  Of course, the series of possible P & I - Typicals could be 
continued almost indefi nitely.           

 In the following sections, the operation principle and the interaction of the 
individual aggregates will be explained by means of the above mentioned 
examples.  

  Atmospheric vessel     The product to be stored in vessel 1 will be fed via a supply 
line (RL001) which is led into the vessel and ends with a 45 °  elbow in the tank. 
The elbow will prevent the liquid from  “ plashing ”  into the vessel from great alti-
tude, but induce it to run down the vessel wall. Thus, interferences of the analogue 
level control which is partly sensitive to uneven surfaces of liquids (e.g. ultrasonic 
measuring) can be avoided. 

 To prevent sedimentation of solids on the bottom, an agitator (AM001) is 
installed in the side entry arrangement. Owing to this construction a shaft seal is 
necessary    –    here depicted as a mechanical seal with sealing water supply. In order 
to prevent the sealing water    –    which fl ows in small quantities and thus accordingly 
slow    –    from freezing in winter the sealing water pipe is equipped with an electric 
trace heating and insulated. It is to be assumed that the vessel is erected out in 
the open. 

 In the lower area of the vessel a  manhole  with the nominal width of DN800 
is provided for cleaning and inspection purposes. On the elliptical vessel top, a 
head access hole with the nominal width of DN300 is provided. The  head access 

hole  will be opened to control if the vessel is really empty before the inspection is 
carried out. Unfortunately there have already been accidents when a manhole was 
opened because a defective level control signalled an empty vessel although it was 
still full. Furthermore, the head access hole enables the analogous level control to 
be calibrated (see section  4.10 ,  “ Commissioning ” ). 
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 With regard to the safety - related layout, the  ventilation system  (RL003) is 
of special importance. In this example it is assumed that the ventilation line 
will be connected to an exhaust air collecting pipe. A pressureless design of the 
vessel requires a safety - related acceptance of the Technical Control Board 
which certifi es that even in case of a malfunction the vessel will not be affected 
by inadmissible pressure. At fi rst, possible  pressure generating sources  have to be 
found. In the given example, the supply line is likely to be equipped with a 
pump. If, by mistake, someone closes the fi tting AA007 for the product discharge, 
the vessel could fi ll up. If the fi lling level exceeds a certain extent the analogous 
level control LISA+ (CL011) will react. The L means level, i.e. level measuring, 
S stands for control function and A+ for the alarm in case the threshold is 
exceeded. This means, an alarm is activated in the central control room (a simple 
dash in the measurement circle). If the operating crew does not react the 
fi lling level will continue to rise. In case a higher threshold is exceeded, the so -
 called  overfl ow protection  LZA+ (CL002) will be activated. Z means protection 
function. 

 Due to the activation of the overfl ow protection the plant will be brought into 
safe condition. For this purpose the control program triggers off another alarm 
and the pump in the fi lling line is switched off. Now the pressure generation 
source is quasi deactivated and the process engineer who relies on the technical 
equipment believes to be safe. The competent expert of the Technical Control 
Board, however, has already seen a lot of accidents and their consequences and is 
therefore distrustful. He claims that level measuring has no design approval and 
thus he will not accept it. Furthermore he assumes that the control program, i.e. 
the host computer  “ is on the blink ”  and the pump continues to work. To be able 
to cope with these problems,  overfl ow line  (RL004) is provided. The overfl ow line 
must be suffi ciently dimensioned to prevent inadmissible pressure losses, and it 
must not contain shut - off valves that could be closed by mistake. Moreover, a sight 
glass (AA005) should be arranged at eye level to facilitate the on - site overfl ow 
control of the vessel. 

 Finally it has to be ensured that the vessel can  always   “ breathe ” . For this reason, 
the ventilation line must not contain shut - off valves. The line blind AA008 shown 
here is admissible, since a line blind will not to be closed  by mistake . After all a 
pair of fl anges would have to be loosened, the line blind would have to be pushed 
into the pipe and the fl anged joint would have to be tightened. Such an action is 
regarded as sabotage, which happens in some cases, as it is nearly impossible to 
protect oneself against it. In order to rule out freezing of the ventilation line (con-
densate) electric trace heating and insulation are to be provided. At the lowest 
point of the vessel, in this case designed with a fl at bottom, a  drain connection  
(AA004) should be provided. For a complete drainage, e.g. in case of a revision, 
the bottom can be designed with a gradient. The drain pipe can be included 
in the overfl ow line and drain into a suitable draining system. In case a certain 
level is not reached, the binary level control LZA - (CL001) will be activated. This 
is the so - called pump protection in the ventilation line. If the pump protection 
is activated, an alarm in the control room will be triggered off and the pump 
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will be switched off. This prevents the pump from running empty and being 
damaged.  

  Simple pump group     The pump group is a redundantly designed pump unit with 
non - return valves and manual fi ttings. And in a  “ clean ”  that is a solid - free medium 
this is suffi cient. 

 In case of a pump failure, a fact the pressure switch PZA −  (CP011) will detect 
if the preset pressure value is not reached, the other pump can automatically be 
started. The non - return valves AA004 and AA009 prevent a refl ux through the idle 
pump. In order to enable the defective pump to be dismantled and repaired or 
exchanged while the second pump is running, shut - off valves (AA001, AA005, 
AA006 and AA010) in the suction and pressure lines have to be provided, i.e. valves 
at the pressure side and ball valves in the suction pipes. A possible explanation 
may be that the condensate has boiling temperature, thus the risk of cavitation 
exists. With the application of ball valves with low pressure loss coeffi cients the 
NPSHR - value can be reduced. 

 By means of the fi ttings AA002 and AA007, the pumps can be emptied into an 
appropriate drain system before being dismantled. 

 The control valve AA013 helps to control the fi ll level in the connected conden-
sate vessel. For this purpose, the analogous measurement signal of the vessel fi ll 
level is compared with the target value and an input signal is applied to the electric 
drive of the control valves. In case the fi ll level falls below the target value, the 
control valve will be started contingent on the control characteristics. This causes 
the pumps to discharge a lower volume fl ow which will compensate for the fi ll 
level drop. In case the target value for the fi ll level is exceeded the control valve 
will be opened and the pump ’ s delivery rate can be increased. 

 To prevent the pumps from being damaged by the closed control valve (AA013), 
a branch connection is installed in front of the control valve which leads back into 
the vessel. This is the so - called  minimum fl ow line  (RL010), which results in a 
partial stream being continuously delivered in a loop. In order to minimize this 
partial stream it is usually suffi cient to install a simple orifi ce plate. Since in this 
example, the condensate has to be pumped against a high counter pressure, a 
 pressure relief valve  (AA012) is installed in the minimum fl ow line. The pressure 
relief valve will open only when the pressure exceeds the preset value due to the 
control valve being closed.  

  Pump unit with automatic fl ushing device     Media that tend to incrustations and 
blockages often require  fl ushing processes . Figure  4.15  shows the P & I - typical of a 
redundant pump group with an automatic fl ushing device. 

 During the operation of pump 1 (AP001) only valves AA015 and AA011 are 
opened. In case the fl ow rate, despite the running pump, falls below a certain value 
it can be assumed that a blockage or failure of the pump has occurred. The fl ow 
meter FIZ - A+ (CF001) triggers off the control chain described below: F stands for 
fl ow meter. At fi rst valve AA011 is being closed and AA016 is opened to switch 
off pump 1 and start pump 2 (AP002). When valve AA016 is opened and the 
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suction line of pump 2 is released, pump 2 can be started. At the same time    –    or 
only slightly delayed    –    valve AA012 is opened. The pump starts against a briefl y 
closed and slowly opened valve. Thus, pressure shock in the piping system and 
start - up peaks of the pump motor (acceleration of the total mass in the piping 
system) can be avoided. With this, the switch - over from pump 1 to 2 is 
completed. 

 Now pump 1 has to be purged. The best fl ushing result is achieved when fl ush-
ing occurs  against  the usual fl ow direction. Therefore, the pump is purged back-
wards. Not all pump types allow this method (e.g. positive displacement pumps); 
it should be agreed with the pump manufacturer and be stipulated in writing, even 
with regard to the applied mechanical seal. 

 For fl ushing purposes, valve AA009 is opened. With this, fl ushing water fl ows 
against the normal fl ow direction through pressure line (RL003) and is pumped 
into the suction line (RL001; valve AA015 has not been closed) and is being dis-
charged by the running pump 2. After a certain time element, valve AA009 and 
then valve AA015 will be closed. The slightly earlier closing of fl ushing water valve 
AA009 ensures that the pump is not under full fl ushing pressure. Alternatively, 
valves AA009 and AA015 can be piloted at the same time. Valve AA009 has then 
to be equipped with a slower drive than AA015. 

 After the completion of the fl ushing process the pumps can be switched over to 
verify whether the fl ushing process was successful. In case pump 1 cannot be 
started, either the blockage has not been removed or the pump is defect. In such 
a case, an on - site check is necessary. Before dismantling the pump, the pump 
content has to be discharged. For this purpose, ventilation occurs at the highest 
point and discharge at the lowest point. The manual valve AA013 (here, no drive 
is required since personnel is already on site) is being opened and the fl ange con-
nection at valve AA011 is being released. After the pump being drained, it can be 
dismantled. This will not impede operation of pump 2. 

 Also typical for a pump unit is the equipment with on - site pressure gauges PI 
(CP101 and CP102). With this, it is possible to identify at any time on - site which 
pump is in operation and to determine the pump head. The manual shut - off valves 
AA007 and AA008 can be closed for the dismantling of defective manometers 
while the pump is in operation. 

 Since a critical medium is concerned, the shaft mechanical seals are designed 
as seals with sealing or fl ushing water. In the majority of cases, it is a complete 
sealing or fl ushing water system for all pumps of the plant equipped with mechan-
ical seals. Branches are routed from the main sealing or fl ushing water lines to 
the respective pump units. Since the sealing or fl ushing water quantities 
are low, small plastic pipes and valves will be suffi cient. Each sealing or fl ushing 
water line should be equipped with a shut - off ball valve AA001 and AA004 or 
AA111 and AA114 at the supply and discharge side to avoid the start - up of the 
whole plant in case maintenance work at a sealing or fl ushing water supply are 
necessary. 

 The dirt traps AA002 and AA005 shall protect the sensitive needle valves AA003 
and AA06 against blockages. With these needle valves, the fl ow volumes required 
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by the manufacturer can be adjusted. Furthermore, for this purpose, the fl ow 
meters FI or FZA −  (CF011 and CF012) are installed for  fl oat metering  (Rotameter). 
On the one hand, the fl ow rate can be read off on site (FI), on the other hand a 
magnetic/inductive switch can be adjusted in a way that an alarm and a protection 
function (FZA) are triggered off as soon as a threshold value is not reached. Falling 
below the threshold value means that the mechanical seal is not suffi ciently sup-
plied with sealing or fl ushing water and will thus be damaged in the long run. 
The protection function causes the pumps to switch over. 

 In this example, the needle valve is arranged at the supply side of the mechanical 
seal. Thus the main pressure is relieved  in front of  the sealing. When the draining 
of the sealing or fl ushing water occurs geodetically in an atmospheric vessel, it is 
a so - called  “ pressureless quench ” , as it is often applied in case of single mechanical 
seals. In case of double mechanical seals with sealing water supply, the needle 
valve has to be arranged at the drain side. Thus the mechanical seal is kept under 
the required pressure.  

  Tubular heat exchanger     In the tubular heat exchanger shown in fi g.  4.16 , a 
medium shall be heated at the pipe side. For this purpose, a circulation pump 
delivers the medium through the piping. Heating occurs by means of condensa-
tion of saturated steam in the jacket area, i.e. at the outsides of the pipes. The live 
steam is supplied in the upper part of the jacket area. In order to avoid that steam, 
and above all, condensate drops which are carried away hit the outer pipes of the 
tubular heat exchanger with the high fl ow speed in the supply pipe, which will 
result in erosion, DN300 will be extended to DN600 before the infl ow. This reduces 
the fl ow speed considerably. In addition, the heat exchanger pipes can be protected 
by so - called baffl e plates in the jacket area. 

 Nozzle N6/DN50 equipped with a blind fl ange is an  inspection nozzle . In larger 
intervals (e.g. for revisions) the condition of the heat exchanger pipes can be con-
trolled by means of a stroboscope fed into the inspection nozzle. 

 The live steam condenses at the outside of the heat exchanger pipes and runs 
as liquid fi lm to the bottom of the tube bundle. There, the condensate will be dis-
charged via valve AA04. 

 Connections AA02 and AA03 are necessary for  ventilation. permanent gases  
(mostly air) are sucked to the point of the lowest pressure where they accumulate 
since under the given thermodynamic conditions, they are not condensable. 
For the given system, the tubular heat exchanger represents a condenser and 
thus the place of the lowest pressure. Permanent gases from the live steam system 
accumulate here, which results in a clear deterioration of the heat exchange 
performance (partial condensation). Therefore they have to be discharged. In the 
example water steam/air, air has the higher density and thus accumulates in the 
lower area of the heat exchanger jacket. Needle valve AA03 is mounted 
slightly above the condensate discharge nozzle and is called  operating ventilation . 
It is connected to a system with lower pressure (e.g. vacuum pump) to be able 
to exhaust the inert gases from the heat exchanger. When starting - up the system, 
the position of the needle valve has to be optimized. With the orifi ce being too 
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small, a too little amount of permanent gases are being exhausted and the heat 
transfer deteriorates. With the orifi ce being too large, too much live steam gets 
lost via the ventilation line. 

 Valve AA02 represents the  start - up ventilation . It is only opened for a short time 
during the start - up of the plant to enable the faster exhaustion of the inert 
gases. 

 The outlet temperature of the medium to be heated should be  controlled . This 
occurs with control valve AA101 in combination with the temperature meter 
TICA+ (CT001). In case the measured temperature value exceeds the preset target 
value, the control valve will be activated more or less depending on the adjusted 
control characteristic and the control deviation. Thus the steam quantity fed to the 
heat exchanger will be reduced.  

  Hydrochloric acid metering system     The P & I typical shown in Figure  4.16  repre-
sents a hydrochloric acid metering system designed according to the regulations 
of the Water Resources Act. The hydrochloric acid vessel (BB001 is erected in a 
media - resistant basin. In case of a leakage the leakage sensor LA+ (CL002) responds 
which is here arranged at the lowest point of the basin as binary level control. The 
leakage sensor triggers off an alarm in the control room and sirens and fl ash lights 
are activated. 

 The same applies to the overfl ow protection LIA+ (CL001). If the vessel threatens 
to overfl ow, e.g. when being fi lled from an HCl container, an alarm will be trig-
gered off and the sirens and fl ash lights will respond. 

 An additional  on - site  level control is not contained in the P & I diagram, 
although it is required by the Water Resources Act. Since the vessel is made of 
semi - transparent material, the level can be determined directly at the vessel 
itself. 

 The HCI - vessel is atmospherically designed. Because of the corrosive hydrochlo-
ric acid vapours the ventilation must not be routed directly to the outside. For the 
separation of the hydrochloric acid vapours an absorber is installed in the ventila-
tion line. There the vapours are brought into close contact with water whereupon 
the hydrochloric acid is absorbed. The absorber water has to be exchanged in 
stipulated intervals. 

 The membrane pump unit is redundantly designed. The suction pipe begins 
with a dirt trap AA04 to protect the sensitive valves of the membrane pump. The 
non - return valve AA03 prevents the suction pipe from running idle in case of a 
standstill of the dosing pump. With regard to the pumps, such a measure is not 
necessary since the pumps are self - priming. The reason is rather that dosing 
pumps are operated discontinuously and the entry of too much air should be 
avoided. Otherwise the pressure line would have to be re - ventilated after each 
pump start - up. 

 In the suction and pressure lines, simple ball valves are provided as manual 
shut - off valves (AA06, AA08, AA11 and AA14). Driven valves or non - return valves 
are not required for the automatic switch - over of the pumps, as the pumps con-
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cerned are membrane pumps. For draining purposes, the manual valves 
AA07,AA08, AA12 and AA13 are provided. In case the membrane pumps do not 
dispose of internal overfl ow valves, external overfl ow valves (AA10 and AA15) are 
to be provided. This prevents the pumps from destroying themselves in case of a 
closed pressure line. 

 In order to reduce the pressure surge occurring in membrane pumps a 
 pulsation dampener  is installed in the pressure line. In principle, this is a simple 
small pressure vessel separated into two sections by an elastic membrane. One 
side is connected to the pressure line. On the other side, compressed air is fed via 
valve AA16 (with hose coupling). The pressure level is to be adjusted resp. read at 
the on - site manometer PI (CP001). It has to be controlled, and if required, to be 
corrected in stipulated intervals. Owing to the compressibility of the air and the 
elasticity of the membrane it is possible to dampen the pressure surges 
signifi cantly. 

 The pressure line includes a fl ow meter FZA −  (CF001) which will switch off the 
running pump if the threshold value is not reached, and will then activate the 
other pump.     

  4.5 
  E / MC  - technology 

 The  Electrical Engineering and Measurement, Control and Regulation Technology , in 
short E/MC technology for process plants stands out due to its strongly interdis-
ciplinary character. In particular electronic engineers, measurement engineers, 
control engineers and process engineers are involved. The basis for the optimum 
solution of the given tasks is close cooperation. 

 E/MC is subdivided into three fi elds: 
    •      electrical engineering  
    •      measurement engineering  
    •      control engineering    

 All three fi elds are linked according to Figure  4.18 . /4.26/. Electrical engineering 
comprises energy supply, control cabinets and the cabling of the electrical consum-
ers. The measuring instruments release their signals over control cabinets and a 
redundantly designed  remote bus system  to the  host computer . In the host computer 
the measurement signals are being processed and converted into the relevant 
control signals. The control signals run to the control cabinets via remote bus 
system and trigger off the activities of the motors.   

 The control computers are connected to the  process control station  in the control 
room again via a redundant  communication bus system . Here, the operating staff 
can monitor the condition of the plant at any time and take correcting actions, if 
required. 

 The communication bus system enables the management and engineers to have 
the state of the plant displayed in their offi ces. 
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    Figure 4.18     Principle of an E/MC system. 
 

  4.5.1 
 Electrical engineering 

 For medium - sized plants, a mean voltage supply of 6 of 10   KV is usually suffi cient. 
The laying of two lines provides redundancy also in the power supply and a sub-
sequent transformer transforms to 400   V. The transformer(s) supply the actual 
switching station via busbars. Modern switching stations are designed with plug - in 
systems /4.27/, i.e. for each electrical consumer of the plant a separate plug - in 
module with the electric elements required for each consumer is provided. Each 
plug - in module is supplied via the central busbar. In the case of a pump, for 
example, the plug - in module includes the following elements: 
    •      main fuse  
    •      circuit breaker (disconnecting)  
    •      motor contactor  
    •      overcurrent relay    

 The supply of the individual drives occurs from the plug - in modules via  motor 

cables  laid in bundles in cable routes and ending at the terminal box of the electric 
motors. 
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  Note : In many plants, motor cables represent the  main fi re load . Often there 
are hundreds of kilometres of PVC - encased electric cables laid in a process 
plant. 

 Regarding the electric engineering, the process engineer ’ s task is the compila-
tion of the  E - consumer list , an example of which is shown in Figure  4.19 . CAD -
 systems enable their generation automatically from the P & IDs. However, at fi rst 
the lists contain only designations like device number and plain text. Then the 
lists have to be completed with information about power input, kind and level of 
voltage as well as the starting current. These dates have to be derived from the 
relevant manufacturer ’ s documentation (e.g. for pump motors, electric valve 
drives, agitators etc.).   

 With the aid of this information the competent E - engineer can determine the 
suitable cross - sectional area of the cable and plug - in modules for the switching 
cabinets. From the number and kind of plug - in modules the number and size of 
the switching cabinets will result and thus the required space needed for the whole 
switching station, an important aspect for the layout planning. Since these data 
are required at an early time, still unknown E - consumers can be assessed. First 
and most important is the number of plug - in modules. The exact power output 
can be stated at a later time; however, at the latest with the purchase order. In case 
of certain power limits, there may be leaps regarding the size of the plug - in module 
which causes extra costs. 

 The further execution of the electrotechnical equipment lies in the hands of the 
electrical engineers.  

  4.5.2 
 Measurement engineering 

 This section has a signifi cantly stronger interdisciplinary character than the previ-
ous one regarding electrical engineering). Here, process engineers and measuring 
engineers must jointly select the suitable measuring instruments. The following 
aspects have to be taken into consideration: 
    •      function of the measuring point  
    •      measuring type or principle  
    •      medium  
    •      selection of material for medium - contacting components  
    •      inlet and outlet zones  
    •      measuring range  
    •      resolution  
    •      response behaviour  
    •      reliability/stability  
    •      delivery time  
    •      costs  
    •      further aspects: e.g. ex - design, media conditions etc.    

 At fi rst, all measuring points of the plant have to be listed. Again the CAD -
 system can generate a measuring point list from the P & I diagrams which contains 
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at least device number, plain text and function. The measuring point list shown 
in Figure  4.20  has then to be completed by the team of process and measuring 
engineers. Here the aspects listed above cannot be considered individually and 
independently from each other. The optimum selection will only be successful 
with the different aspects being considered as a whole.   

 The function of the measuring point derives from the process task. The most 
common process measuring tasks are the measurement and control of the follow-
ing physical parameters: 
    •      volume fl ow  
    •      mass fl ow  
    •      density  
    •      temperature  
    •      pressure  
    •      level  
    •      pH - value  
    •      conductivity    

 Whether it is a binary or analogous measuring point again derives from the 
process task. While binary measuring points have  “ yes ”  (current) or  “ no ”  (no 
current) as output signals, analogous measuring points return a continuous 
current signal between 4 and 20   mA to the control station. Thus physical measur-
ing parameters are to be determined in the corresponding unit. 

 Manufacturers are offering a certain number of measuring devices for each 
physical parameter which are based on different measuring principles /4.28/. 
Examples for volume fl ow are: 
    •       Impeller meter : The fl ow - through causes the impeller to 

rotate. The volume fl ow can be determined from the 
rotational speed. Suitable for pure liquids only.  

    •       Float metering:  The level of the fl oat in the fl ow helps to 
identify the volume fl ow. Preferably used for on - site 
measurements. Suitable for pure liquids only.  

    •       Orifi ce plates and nozzles:  The fl ow through an orifi ce plate 
or a nozzle causes a pressure drop that will be determined 
by means of pressure drop measuring. The volume fl ow will 
be determined from the pressure drop. Only pure liquids or 
gases resp. steams are suitable. Orifi ce plates and nozzles 
require very long straight inlet and outlet zones. In case of 
larger nominal values, this circumstance may cause 
problems with regard to the space required.  

    •       Magnetic inductive fl ow metering:  Measuring of the 
electromotive power induced by the fl ow - through of a 
magnetic fi eld from which the fl ow speed derives. Magnetic 
inductive fl ow meters dispose of a free passageway and are 
thus suitable for suspensions. Preconditions are, however, a 
full pipe and an electrically conductive liquid. The minimum 
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conductivity of the medium must range from approx. 5 to 
10    µ S/cm.  

    •       Coriolis - meters : oscillating pipework which is fl owed 
through. Resonant frequency and phase shift enable the 
determination of density and mass fl ow, thus of the volume 
fl ow, at the same time.  

    •       Vortex fl ow meters:  The fl ow of a damming body causes 
vortices. The volume fl ow can be derived from the measured 
vortex frequency. Suitable for low viscous, gaseous or 
vaporous media. The measuring principle requires a 
minimum Reynolds number of approx. 4000.    

 Examples for level control systems are: 
    •       Tuning forks : Binary level measurement. The fork is excited 

to resonance oscillation. When immersing into a liquid or 
bulk material the resonant frequency changes and a 
respective breaker signal is triggered off. Caution is advised 
in case of crust - developing media.  

    •       Conductive probes : Level detection in conductive liquids. 
Measured is the conductivity difference between conductive 
liquids and air.  

    •       Capacitive probes:  Measuring probe and vessel form a 
condenser. Its capacity changes according to the fi ll level. 
Applicable as binary and analogous measuring device.  

    •       Radiometric level control:  contactless binary or analogous 
level control. Vessel and medium are trans - illuminated by 
a caesium source. The fi ll level can be deduced from the 
radiation intensity established by the oppositely arranged 
receiver. Ideal for diffi cult media, however, an approval 
application has to be fi led for the procurement, and the 
operation requires the existence of a radiation protection 
offi cer.  

    •       Ultrasonic level control:  contactless analogous level 
measurement. A sensor inserted in the top of the vessel 
emits acoustic pulses which are refl ected on the surface of 
the liquid and are received by the sensor. The time 
difference indicates the fi ll level. Agitated liquid levels, 
steams or clouds, vessel inserts and embedded pipes may 
lead to distortions.  

    •       Hydrostatic level control:  Measuring of the hydrostatic 
pressure at the vessel bottom. Caution is advised in case of 
incrustating media and suspensions.    

 The  material selection  of the media - contacting components depends basically 
on the applied medium. Here, the usual aspects such as corrosion, abrasion, 
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incrustation development etc. play a role (see Chapter  2 , section  2.2.2.4 ,  “ Material 
concept ” ). Manufacturers of measuring devices usually offer a range of standard 
designs. Typical materials are stainless steel (e.g.: 1.4571), nickel - based alloys 
(e.g. Hastelloy), titanium and plastic coatings (e.g. PTFE). 

 Process engineers tend to a generous design of the  measuring range . Here it has 
to be considered that the resolution or measuring accuracy decreases with an 
increasing measuring range. In case a large measuring range has to be covered 
with a concurrently high resolution, the application of several measuring points 
may be required. The resolution of a measuring device in turn depends basically 
on the measuring principle or on the manufacturer. 

  Response behaviour  means the velocity at which a measuring point reacts on 
changing parameters. While a lot of measuring devices dispose of very fast 
response behaviour, some measuring systems, e.g. temperature measuring, react 
quite slowly on changes. In this connection the required velocity of the controls 
to be realized with these measuring systems has to be verifi ed. In case quick con-
trols are necessary by means of a measuring point with slow response behaviour, 
this may lead to instable conditions. 

 With a bit of luck, the  delivery time  of standard measuring devices will be short. 
However, this depends on the number of pieces and the stock - keeping of the 
manufacturer. In case of special designs, however, the conditions are reverse. If 
approval application is included, e.g. for radiometric measuring systems, the pro-
curement can last up to six months and more. 

 In any case, the  costs  for measuring equipment are considerable and as usual, 
special designs cause considerable extra costs. For ex - protected designs, for 
example, prices easily might double. 

 The planning of the device and pipe connections as well as of the assembly and 
electric connection of the measuring devices require so - called mechanical mea-
surement setups (hook ups). In Figures  4.21 and 4.22  the hook ups are shown in 
an example of an analogous fl ow metering (vortex principle) and a D4 threaded 

    Figure 4.21     Hook up for analogous fl ow through a measuring 
point ( “ Prowirl ” ) for Endress   +   Hauser Messtechnik. 
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    Figure 4.22     Hook up for a D4 - threaded jacket for a PT100 
with analogous temperature measuring for Endress   +   Hauser 
Messtechnik. 
 

jacket for a PT100 as analogous temperature measurement from Endress   +   Hauser 
Messtechnik.      

  4.5.3 
 Control engineering 

 The control engineering hardware consists of  digital control systems  which may be 
redundantly designed and placed in an air - conditioned room, the  control room , 
either centralized or decentralized designed and accommodating the  local process 

control panels , and of  control cabinets  containing the plug - in modules for the mea-
suring equipment of the plant. The digital control systems are connected to the 
local process control panels and the control cabinets via bus systems. The connec-
tion of the measuring devices to the control cabinets occurs via  control cables  (see 
Figure  4.13 ). 

 As far as the software is concerned, manufacturers offer own systems for the 
programming of the so - called  control program.  The two major European system 
suppliers are Siemens and ABB. The supply of the control engineering hardware 
together with the development of the control program is often ordered from one 
of these companies. The control program analyzes the incoming signals of the 
measuring points, converts them and deduces the corresponding switching opera-
tions or signals (e.g. alarms). In addition, it is possible to register important mea-
suring values continuously or in intervals and to generate  “ trends ”  from it. 
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 Process and control engineers have to cooperate very closely for the development 
of the control program. In the fi rst instance, the process engineers have to set the 
process targets. The targets are then transferred into so - called  continuous function 

charts  /4.29/, from which the control program derives. A communicational problem 
is the fact that control engineers have diffi culties with the procedural coherences 
and, vice versa, the process engineers are usually not able to read continuous 
function charts and do not know the individual interrelations of control engineer-
ing. There are two well - proven possibilities to solve this communicational 
problem:

  The process engineering establishes so - called  requirements 

specifi cation  for the control engineers which contain the 
verbal description of the control steps the process 
requires. The descriptions of the requirements 
specifi cation correspond more or less to explanations 
regarding the P & I - typicals in section  4.4 ,  “ Piping and 
instrumentation diagram ” . The adaptation of the 
requirements specifi cations to a concrete control system is 
provided by the performance specifi cations for the system 
supplier. 

 Within the framework of the so - called  control - engineering 

meetings , the project manager or a senior engineer will 
present the process workfl ow with the aid of the P & I -
 diagrams. The minutes of meeting issued afterwards 
provide a basis for the preparation of the continuous 
function charts or the control program by the control 
engineers. In a second term of meetings, the control 
engineers will present the process fl ows by means of the 
continuous function charts they have developed, which 
will then have to be released or approved by the plant 
manufacturer.   

 The control program has to contain all additional workfl ows for the operation 
of the plant. This includes not only normal, start - up and close - down operation as 
well as automatic and manual operation, but also the entire  plant protection , such 
as protection functions, alarms etc. 

 For reasons of better handling and clarity, the control program is quasi hierar-
chically structured. The smallest unit are the  sub - assembly controls , for example for 
the piloting of one single pump. The control of a redundant pump unit with driven 
valves is subsumed in one  group control . Since, in principle, the group controls for 
redundant pump units are often identical they can be copied frequently. Then 
pump and valve descriptions have to be exchanged. The control of a pump unit in 
connection with a vessel is then accommodated in a  master system control . Finally, 
the system controls are combined to an all - including control program. 

 For the control loops additional control schemes in the form of Figure  4.23  are 
established. The control schemes contain all control - relevant components such as 
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measuring points, actuating elements, feedback controls etc. They are realized by 
the confi guration of the control system. The back - up documentation of the control 
system replaces the provisional control schemes and can be used for the as - built 
documentation.   

 For the control of the vessel level so - called  vessel protection schemes  may be 
required. An example of such a scheme is shown in Figure  4.24 . Apart from a 
schematic diagram of the respective vessel with its measuring instruments, all 
switch - points are tabulated and indicate elevation and the actuating control steps 
For the determination of the switch - points, procedural matters, such as e.g. dwell 
times have to be taken into account as well as fi lling or discharge capacities

   Example : If the level shown in Figure  4.24  is exceeded, the 
following control steps will be triggered off: In case a level 
of one meter is exceeded the pumps connected to the 
vessel can be started. At a level of 2.2   m, the start - up of the 
agitator will be released. The desired control level is at 
3   m. If the vessel level reaches 12.5   m, the alarm signal 
 “ high ”  will be triggered off which, however, will not entail 
further control steps at fi rst. With this, the staff of the 
control room is given the opportunity to take corrective 
actions. Immediately before the vessel reaches the 
overfl ow line (13   m) a further alarm connected to the 
overfl ow protection is activated. This means the plant is 
brought into a protected state. In this example, the 
feeding pump is shut off. 

 If a fi ll level of 2.4   m  is not reached , the alarm signal  “ low ”  
will be triggered off, which is again not followed by 
further control measures. This shows the control staff that 
the agitator will soon have to be shut off. If a level of 1.8   m 
is not reached, the agitator will really be shut off. This will 
always be the case with agitators not designed for the so -
 called  “ chopping ”  when the impeller passes through the 

    Figure 4.23     Example of a control scheme. 
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liquid surface /4.30/. This results in the  hysteresis  
required for start - up and shut - off. Finally, the discharge 
pump in operation will be shut off if a fi ll level of 0.5   m 
(dry running protection) is not reached. 

 In this example, the safety - relevant functions such as 
overfl ow protection and dry running protection are 
actuated by the binary level controls LSA+ and LSA − . All 
other switch and control processes come from the 
analogous level control LICSA.       

  4.6 
 Layout and building design 

 Layout and constructional design cannot be considered uncoupled from each 
other, but are running parallel. The interdisciplinary character results from the 
required cooperation between process engineers and civil engineers. Here again 
 “ different languages ”  are being spoken: While the process engineers scale their 
drawings in terms of millimetres, civil engineers use centimetres! And not all 
process engineers know, for example, the meaning of the abbreviations used in a 
construction drawing. 

 The interdisciplinary team members have to communicate well to be able to 
carry out systems engineering and building engineering in an optimum way. 

  4.6.1 
 Layout design 

 In general, the layout of the main components is already available in the form of 
the layout of the project planning phase. Unless there are no procedural changes, 
this layout can be used as the basis for the ensuing detailed layout design. 

 However, at this point the proceeding with regard to the application of modern 
 CAD - systems  will be discussed. 

 First of all, a  basic grid  has to be defi ned. In principle, this is a kind of coordinate 
system. With the defi nition of a zero point and the Cartesian X, Y and Z direction 
with the suitable scale, each point in the system can be described. When erecting 
a plant within an existing plant complex, the basic grid will usually be predeter-
mined by the customer. In case of a greenfi eld strategy, a new grid will have to be 
defi ned. An early arrangement with the customer is important, since large parts 
of the plant construction derive from the intersection points of the grid. A later 
modifi cation of the basic grid may therefore entail considerable costs. 

 In the next step the most important parts of the building will be planned. This 
includes the base plate on which the plant will be erected, the vertical main 
columns and the horizontal platforms in the different fl oors. The base plate can 
be designed as a fl at cuboid. This requires the outer dimensions (length, width 
and thickness of the concrete slab) and the place where the plate is positioned to 
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be entered into the CAD - system. CAD - systems dispose of a variety of standardized 
steel construction profi les for the construction of the main columns (e.g. double 
T - beam). They have to be selected, specifi ed with regard to their length and posi-
tioned at the desired place. Then the crossbeams as well as further concrete slabs, 
if applicable, can be designed. 

 Now the individual foundations for the main apparatuses can be provided for. 
These are often concrete foundations which are about 10 to 20   cm higher than the 
fl oor. In the case of steel constructions, the relevant crossbeams for the claws, 
frames, legs etc. have to be planned. Then the design of the main devices will 
follow. Vessels, reactors, heat exchangers, silos etc. are mostly cylindrical compo-
nents. The application of modern CAD - systems requires only the following entries 
to determine at least the casing: 
    •      information on whether it is a vertically or horizontally 

arranged cylinder  
    •      cylinder height  
    •      cylinder diameter  
    •      form of bottom  
    •      form of top  
    •      position of cylinder    

 Other, non - cylindrical components like conveying equipment, centrifuges, sieve 
units, pumps, compressors, agitators, fi lter plants, lamellar separators etc. have to 
be assembled individually from the basic bodies of the depicted geometries /4.31/. 
Alternatively, CAD - systems offer the possibility for frequently recurrent compo-
nents such as pumps to be stored in a database. They can then be easily selected 
and positioned at the right place. Currently, the CAD - system suppliers endeavour 
to make the subcontractors hold their machine drawings available as compatible 
CAD - data fi les. Up to now, these efforts have failed due to the interface problems 
of the different CAD systems. At least, the existing intelligences will get lost in 
the transfer from one CAD system to another. 

 The basis for the detail planning of the plant components is therefore still the 
 production and layout drawings  of the apparatuses. If the detailed engineering is 
not carried out by the plant manufacturer, the production and layout drawings are 
prepared by the subcontractors. In this case, not all details have to be transferred 
to the CAD system. Important are the interfaces and the outer dimensions to avoid 
collisions. The most important interfaces include: 
    •      connecting dimensions for the connecting pipework  
    •      connecting dimensions for the measurement instruments  
    •      connecting dimensions for electrical or pneumatic drives  
    •      position and dimensions of the point of support and 

mountings    

 As soon as the production drawings from the subcontractors arrive, the inter-
faces and dimensions have to be examined or maintained. If everything is alright, 
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the plant manufacturer informs the subcontractor about the production release 
and returns the drawing with the approval stamp and the respective signature. In 
case alterations are required they have to be entered manually and marked with a 
stamp saying  “ released in consideration of the registered alterations ” . Of course, 
all approved drawings must be copied and kept in safe custody. 

 Finally, all other system - relevant components can be included in the model. This 
comprises the so - called plant - specifi c steel construction, the entire building engi-
neering like windows, doors, stairs, lounges, control room, heating, air condition-
ing and ventilation units etc. as well as the whole piping planning (see section  4.7 , 
 “ Piping planning ” ). Depending on the CAD - system, the respective elements (e.g. 
railings, stairs, ladders etc.) are stored in a database and simply have to be selected 
and positioned. 

 Figure  4.25  shows the whole model of a fi ctitious plant as 3D - CAD. Here, too, 
any view can be generated and for transparency reasons, certain components or 
systems can be displayed and hidden. Figure  4.26  shows details of the plant 
model.      

    Figure 4.25     Whole model of a fi ctitious plant as 3D - CAD view. 
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    Figure 4.26     Detailed view of a plant model. 
 

  4.6.2 
 Building design 

 The actual design and execution of the constructional part for a process plant is, 
of course, the task of civil engineers and architects, while the determination of the 
specifi cations is a process engineering task. 

 At fi rst, the layout of the planning phase can be used. The layout shows the type 
of building and the components of the plant. Furthermore, the position of the 
platforms and stairs is already set. Important for the further building design is the 
exact determination of all interfaces between the building and the plant. This 
includes e.g. the pipeline routes with their through - holes for the vertical route (see 
section  4.7 ,  “ Piping planning ” ) or the piping passages in the fa ç ade, earth - laid 
pipes for ground inlets etc. 

 The next task of the process engineering is the determination of the position 
and design of the foundations as well as the load specifi cation required for  construc-

tion analysis . The foundation and load data can be placed  together  in one drawing. 
Figure  4.27  shows a typical scheme for the foundations of fl at bottom vessels and 
a pump group. The related load specifi cations are taken from the  load table . The 
load data are to be calculated by adding the weights of the apparatuses to the 
maximum vessel contents in consideration of the highest media density.   

 If available, the dynamic load specifi cations, e.g. of centrifuges or decanters, 
crushers and mills, sieve units etc., have to be taken into account. Finally, load 
specifi cations have to be made regarding the hoisting devices, roof cranes, general 
fl oor load etc. provided in the plant. 
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      Figure 4.27     Typical foundation plan with load table for UHDE GmbH, Dortmund. 
 

 With these specifi cations, the civil engineers can carry out the building design. 
Since construction is often subcontracted to a construction fi rm or consortium 
partner, building construction drawings have to be released. Typical building 
construction drawings are: 
    •      steel construction plan  
    •      formwork plan  
    •      HVAC - plans  
    •      steel grating keyplan    
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 On the following pages, examples (Figures  4.28 and 4.29 ) for a steel construction 
and formwork plan are described.     

 The steel construction drawings show all details of the steel construction. The 
process engineer does not have to control each single transverse bracing etc. The 
interfaces are always important. Have the specifi cations for the positioning of 
the apparatuses, the through - holes for the piping etc. been observed? 

 The same applies to the formwork plans from which the details of the concrete 
components are derived. Here, the foundations of the apparatuses, pump sumps, 
ramps, fl oor ducts etc. are in the focus of the process engineer. 

 Problems often arise with regard to the required details for the  anchorage  of 
vessels and apparatuses. Larger outdoor vessels, for example, are exposed to con-
siderable wind loads and have therefore to be anchored adequately. Details for 
anchorage have to be coordinated with the construction fi rm and the subcontractor 
of the vessel. The construction fi rm, however, would like to work out a plan at a 
point of time when the vessel subcontractor has not yet been determined. In such 
cases it is advisable to put the construction design quasi on hold. The construction 
fi rm, however, will certainly insist on the fi xing of the deadline by which the details 
have to be stipulated. If this deadline, usually recorded in protocols, is exceeded 
the construction fi rm will establish a claim against the plant manufacturer. 

 In case of smaller apparatuses, such as pumps, the plant manufacturer can 
make use of so - called compound anchors bolts to ease deadline confl icts. The 

    Figure 4.28     Typical steel construction plan for UHDE GmbH, Dortmund. 
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    Figure 4.29     Typical framework plan in the area of a pump sump well with inlet line. 
 

foundation data are required at a time when the pumps have not yet been designed, 
much less ordered. Since thus the pump dimensions are not known, the founda-
tion area will be dimensioned rather generously. The application of compound 
anchors bolts does not require further information about the anchorage. The 
anchorage of the base plate occurs by means of retroactively applied bores, into 
which adhesive cartridges are plugged. When driving in the set bolt the twofold 
glue cartridge is forced open, the two - component adhesive contained therein is 
mixed and hardened (see Figure  4.30 ).   

 The  heating, ventilation and air conditioning plans  (HVAC - plans) contain data 
regarding radiators, wall - mounted fans, smoke extraction valves, ventilation links, 
blowers etc. Here again, process engineering has to see to possible collisions with 
other plant components. This includes the small heating pipes as well as the 
control lines for smoke extraction valves. 

 In the steel construction area, accessible surfaces are covered with steel gratings. 
The individual steel grating elements of which the areas are composed emanate 
from  steel grating keyplans  which are also submitted for approval. Of course 
each steel grating element has to be controlled. Apart from the interfaces already 
repeatedly mentioned, possible  pipe passages  have to be examined. Since mostly 
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    Figure 4.30     Compound anchor bolts from Fa. Fischer/Upat Befestigungen 
 

galvanized grilles are concerned, passages can also be applied retrospectively by 
making the required cutouts and aprons on site. Afterwards the worked - on areas 
can be covered with zinc paint.  Caution : Sometimes the customer specifi cations 
contain regulations regarding the design of galvanized grilles components. In case 
only electrogalvanization is allowed, the approach described above is by no means 
recommendable, as then the modifi ed steel gratings require a completely new 
electrogalvanization which incurs considerable costs. Apart from galvanized grilles 
there are stainless steel designs and plastic gratings available which are even suit-
able for forklift use.   

  4.7 
 Piping planning 

 The detailed piping planning is one of the most time - consuming planning pack-
ages of detail engineering. A number of documents have to be available before 
planning can commence: 
    •      piping and instrumentation diagrams  
    •      fi ttings concept  
    •      building design  
    •      component layout  
    •      materials concept  
    •      E/MC - concept    

 This listing shows that the piping planning cannot be realized immediately 
after the contract placing. Considering the above statement that it is a very 
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complex planning package, it becomes clear how time - critical the piping 
planning and consequently the procurement and assembly of the pipes 
are. 

 Based on the materials and fi ttings concept, the so - called  piping classes  fi rst have 
to be determined. A piping class contains all data regarding the pipes and pipe 
fi ttings such as  elbows, tees, reducers  etc. contingent on nominal width and nominal 
pressure. The most important data are inter alia: 
    •      diameter  
    •      wall thickness  
    •      component standard  
    •      materials quality  
    •      fl ange dimensions  
    •      material and dimensions of gaskets  
    •      dimensions of the pipe fi ttings  
    •      bolt and nut types, their dimensions for fl ange connections  
    •      installation lengths and other dimensions of related fi ttings  
    •      installation lengths and other dimensions of related I & C 

components    

 Since meanwhile piping planning is also carried out mainly by means of 3D -
 CAD systems, information of a piping class have to be stored in structured form 
in the respective database. When planning the piping routes, at fi rst the desired 
piping class has to be selected. Then it will be suffi cient for the CAD engineer to 
state the nominal width and nominal pressure of a pipe to be designed. The CAD 
system will then automatically recall the respective dimensions from the piping 
class or database. 

 The piping planning belongs to the day - to - day business of the plant manufac-
turer. In most cases, a certain pool of piping classes is available. If piping classes 
are lacking, they will have to be established in a costly way. This, however, requires 
personnel resources. Alternatively, piping classes can be prepared or procured by 
the CAD - system suppliers or the specialized engineering companies. Figure  4.31  
shows an excerpt from a piping class.   

 Of course, this entails costs and the plant manufacturer will try to build the 
designed plant as far as possible with piping classes already available. However, 
this effort has to be brought in line with the possibly existing pipe specifi cation of 
the customer. In case the use of customer - specifi c piping classes has been stipu-
lated in the contract, the operating company may hold them available to the plant 
manufacturer. However, this will only work, if the plant manufacturer and the 
operating company use the same CAD - system. CAD - systems in plant engineering 
are usually not compatible just like that. 

 The import of the piping classes into the database is the task of the so - called 
 system administrator  of the CAD - system. Professional CAD - systems for process 
plant engineering are highly complex. Frequently, they are based on the operating 
system Windows, which has replaced UNIX during the last couple of years, with 
an  “ Oracle ”  database being lodged, for example. The system maintenance then 
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    Figure 4.31     Part of a piping class from Auto - trol Technology. 
 

requires the knowledge of the respective programming language. System 
administrators should therefore have both engineering and the related EDP - know 
how. 

 In the next step, so - called  piping alignments  are planned, which are the  “ main 
routes ”  of the pipes. The individual pipes, as already explained in section  4.2 , 
 “ Component procurement ” , are led directly into the pipeline routes, then within 
the route they are running parallel to the other pipelines and leave the pipeline 
route only shortly before the connecting point. 

 For each plant platform one or more  horizontal alignments  are planned. To be 
able to realize vertical connections the vertical and diagonal routes are connected 
through the platforms by one ore more  vertikal routes.  Thus the main pipeline 
distance through the plant can be covered inside the pipeline routes. 

 Usually the piping aligament design is possible with simple steel components 
arranged in U - form. The horizontal routes are running below the respective 
platform ceiling. For the vertical routes, corresponding ceiling orifi ces are 
required. 

 Above the parallel running pipes, cross beams are often installed on which the 
 cable trays  are to be laid. 

 Finally the planning of the individual pipes can commence. Due to the scope 
of work, several CAD - engineers are required to work simultaneously. CAD - systems 
offer the respective possibilities: For each CAD - engineer, an individual  working 

range  will be defi ned within which changes are possible. The works of the other 
working ranges can only be read, but are protected against  “ unauthorized ”  access. 
Only the system administrator has the possibility to bring all working ranges 
together. 
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 The actual planning of the pipe routing requires the relevant experience and a 
lot of detail knowledge/4.32/. Some examples are given below: 
    •      The later accessibility of the fi ttings has to be taken into 

account.  
    •      Measuring points have to be visibly arranged.  
    •      Discharges have to be provided at the lowest point.  
    •      Ventilation has to be provided at the highest point.  
    •      The distances between the pipes within the pipeline routes 

have to be selected leaving enough space for insulation.  
    •      The pipe routes should be short.  
    •      The pipe supports have to be considered.  
    •      In case of steam - carrying pipes, condensate discharges with 

steam traps have to be provided at the low points.  
    •      The orifi ces of blow pipes for safety valves have to be 

directed into a non - hazardous direction.    

 In order to avoid blockages, special care is advisable in case of suspension - 
carrying pipes. Here additional requirements have to be fulfi lled, e.g. 
    •      A suffi cient gradient is required for pipes with low fl ow 

velocity.  
    •      All branches without fl ow - through should be guided 

vertically upwards, if possible, but at least be slanted 
upwards. This is applicable for e.g. measuring points like 
local pressure gauges or sampling points.  

    •      Pipes without fl ow - through should generally be avoided. The 
fi ttings in the discharge pipes should therefore be connected 
immediately to the discharge point. Even a short piece of a 
pipe without fl ow - through will sooner or later be plugged.    

  High - temperature pipes  require special attention. In order to keep the heat - related 
stress low, the pipes are laid  “ fl exibly ” , i.e. without long straight pipe sections. 
Depending on the occurring temperature differences and nominal pipe widths, 
 pipe stress analyses  have to be carried out /4.33/. For this purpose, commercially 
available software packages can be used (e.g.  “ Autopipe ”  from Rebis). This topic 
includes also the planning of  pipe supports  /4.34/ and  expansion joints . Being skil-
fully arranged the different kinds of supports and expansion joints enable the 
heat - related stress to be lowered  below  the permissible pipe stress values. The most 
common kinds of supports and expansion joints are listed below: 
    •      anchor point bearing: bearing point that allows no pipe 

movement  
    •      movable bearing: a channel that allows movement  
    •      X - , Y, Z - Stop: prevents movement into the indicated 

direction  
    •      spring hanger: allows the fl exible mounting of pipes 

underneath the ceiling  
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    •      axial expansion joint: balancing of axial movements  
    •      lateral expansion joint: balancing of parallel offset  
    •      angular expansion joint: balancing of angular offset    

 Figure  4.32  shows an example of a so - called pipe hanger which allows the 
mounting of a pipe running below a platform.   

 To allow for the pipe stress analysis a time - consuming process is required to 
feed the calculation program with the pipe routing data. Since the pipe routings 
are already available in the 3D - CAD system it is logical to transfer these date to 
the pipe stress program. However, what sounds logical and simple at fi rst often 
fails in practice because of the related  interface problems . Solutions are possible, 
but are time - consuming and expensive /4.35/. 

 Depending on the results of the pipe stress analysis, pipe routes, expansion 
joints and supports have to be changed according to local conditions. The results 
have then to be retransferred to the 3D - pipe route planning. 

 In the following, the general approach regarding the planning of pipe systems 
with 3D - CAD systems will be explained:

   Example : It is to be assumed that a 3D - model of the layout 
design is available. The CAD - engineer is working on a 
pipeline of the respective P & I diagram, e.g. the piping of a 
pump unit with the suction vessel. At fi rst, a suitable 
nozzle has to be arranged at the vessel. The nozzle can be 
designed in a way that it points directly at the suction 

    Figure 4.32     Pipe hanger from LISEGA AG. 
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nozzle of the pump thus rendering superfl uous one or 
more elbows. Before the nozzle is inserted, the piping 
class has to be selected and the component assembly or 
the system must be determined. With the nozzle being 
inserted at the vessel the connecting line can be designed. 
For this purpose the engineer only has to click on a 
starting point, i.e. the nozzle just inserted, and to 
determine the fi nal point, i.e. the suction nozzle of 
the pump. Then the CAD system automatically draws 
the pipeline. In the background, all designed components 
are stored in a database. This includes the  gaskets, fl anges  
and  bolts . Afterwards the engineer will insert the valves 
deriving from the P & I diagram. Therefore the respective 
fi tting has to be selected, then the pipe in which the fi tting 
shall be inserted. Finally the position within the pipe 
route has to be indicated. The software will settle the rest: 
The pipe will be forced open, the fi tting will be inserted 
and the pipe connected with the fi tting. Here again all 
components used are stored in the database.   

 With the piping planning almost completed the system administrator unites 
all work ranges to a complete model. The more or less completed model of the 
designed plant can now be viewed from all sides. 3D - CAD systems dispose of 
options which enable the generation of views from any angle, and it is also possible 
to zoom into the details. 

 In order to achieve an improved display, hidden edges can be removed and 
shades and coloured illustrations are possible.  Animations  are the high point: 
 Virtual tours  through the plant are possible and they are by no means only a 
 “ gimmick ” . While a long time ago manually drawn 2D - views were sent to the 
customer for release, today there is the possibility to invite the engineer to dem-
onstrate the plant at the CAD system. A systematic tour through the plant is pos-
sible and all details of layout and piping planning can be discussed. Not only does 
this render the approval considerably easier and faster, later faults or changes can 
also be avoided. Often, the customer has a certain idea of e.g. the arrangement of 
the fi ttings and measuring instruments. Sometimes it is more a matter of taste 
than of function. Since the customer is the king, as is generally known, such 
alterations can be made relatively economically. Long discussions during the 
acceptance of the plant can be avoided. This procedure also has psychological 
advantages: After the 3D - demonstration the customer will already be looking 
forward to his or her new plant! 

 Before the procurement activities for the pipes are started the system adminis-
trator will carry out one or more  interference calculation . Intelligent 3D - CAD 
systems, for example, enable the detection of a pipe being passed through a struc-
tural steel beam. The probability of such collisions is not low, since for purposes 
of clarity CAD engineers often hide irrelevant components or systems to be able 
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to concentrate on the essentials. Here, constructional steelwork is often involved 
so the engineer may not be aware of having planned a collision. Even after the 
later superimposing of the constructional steelwork it is not always easy to recog-
nize collisions. The multitude of pipes, devices, fi ttings, measuring instruments 
etc. considerably complicates the detection of collisions. 

 Since collisions which are only recognized during the assembly nearly always 
entail considerable costs and delays, such interference checks are extremely advan-
tageous. Minimum clearances can be inserted to take later insulations into account. 
This means, the CAD - system will report a collision even when a pipe has been 
passed only 2   cm along a wall. The result of interference check is a listing of prob-
able collisions. The system administrator will have to examine the collision list 
together with the CAD - engineers to see whether  “ real ”  collisions are concerned. 
Real collisions would require alterations. It should be taken into consideration that 
interference checks can be time - consuming despite high - capacity hardware. 
Depending on model size, software and hardware design, interference checks may 
take  days . 

 For the inquiry and procurement of the pipes the following documents are 
required: 
    •      piping classes  
    •      layout plans  
    •      piping plans  
    •      piping alignments plans  
    •      piping and instrumentation diagrams  
    •      isometric drawings  
    •      bill of materials  
    •      pipe lists  
    •      support lists  
    •      pipe specifi cations    

 The layout, piping and pipeline route plans can be generated together or sepa-
rately, depending on which components or systems are hidden or displayed in the 
CAD system. As already mentioned, any views and sections can be selected and 
plotted. 

  Isometric drawings  are perspective 2.5 - D - drawings for each individual pipeline. 
The pipelines were often depicted, dimensioned and described as simple lines. 
Afterwards all components contained in the isometric drawings had to be counted 
and transferred to a parts list. This meant that the individual lengths of the straight 
pipe sections had to be added and each pipe fi tting had to be listed. In view of the 
number of pipes in a medium - sized or large plant    –    triple digit fi gures are normal, 
four - digits are not unusual    –    the manpower requirements connected with the gen-
eration of isometric drawings and linked bills of material becomes clear. 

 At this point another essential advantage of intelligent CAD - systems comes into 
effect: All information required for the generation of isometric drawings and bills 
of material are lodged in the related database during the design of the plant model. 
Software packages such as  “ Isogen ”  enable the generation of isometric drawings 



and the related parts lists at the push of a button or by mouse - click. The result is 
considerable savings in resources. 

 Figures  4.33 and 4.34  show an isometric drawing and the related bill of material 
generated from a CAD system.     

 Following the generation of the isometric drawings and bills of material, all 
components required for the individual piping classes have to be compiled sepa-
rately. The bills of material will be derived from this. Of course the generation of 
the bills of material is easier with the aid of CAD systems. The same applies to 
the  pipe lists  (see Figure  4.35 ). The results can be stored on a data carrier and 
enclosed to the pipe inquiries.   

 Regarding the  procurement  of pipes, some special aspects have to be considered: 
Apart from the usual warranties, e.g. for corrosion and function, the warranty 
regarding wear has to be clarifi ed. This applies especially to suspension - carrying 
pipes or to pneumatic pipelining of bulk goods. In such cases,  maximal fl ow 

speeds  have to be stipulated. Furthermore, limitations concerning the applied pipe 
fi ttings have to be agreed upon: e.g. that at least 1.5 or 3D -  elbows have to be 
inserted. 

 The manufacturing and assembly of the pipes may be assigned to several sub-
contractors. This depends decisively on the number and kind of piping classes 
used. Thus a separation into  metal pipes  and  plastic pipes  is thinkable. If several 
pipe suppliers are commissioned, the clarifi cation of the numerous interfaces 
and the avoidance of mutual hindrances at the building site may turn out to be 
diffi cult.  

  4.8 
 Documentation 

 Documentation is a planning package often underestimated in the planning phase. 
The scope of documentation is usually specifi ed in the contract. As already men-
tioned, documentation regulations determined by the customers often exist which 
describe in more or less detail the type, structure, scope and layout of the docu-
mentation to be prepared. 

 The requirements range from so - called standard documentation to the genera-
tion of complete data bases with predetermined software systems. In the latter 
case, the part of the documentation compared to the entire engineering can 
amount to double - digit percentages. And there is also the fact that the required 
documentation has to be developed by highly - paid  “ docu - specialists ”  who are able 
to cope with the complex requirements rather than by  “ normal ”  engineers. 

 Usually, the documentation is subdivided into main sections. A typical subdivi-
sion is given in the following: 
    •      general documentation  
    •      technical documentation  
    •      operation manual  
    •      quality documentation    
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    Figure 4.34     Example of a parts list generated by the CAD 
system from Auto - trol Technology using the  “ Isogen ”  software 
package. 
 

        General documentation     This comprises a general description of the project. 
Enclosures may be layout plans and suchlike.  

  Operation manual     This is one of the most complex parts of the documentation. 
An experienced process engineer has to work on it for several months. Apart from 
the process description (possibly also a description of individual components) the 
operation manual comprises the  operating instructions  in which the individual steps 
of start - up, normal operation and shut - down are described. For each loading condi-
tion the basic position of all fi ttings has to be determined. Considering that a plant 
can contain hundreds of fi ttings, the scope of this work becomes clear. Starting 
from this basic position all activities required for the start - up have to be explained. 
The same applies to normal operation and its different loading conditions as well 
as to the shut - down of the plant. 

 Another important section of the operation manual is a description of  failures . 
The scope of this section has to be agreed with the operator. Here it has to be 
taken into account that the effort that goes in to describing  single failures  may be 
unreasonably less than that for  multiple failures . Apart from the actual description 
of the failures and their possible causes, adequate measures for their remedy have 
to be explained. 

 Finally, the issue of a  verbal description of the function plans  may be included in 
the scope of documentation. This is the complete description of the individual 
control processes in the control program    –    almost a verbal translation of the control 
function plans (see section  4.5.3 ,  “ Control technology ” ). This again requires 
immense effort in terms of time.  

  Technical documentation     This basically includes the documentation of the equip-
ment. In case of correct purchase orders this will have to be directly provided by 
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the subcontractor in the required form and will only have to be compiled by the 
plant manufacturer. The technical documentation of the equipment comprises: 
    •      assembly drawings with component description  
    •      sectional and detail drawings  
    •      parts lists  
    •      performance data  
    •      operating instructions  
    •      instructions for maintenance and repair     

  Quality documentation     This is a compilation of all quality - relevant documents. 
The quality documentation of the subcontractors emanates from the quality assur-
ance plans (see section  4.3 ,  “ Component procurement ” ). Furthermore test certifi -
cates, test protocols etc. of the quality - related activities carried out on the building 
site during the assembly and start - up, such as weld inspections, acceptance of the 
Technical Control Board etc., have to be enclosed. 

 Further requirements regarding the scope of documentation may be: 
    •      complete quotations for spare and wear parts  
    •      instructions for maintenance and repair of the whole plant  
    •      lists of lubricants in consideration of the selected lubricant 

suppliers  
    •      coding of the operating resources and equipments  
    •      establishment of special single data sheets for the entire 

equipment  
    •      establishment of a complete plant index resp. plant database 

(plant registration system)    

 An important factor in establishing the fi nal documentation is the so - called  as 

built survey . In order to be able to incorporate into the fi nal documentation the 
changes made during assembly and start - up, which unfortunately are never com-
pletely inevitable, all changes made at the building site have to be recorded by the 
site manager and transferred to the mother house. This makes clear that the 
preparation of the fi nal documentation, from a chronological point of view, is one 
of the last activities within the framework of a project. 

 Finally, the question regarding the number of  copies  for the customer has to be 
mentioned. In case of medium - sized and large plants the fi nal documentation 
comprises a double - digit or triple - digit number of ring binders. If it has to be 
handed out tenfold it is easy to imagine that a lorry is required for their 
delivery!     

  4.9 
 Erection 

 The most important person during the erection is the  construction manager  who 
should preferably have great experience in such projects. Apart from coordination 
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and control of the site activities, communication with project management as well 
as the implementation of  safety measures  are among his or her fundamental 
tasks. 

 Owing to his or her erection experience it is advisable to integrate the construc-
tion manager as early as possible into the project. Here of course the integration 
into the layout and piping planning would be favourable. Being involved in the 
planning activities at an early stage, the construction manager is able to become 
familiar with the conditions of the current project. 

 The fi rst step of the actual erection is the planning of site equipment. Usually, 
the erection of certain containers is involved. These include e.g. 
    •      offi ce containers  
    •      workshop containers  
    •      stock containers  
    •      team containers  
    •      sanitary containers    

 In the offi ce containers, the site management is accommodated. The containers 
are usually provided with an offi ce for the site manager and a conference room. 
Stock containers are recommendable not only to protect parts from weather -
 related damages, but also from theft. Regarding the number and design of the 
team and sanitary containers the relevant provisions of the  workplace regulation  
have to be taken into account. 

 The site areas as well as the supply and disposal of containers (potable water, 
energy, waste water etc.) are agreed by the site manager and the operating company, 
if it is not stipulated in the contract. In case subcontractors or consortium partners 
have been commissioned, suitable areas have to be provided for them. Subcontrac-
tors with erection activities may be: 
    •      construction part  
    •      E/MC part  
    •      pipes  
    •      insulation  
    •      signage    

 Finally adequate places for the erection of the site cranes have to be found before 
the actual erection activities commence. 

  4.9.1 
 Excavation and civil works 

 In the following it is assumed that the construction part will not be carried out by 
plant manufacturers themselves, but by construction fi rms, which can either act 
as equal consortium partners or as subcontractors to plant manufacturers. 

 Personnel for the execution of excavation and  civil works  will be provided by the 
construction fi rm. The supervision of the works is incumbent on the site manager 
of the construction fi rm. During this phase, the activities of the erection manage-



ment are basically limited to the monitoring of dates and dimensions (correct 
position of the foundation of the plant components etc.). However, in view of the 
relevance of the right position of the foundations, this is of utmost importance 
(see Chapter  3 , section  3.3.5 ,  “ Alterations/claims ” ). 

 At the beginning of the construction phase, earth movements dominate activi-
ties on the building site. The required coordination of excavators and tipping 
lorries is incumbent on the site management of the commissioned construction 
fi rm. After having completed the ground excavation work, foundation or concrete 
works will be carried out, which are followed by steel construction and bricklaying 
works. The construction phase will be concluded with the installation of heating, 
air condition and ventilation as well as possible tiling works. 

 Here, special caution is advised. The site management should be urged to pay 
attention to the compliance with the specifi cations of the  released  HVAC - plans by 
the company assigned with the installation of the HVAC - facilities. It has to be 
taken into consideration that, at that point in time, the building or steel construc-
tion is still completely empty. Sometimes, plumbers wonder why they should, for 
example, lay a supply line around three corners although the direct connection 
would be much easier. Here, they ignore the fact that the direct connection could 
possibly lead to a collision with a large pipe of the actual plant! 

 Almost always interface problems arise between the plant manufacturer and the 
construction fi rm, which is primarily due to the usual deadline pressure. The plant 
manufacturer would like to begin with the assembly of the components as soon 
as possible, while the construction fi rm has not fi nished its work by that time. 
Thus e.g. scaffolds for the building or component assembly get in their way. Fur-
thermore, plant components added in the construction phase may be damaged 
during the ongoing construction work by welding works not correctly covered or 
by falling tools. Then claims and counter - claims are inevitable. In any case, parallel 
activities of different branches require a special coordination skill on the part of 
the erection management. A clear time - based delimitation is the easiest way, i.e. 
the component assembly starts only after the fi nal completion of the construction 
work. However, this requires all components to be installed after the completion 
of the construction part. If large components have to be installed during the con-
struction phase, interface problems will be inevitable anyway.  

  4.9.2 
 Component assembly 

 For the assembly of the components it is important to adhere to the assembly 
schedule established by the site manager in the run - up. Therefore, the site manager 
has to call off the components from the respective subcontractor and have them 
transported to the site. 

 Usually, transport is incumbent on the subcontractors. Depending on the size 
of the component to be transported  police approval  as well as  transport analysis  are 
required. Attention has to be paid to headrooms of bridges and tunnels, turning 
circle of the transport vehicles etc. Not only feeder roads have to be included in 
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the transport analysis but also accessibility within the site area. Furthermore it has 
to be considered that special transports are not always permissible. For project 
management it is advisable to examine both police approvals and transport analy-
sis, since the subcontractors or the assigned forwarders are often not aware of the 
complex intertwining of the individual activities. The delayed delivery of a large 
component can upset the whole assembly schedule. 

 With regard to unloading, subcontractor and plant manufacturer can agree on 
the free provision of the relevant auxiliary means, such as cranes, hoists etc., which 
are anyway on the building site. Mostly, the large components are directly inte-
grated into the plant. Figure  4.36  shows the installation of a tube bundle heat 
exchanger into a closed plant building over an opening in the roof.   

 In Figure  4.37 , the hoisting of a lying evaporation vessel with one main crane 
and one tracking crane is shown.   

 For the installation of large components suitable cranes are used which are 
usually leased. Since this entails considerable costs, an attempt is made to com-
press the assembly of the main components. The actual installation is often a 
matter of millimetres. With favourable wind conditions, however, this is not really 
a challenge, since the cranes are electronically controllable by means of remote 
control or radio transceiver. When the components are positioned and adjusted, 
they have to be anchored. 

 After or, if possible, contemporaneously with the assembly of the main compo-
nents, the assembly of the medium - sized and smaller components will commence. 
For this purpose, smaller and medium - sized components such as pumps, auxiliary 

    Figure 4.36     Installation of a tube bundle heat exchanger into a plant building. 
 



aggregates etc. are ordered to the building site at an early stage and are interme-
diately stored there. Depending on the conditions of the location and the kind of 
component, the subcontractor is required to provide suitable packaging or a tar-
paulin cover. The cover of vessel openings, such as nozzles, by means of plastic 
caps is always recommendable to avoid pollution or nests. Waste containers have 
to be provided for the disposal of packaging material. 

 Smaller components can be positioned by means of hoists, fork - lifts etc. Of 
course, they also have to be adjusted and anchored.  

  4.9.3 
 Pipe assembly 

 Subsequent to the assembly of the components, the pipe assembly will commence. 
Depending on the size of the plant, the pipe assembly can already begin in sections 
where the installation of the essential components has already been completed. 
In order to gain time, work is carried out in multi - shift operation. Since even with 
the most careful piping planning, e.g. with CAD systems, errors can never be 
completely excluded, it is advisable for the plant manufacturer to send one or more 
piping planners, including their CAD - workplaces, to the building site. This has 
several advantages: 
    •      The pipe fi tters can prepare themselves for the daily 

assembly by means of available 3D - views of the pipe route 
design in the CAD system.  

    Figure 4.37     Hoisting of an evaporation vessel with main and tracking cranes. 
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    •      In case of collisions, inevitable alterations can be designed 
directly in the CAD system.  

    •      All alterations can be reported on - site, transferred to the 
CAD system and fi nally be used for the as - built 
documentation.    

 The way of installing the piping depends on several factors. In case of metal 
pipes, mainly welding work is required. Here, the non - destructive testing has to 
be taken into consideration /4.36, 4.37/. Since x - ray tests are often concerned, the 
test areas have to be barred or secured. Careless coordination may result in the 
impediment of the actual piping installation. 

 Apart from the usual removable joints such as fl anges, screw connections and 
couplings, plastic pipes are either glued or welded. In the case of welding, the so -
 called  hot - plate welding  or electric socket welding is concerned /4.38, 4.39/. 

 Regarding the fabrication of the piping there are two possibilities: 
    •      prefabricated piping  
    •      site - run piping    

 The method of prefabricated piping requires a good and detailed piping plan-
ning. According to the specifi cations of the plant manufacturer, the pipe routes 
are prefabricated as far as possible on the pipe supplier ’ s premises, then marked 
and delivered to the building site in the form of a conglomerate of pipe formations. 
Subsequent to their positioning in the plant, the mating points are reduced and 
the connections are established. It may be agreed with the pipe supplier that the 
mating points in X, Y and Z - direction use a certain amount of oversize to com-
pensate for on - site tolerances. 

 In the case of site - run piping, at fi rst the standard pipe lengths, elbows, tees, 
reducers etc. will be delivered. With the aid of the piping and instrumentation fl ow 
charts the piping routes are planned and dimensioned. Then, manufacturing 
to measure follows in suitable workshop containers. The assembly is reduced 
to locating and anchoring. As usual, both possibilities have advantages and 
disadvantages: 

     Prefabricated piping    
      •      Prefabricated piping usually has a time advantage. The 

fabrication of piping routes is possible independent from 
other assembly works on the manufacturer ’ s premises.  

    •      Mutual impediments among pipe assembly, construction 
assembly and component assembly during the 
prefabrication phase can be excluded.  

    •      Building site activities are considerably less than those of 
site - run piping.  

    •      The consequences of collisions and alterations are 
considerable. In the worst case, complete piping routes have 
to be remanufactured. Of course, respective extra costs will 
arise.  



    •      Rubber lined pipe systems  must  be prefabricated. The 
required adjusting pieces have to be fabricated on the 
building site and have to be afterwards rubber lined by 
the manufacturer. The time effort involved must not be 
underestimated, but cannot be avoided.     

  Site - run piping      
    •      The planning effort is considerably lower and does not 

necessarily require the application of CAD systems.  
    •      The probability of collisions is considerably lower, as the 

 actual  local conditions have to be taken into consideration.  
    •      There is no possibility of planning the piping routes in 

consideration of the progress of stress.  
    •      The piping documentation has to be integrated or prepared 

on - site during the construction phase. Whether this has to 
be regarded as an advantage or disadvantage depends 
mainly on the scope of the required changes.    

 Often, both variants are applied at the same time. In case of high - temperature 
pipes the calculation of the stress curves is often inevitable, so the site - run piping 
is no longer possible. The advantages of the site - run piping are obvious in case of 
pipes with small nominal widths which do not require stress calculation. 

 Parallel to the pipe installation, the fi ttings and connections for the test points 
have to be positioned. Here again several possibilities exist: 
    •      fi xed fl anges:  
    •      rotatable fl anges  
    •      screwed connections  
    •      glued joints  
    •      welding joints  
    •      other fi ttings    

 Again there are advantages and disadvantages. Detachable joints allow the later 
turning of the fi ttings for better accessibility. A welding joint has to be cut fi rst. 
Sealing problems, however, do not exist. 

 It should be pointed out that so - called  dummies  may be built in for fi ttings that 
are not available in time for assembly due to delays in delivery. These are simple 
pipe runs showing the same  installation length  as the original fi ttings, or the fi tting 
supplier disposes of a suffi cient number of empty casings which are installed as 
dummies and exchanged after delivery of the original fi ttings.    

  4.9.4 
 Assembly  E / MC  technology 

 Usually, the assembly of the  electrotechnical equipment  can be carried out absolutely 
independently from the plant erection, since the control cabinets are accommo-
dated in separate rooms. The same applies to the  control system . 
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 More diffi cult is the installation of the  measuring instruments  and cabling. Since 
a large part of the measuring instruments is integrated in the pipes, the assembly 
occurs within the framework of the piping and fi tting assembly. 

 The cabling begins with the so - called  cable reels , where cables are laid from the 
control station to the individual consumers or measuring points in the  cable trays . 
The cable reel requires an external temperature of more than 5 ° C. If the external 
temperatures are lower, there will be the risk that the necessary tractive forces 
increase to such an extent that either the cables break or the cable trays will be 
deformed due to the embrittlement of the cable insulation. 

 The cable connecting plans generated both from the piping plans and from the 
piping and instrumentation diagrams show the position of the consumer or con-
necting points in the plant. The cable reel can be passed through before the 
assembly of the actual consumer. Suffi ciently long cables, called  “ pigtails ”  are 
dangling around to enable the later connection. In the majority of cases, cables 
are laid in protective conduits as soon as they leave the cable trays. Finally the 
cables are connected to the terminal boxes of the motor. 

 Usually the cable connection work requires separate scaffolds, which always 
causes problems with the other assembly works. Moreover, the concurrent assem-
bly of components and cable reels bears the risk of damaging the newly laid cables. 
This applies especially to the insulation work to be done. The pre - cut insulation 
sheets are extremely sharp - edged. In case of ensuing welding processes there is 
an additional fi re risk. Against this background, it is advisable to carry out the 
cable reel work only after the completion of the assembly. The usual time pressure, 
however, does not allow for such a procedure.  

  4.9.5 
 Insulations 

 Insulation work can start only after the assembly of the piping. Even electric trace 
heatings    –    if available    –    have to be installed, since they run inside the  insulation . 

 At fi rst, cylindrical components and straight pipe runs are insulated. The insula-
tion consists of a mineral wool layer of predetermined thickness and of an insulat-
ing sheet. Here, either steel/electroplated or aluminium sheets are used. 

 On longer vertical pieces the insulation wool has to be protected against slipping. 
For this purpose, insulation fasteners in the form of welded wires, on which the 
insulation wool is mounted, are suitable, or so - called dual grip rings which hold 
the insulation wool. 

 Finally the insulation caps or moulded parts for the other components as well 
as the pipe fi xtures can be mounted. However, to enable the respective visual 
control and repairs, the assembly of the insulation caps should occur only after 
the pressure and leakage tests. 

 Figure  4.38  shows a combined heat/sound insulation of a steam insulation 
valve. The heat/sound insulation includes the following: 
    •      exterior lining: 1   mm hot - dip aluminium coated steel sheet  
    •      2.5   mm glued - in sound - insulating fi lm  



    Figure 4.38     A group of fi ttings and fi xtures insulated by Felix Schuh+Co. 
 

    •      mineral fi bre mat stitched on electroplated wire mesh, 
including inwards - directed glass fl eece as drip protection  

    •      interior lining: 1   mm electroplated perforated sheet  
    •      for easy disassembly and reassembly, adjustable toggle 

latches of stainless steel are fi xed in the areas of the pitches.       

  4.9.6 
 Plant marking 

 Apart from modifi cations and residual works arising within the framework of the 
commissioning, the plant marking is the last assembly activity. Unless it derives 
from one of the customer ’ s specifi cations the kind of label has to be determined 
by the customer. Marking is subdivided into fi ve categories: 
    •      marking of the operating resources (components, fi ttings, 

measuring points etc.)  
    •      pipeline marking  
    •      cable marking  
    •      safety marking  
    •      other markings    

 Apart from the  safety markings, which are obligatory , further markings are at the 
sole discretion of the customer. While some operating companies require the 
marking of all components, others completely exclude further marking. 
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 The marking of the operating resources may be designed as engraved labels or 
profi le rails with individual letters being inserted. Plain text indications or their 
abbreviations and component numbers are used as label text. The label text should 
be agreed with the customer before manufacturing. For this purpose,  label text lists  
are suitable. 

 The actual labels are fi xed on  label carriers  (aluminium or plastic). The fi xing of 
the labels occurs by means of clamps, rivet joints, cable ties etc. It is advisable to 
assign the marking to suitable  specialist fi rms . Improper affi xing of the marking 
can cause considerable damages. It is said that in one case, to fi x a label of a huge 
hole was drilled into a large plastic tank. 

 Fig.  4.39  shows the marking of a group of fi ttings.   
 The pipes are marked with  banderols  either directly glued on to the pipes or on 

to the insulation. Here non -  corrosive adhesives have to be applied. 
 The medium delivered in the pipe can be read from the  colour of the banderol . 

The classifi cation of the media by colours is provided in DIN 2403. The most 
common media are: 
    •      water:   green  
    •      steam:   red  
    •      air:   grey  
    •      fl ammable gases:   yellow  
    •      non - fl ammable gases:   black  
    •      acids:   orange  
    •      lye:   violet  
    •      fl ammable liquids:   brown  
    •      oxygen:   blue    

 Mass fl ow number and name can be indicated additionally. Finally, the  fl ow 

direction  may be indicated. Figure  4.40  shows the marking of a pipe discharging 
acid washing water.   

    Figure 4.39     Example of component marking ( GFI Kennfl ex  ®  ). 
 



 The safety marking comprises in particular the marking of hazardous material 
according to the Ordinance on Hazardous Substances. A difference is made 
between  hazardous substances symbols  in yellow/black (skull for toxic media, etched 
hand for acids etc.) and  instruction signs  in blue/white (eye protection, breathing 
protection, ear protection). Moreover, the obligatory marking in the fi eld of electri-
cal engineering (e.g. high voltage), radiation protection (e.g. nuclear radiation), fi re 
protection (e.g. signage for fi re extinguishers and escape routes) and the marking 
of laser light have to be considered. 

 Further markings may be: 
    •      prohibitory signs (e.g. smoking ban)  
    •      company label  
    •      sign - posting  
    •      pavement markings  
    •      instruction signs  
    •      orientation systems  
    •      room marking      

  4.10 
 Commissioning 

 Regarding the schedule, the commissioning coincides with the residual work of 
the assembly. In many cases, at least the function tests can be started in some 
fi elds in which assembly is almost completed. The person mainly responsible for 
the commissioning activities is the  commissioning manager  who should be able to 
use their considerable experience gained in other projects. Commissioning, too, 
is subjected to a time schedule that should be adhered to. 

    Figure 4.40     Example of pipe marking ( GFI Kennfl ex  ®  ).  
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 Depending on the philosophy of the plant manufacturer, cleaning work may be 
included in the assembly activities. In this case, however, cleaning work is assigned 
to commissioning. 

 Similar to the planning of the assembly, the considerations regarding commis-
sioning of a plant should already be integrated in the beginnings of the plant 
engineering. Furthermore, the optimum implementation of the commissioning 
activities requires competent  commissioning management . After all, insights gained 
in the commissioning process should be absolutely  documented  to draw advantages 
for  future  projects. A comprehensive description of the commissioning activities 
is to be found in /4.40/. 

  4.10.1 
 Training 

 Training of the operating staff often belongs to the plant manufacturer ’ s scope of 
service. Of course, for the operator it is important to make the operating staff 
familiar with the new plant as early as possible. Therefore the operating staff 
should usually be trained before commissioning begins. It can even be agreed that 
the commissioning activities themselves have to be carried out by the operating 
staff, though at the plant manufacturer ’ s disposition instructions. 

 Adequate instruction material has to be prepared and, for familiarization, it has 
to be handed over to the training participants before the actual training courses 
commence. 

 The scope of training has to be coordinated with the operator and is to a high 
degree contingent on the qualifi cation and experience of the operating staff. 
Depending on the number of participants or due to the fact that the whole operat-
ing staff cannot be concurrently seconded to the training, several training courses 
should be held. 

 The courses should be conducted in seminar style. Suitable lecturers would be 
the project manager, the commissioning manager or senior engineer. Special 
importance should be attached to presentation of the functional principle and 
possible risks of the new plant.  

  4.10.2 
 Cleaning 

 After completion of the assembly work the  preliminary cleaning  of the building site 
and the plant has to be carried out. Depending on the country, separate waste 
containers for paper, cardboard, plastics scrap, metals, construction waste etc. have 
to be put up. Chemicals such as residues of lacquer and solvents are stored and 
disposed in casks. 

 The  inside  cleaning of the plant is considerably more diffi cult. At fi rst, the con-
tainers and apparatus have to be cleaned from inside. Manholes ensure the access. 
Afterwards the piping will be purged. It is amazing what can be found in the 
piping after the assembly. Apart from the usual cable ties, cigarette ends, cleaning 



cloths etc. often nests and perished animals, clothes, bottles etc. are found. In 
order to protect sensitive plant components, in particular pumps, measuring 
instruments and control valves, during the fl ushing process it is advisable to shut 
them off by means of  blanks . Sensitive measuring instruments can be removed. 
The orifi ces are to be closed by blind fl anges or caps. For control valves,  fl ushing 

inserts  can be ordered and installed. Pumps can be protected by installing blanks 
on the suction and pressure side. There is the alternative to protect sensitive plant 
parts through the installation of so - called  start - up strainers  or  fl ushing sieves . When 
using start - up strainers for pumps it has to be considered that this will reduce the 
NPSH A  - value. Therefore, in the case of cavitation - prone pumps operation with 
start - up strainers should be maintained only for a short time. 

 The systematic preparation of the fl ushing measures should be based on the 
piping and instrumentation diagrams. Here, all points where an installation of 
blanks, blind fl anges, fl ushing connections, draining connections etc. is necessary 
can be marked. In careful planning the required connections will already have 
been considered. 

 Usually, it is fl ushed from the pumps in the direction of the vessels or appara-
tuses. For this purpose, usually hoses with hose couplings are used. In order to 
enable the removal of coarse impurities, interval fl ushing is advantageous. The 
fl ushing conduit will be opened and kept open for a determined interval and will 
fi nally be closed again. This procedure can be repeated several times. With fl ush-
ing being done the piping system has to be drained and the fl ushing liquid has to 
be disposed of. Since fl ushing often occurs in vessel direction, the vessels have to 
be drained, too, and then fl ushed by means of hoses. 

 It should also be mentioned that it is not always water that is used for fl ushing. 
In some cases, certain plant parts are mechanically cleaned or blown dry by means 
of compressed air. Flushing with steam systems are a special case. Since in these 
fi elds, mostly carbon steel is used which can hardly be protected against corrosion 
during the assembly, the rust formed due to the atmospheric contact has to be 
removed until a protective magnetite layer is formed. For this purpose steam with 
high fl ow speed is usually blown through the piping to the outside. Depending on 
quantity and state of the steam, a muffl er has to be installed.  

  4.10.3 
 Pressure tests 

 The carrying out of pressure and leakage tests also requires suitable preparation. 
Since the vessels    –    as long as pressure vessels are concerned    –    have already been 
subjected to a pressure test in the manufacturer ’ s works, pressure tests are gener-
ally limited to the assembled pipes. In certain cases, however the Technical Regula-
tion on Pressure Vessels requires a pressure test of the apparatus in a built - in state 
/4.18/. 

 In the piping and instrumentation diagrams, the pipe sections subjected to 
pressure tests are marked. Here it has to be examined whether all contained 
aggregates should be pressure - tested, since the pumps already pressure - tested in 
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the manufacturer ’ s works are usually not included and are separated by means of 
blanks, just like the vessels. 

 To be able to carry out the actual pressure test, the system has to be fi lled at fi rst 
and then evacuated at the highest point. Afterwards the test pressure will be 
applied and the time - related pressure drop will be recorded. In addition, a visual 
test of all connecting points (welding seams, fl ange connections etc.) at the respec-
tive piping is carried out. The head of the test pressure is to be agreed with the 
customer, unless it is included in the rules and regulations. Normally, the 1.3 - fold 
value of the nominal pressure of the respective pipe is chosen. Following this, 
leakages have to be eliminated (e.g. the retightening of fl ange connections or the 
exchange of defective gaskets). 

 Finally water will be discharged from the pipes and the blanks can be removed 
for commissioning.

    Important : In many cases, a combination of the work steps 
 “ fl ushing ”  and  “ pressure testing ”  is possible! With the 
blanks in an adequate position, the pressures tests can be 
followed smoothly by the fl ushing of the piping.    

 In the case of piping not subjected to the Technical Regulation on Pressure 
Vessels the pressure tests can be waived with the customer ’ s agreement. Here 
piping with low operating pressure is concerned, which is often the case with e.g. 
ventilation pipes or atmospheric cooling water circuits. In such cases it will suffi ce 
to subject the piping to a  leakage test . For this test, the system is fi lled with water 
and visually tested for leakages. Here again it would be possible to combine 
leakage test and fl ushing.  

  4.10.4 
 Functional tests 

 Before switching on the aggregates of a plant, a so - called completion check has to 
be carried out. With the aid of the latest piping and instrumentation diagrams it 
will be checked whether all plant parts are there. As this is obvious in case of the 
main components, the completion check is limited to pipe installations, fi ttings 
and measuring points etc. 

 After all these preparations, the fi rst activities for the actual commissioning can 
be started. In principle, commissioning occurs from the bottom up through all 
hierarchy levels of the control engineering program; i.e. it begins with the activa-
tion of the individual aggregates, is followed by the tests of the sub - assemblies and 
system controls and ends with the examination of the major controls or the whole 
control program. 

 Commissioning starts with the  functional tests . Here, the individual aggregates 
and measuring points are tested for their correct function. Some examples are 
given below: 
    •       Direction of rotation check of the electric drives : When 

checking a pump ’ s direction of rotation, the pump will at 



fi rst be electrically connected and then be started for a short 
time and immediately be switched off again. The 
commissioning engineer controls on site whether the 
respective pump starts and checks the direction of rotation, 
which is usually indicated by an arrow on the casing of the 
electric motor. In case of proper functioning the 
commissioning engineer reports the result to the control 
room via RT - unit where it will be logged. In case of a 
pump ’ s malfunction, the reason has to be determined and 
eliminated. The testing of electric drives requires adherence 
to the safety regulations for electric appliances.  

    •       Functional test of fi xtures and fi ttings:  Here again the on/
off - fi ttings are consecutively opened and shut off from the 
control room. The commissioning crew controls on - site 
whether the fi ttings are actually shut or opened. Control 
valves are gradually opened and shut off.  

    •       Functional test of the apparatus:  Apparatus such as e.g. 
agitators, centrifuges and decanters are also started and 
tested, provided they may be operated when empty.  

    •       Functional test of the black boxes : Self - contained and 
operative small plants such as e.g. dosing plants, plate - and -
 recessed - plate fi lter presses, vacuum pumps with peripheral 
devices etc. are called  “ black boxes ” . The functional test 
comprises the testing of individual functions with the 
system being empty.  

    •       Functional test of measuring instruments:  If possible, the 
measuring instruments are function tested and calibrated 
already now. The binary leakage detector of a chemical tray 
designed according to the Water Resources Act, for example, 
can be simply tested by immersing it into a bucket. The 
alarm signal in the control room should respond. The 
correct response of the siren and warning light can be 
checked directly on - site. The disassembly and calibration of 
analogous devices for temperature measuring on site is 
quite uncomplicated. However, analogous level meters can 
only be tested and calibrated within the framework of the 
system tests.     

  4.10.5 
 System tests 

 After the functional testing of each individual aggregate, the controls of several 
coherent components can be tested. For this purpose, e.g. the group controls of 
pump units with the related fi xtures and fi ttings as well as the measuring instru-
ments are started and controlled on site. 
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 If the group controls of the entire system function properly, the main system control 
will be tested. Here e.g. vessels are fi lled with water and then, while fi lling and dis-
charging the vessel, the level measuring devices have to be tested and calibrated.

   Example : At least two very visible markings are applied to 
the empty vessel and measured in height. Afterwards, the 
vessel will be fi lled with water. In doing so, it has to be 
examined whether the release signal for the agitator is 
activated at the correct point and whether the agitator is 
being started. When the fi ll level reaches the lower 
marking, a commissioning engineer informs the control 
room via radio transceiver. The observation of the fi ll level 
rise occurs via a head access hole in the cover of the 
vessel. In the control room, the related analogous 
measuring point signal is recorded (e.g. 6   mA). During the 
further rise in the vessel, all messages and control signals 
of the vessel protection program are examined (e.g. 
 “ alarm high ”  and overfi ll protection). The reaching of the 
upper level marking is also reported to the control room 
and the related reading is registered (e.g. 17   mA). When 
the overfl ow is reached and its function has also been 
tested (e.g. through an inspection gauge in the overfl ow 
line), the vessel will be discharged again. In doing so, the 
control signals are tested, which should respond in case of 
 falling below  a certain fi ll level. This includes e.g. the 
hysteresis of the agitator and the activating of the pump 
protection of the connected pump unit.    

  4.10.6 
 Cold commissioning 

 After inspection of all system controls, cold commissioning can be started. In case 
of liquid processing plants, the plant will usually at fi rst be fi lled with water up to 
the control levels. 

 Afterwards, the individual system controls are activated until fi nally, the main 
control program is activated. Now, the main controls, such as e.g. fl ow - through 
and level controls can be tested and optimized. For this purpose, e.g. the propor-
tional coeffi cients, rate times and reset times of PID - controllers have to be adjusted 
/4.42/. In case of control procedures, usually the timing elements have to be opti-
mized, too, e.g. duration of the fl ushing processes.  

  4.10.7 
 Warm commissioning 

 In warm commissioning, the testing and optimizing of the plant components in 
connection with heat supply or heat removal as well as the application of the real 
media are involved. 



 Mostly, heat supply occurs by means of live steam, while for the heat removal 
relevant cooling aggregates are installed. Initially, warming - up of the steam pipes 
is required. For this purpose, the steam pipeline is slightly opened and the occur-
ring condensate is dissipated at the lowest point of the piping. When there is no 
more condensate, the discharge valve can be shut off and the condenser can be 
connected. Afterwards the heating of the respective heat exchanger can com-
mence. It begins with the minimal loading condition, then the load will be 
increased step by step until all functions of the steam system have been tested and 
optimized. 

 In many cases the commissioning of the live steam and cooling water system 
can also be carried out with water in the plant. Then a  “ warm dry run ”  may be 
undertaken. 

 In case of a successful course of the warm dry run, the plant will be discharged 
and, for the fi rst time, be run with the real starting material. Here again, it starts 
with the minimal loading condition, which is then increased in adequate steps 
until the design load is reached. The optimization tasks of warm commissioning 
include, inter alia, calibration of all quality measurements, such as e.g. pH - values, 
concentrations, densities etc. Control tasks in connection with the product quality 
can now also be tackled. 

 During all commissioning activities problems may arise, and in general, it is 
the new types of plants that cause most of them. Normally, similar or even identi-
cal plants may not cause major problems, since they should be known from previ-
ous projects. At this point it should be mentioned that failures are not always of 
a purely technical nature.

   Example : During the commissioning of a cooling tower 
plant the overfl ow pipe turns out to be constantly blocked, 
although cooling water is a  “ clean ”  medium. Since 
contaminations from the environment cannot be avoided 
it is assumed that the shut - off valve applied is not suitable. 
However, the blockage problem arises also after the valve 
has been exchanged against a ball valve. During the 
ensuing closer examination of the cooling tower plant a 
kind of beetle yet unknown to both plant manufacturer 
and operator turns out to feel extremely comfortable in 
the humid/warm climate of the cooling tower. Beetle 
cadavers have been responsible for the blockage!   

 The  commissioning staff  has the task of fi nding out the causes of the problems 
as quickly as possible and of planning and carry out the required changes. The 
failures as well as the measures for their correction must absolutely be docu-
mented to avoid their repetition in future projects. 

 If additional equipment has to be procured or piping variations required, the 
commissioning management has to coordinate it with the project management. 

 With all optimization tasks being fulfi lled, the customer can be informed about 
the disposition for the test run or warranty run.   
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  4.11 
 Warranty run/acceptance 

 Depending on the contract, a test run or warranty run belongs to the plant manu-
facturer ’ s scope of service. The test run/warranty run shall verify the proper func-
tion of the erected plant. 

 The operating conditions to be demonstrated within the framework of the test 
run/warranty run are either contractually stipulated or have to be subsequently 
agreed with the operator. In the majority of cases, the different loading conditions 
of the plant are shown and the guaranteed qualities such as energy and live steam 
consumption as well as product properties are measured. 

 Failures occurring during test runs have to be logged. If several minor or one 
major failure occurs, the contract may provide for a restart of the test run. The 
test run/warranty run results in a list of defects the removal of which has to be 
negotiated with the customer and the retrofi tting measures and their deadlines 
have to be determined. If retrofi tting measures do not lead to the desired success, 
the plant manufacturer will have to face claims for the relevant penalties, e.g. in 
case of exceeding live steam consumption. Major defects that cannot even be 
remedied by retrofi tting will entitle the operator to reject the whole plant. 

 In any case, the plant manufacturer will make every effort to remedy defi ciencies 
as quickly as possible. On the one hand s/he wants to satisfy his or her customer, 
on the other hand the project should be completed to prevent the penalty otherwise 
due. Moreover, the maintenance of the building site results in considerable operat-
ing costs. 

 After the successful acceptance the warranty period commences. If plant defi -
ciencies occur during the warranty period the plant manufacturer is obliged to 
remedy them, unless the damages are caused by the operator e.g. due to improper 
handling. In many cases the plant manufacturer can refer defi ciencies to the rele-
vant subcontractor provided the purchase orders have been carried out correctly. 

 Otherwise, with the successful conclusion of the test run/warranty run, the 
project will be completed. The building site can be cleared again. From now on, 
the operation of the new plant is taken over by the operator ’ s staff. And of course 
at this stage, it goes without saying, the successful completion of the project will 
be celebrated by everyone involved.    
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matter data   102
measuring point list   139f.
mechanical measuring setup   142f.
media data sheets   32ff.
metrological recording   23
mini plant technology   31f.
minutes of negotiations   108
monitoring of dates   96

n
net income area   13
network analysis   5

o
offsites   34
omissions   95
operating

– data   111
– mode   15ff.
– period   21
– phase   11
– reliability   16, 23
– resources   15
– staff   22

operation
– continuous   15
– intermittent   15
– year-round 24-hour   16

operator   59
– future plant   56
– model   22

optimization   49

order
– activities   108
– basis   56
– report   95

ordering process   108

p
patent applications   14
paying habits   28
payment   69f.

– apply for the   69
– terms of   69

penalties   16, 66f.
personnel

– maintenance   17
– repair   17

pipe
– assembly   169ff.
– high-temperature   157
– inquiry   160
– lists   161, 164
– passages   153
– procurement   160f.
– route planning   158
– routing   117
– stress analysis   101, 157f.
– supports   157

pipeline routes   150, 156
piping

– classes   112, 155f., 161
– diagrams   111f., 117
– fl ow charts   110
– package   101
– planning   101, 110, 150, 154ff.
– prefabricated   170f.
– routes   111, 115, 123
– site-run   171

plain text identifi cation   32, 34
planning

– instruments   1
– of resources   96
– phase   96f., 101

plant
– availability   16
– capacity   3, 6, 16, 20, 32f.
– chemical production   4, 30
– close-down   25
– concept modelling   101
– constructor   2, 16
– control-engineering   20
– curve   111, 115
– design   3f., 8, 26f.
– documentation   26
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– dosing and mixing   4
– dry run   180
– engineering   2, 7
– food production   4
– fully automatic   17, 22
– heat and power   4f.
– hydrostatic acid dosing   132, 134
– interfaces   25
– large-scale   4ff.
– lifespan   16, 19
– limit   26
– lines   34
– location   15ff.
– manufacturer   3, 21f., 28, 59
– medium-sized   4, 6, 15f., 22, 28
– model   149f.
– multistage evaporating   49ff.
– operator   2f., 13, 16, 18, 21f.
– pharmaceutical   4
– pilot   31
– sewage   4
– small   3ff.
– type   14f.
– units   102
– warm dry run   181

plot of land   15
police approval   167f.
political conditions   15
preferable zones   101
preliminary

– calculation   88
– inquiries   45f.
– quotations   45

pre-qualifi cation   9, 11
prequalifyings   25
price   69

– escalation clause   41
– fl uctuation   19, 41
– indices   19
– maintenance   45, 48
– purchase   27, 53
– quotation   45, 48, 59, 70
– selling   3
– tender   41

primary industry   21
process

– concept   20, 36
– development   30
– engineering technology   29, 32, 36, 

49
– fl ow sheet   122f.
– period   96

process plant
– capacity   16

– construction   1
– degree of automation   17
– design   1, 9
– kind of premises   15
– legal requirements   17f.
– location   15, 28f.
– safety-regulations   18
– start-up   1

process unit operations   30f.
process-control systems   22
procurement   10, 16

– component   96, 103, 105
product

– annual quantity of manufactured   3
– development   9, 14
– distribution   14
– fast-selling   20
– function   62
– high-quality   14
– highly-refi ned end   21
– idea   8f.
– intermediate   1
– marketable   13f.
– manufacturing   13f., 18
– output   21
– price   14
– profi t   13
– profi tability   24
– quality   21, 62
– quantity   14
– selling   14, 18

production
– data   62
– drawings   109, 148f.
– capacity   62
– facility   8
– output   16
– quantity   62
– start of   25

profi t   24f.
– margins   49
– maximize   24
– total   25

profi t oppertunities, see market analysis   
14

profi t-making zone   13
project

– calculation   83
– controlling   27, 83
– deadlines   63
– design   82
– development phase   11
– documentation   59
– duration   95f.
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project engineers   6f.
– demands   6f.
– job specifi cations   8
– personal qualifi cations   8
– technical requirements   8

project execution   10f., 28, 81ff.
– activities   82ff.
– assembly   10f.
– commisioning   10f.
– department   88f.
– detail engineering   10f.
– joint   88
– phase   10
– procurement   10f.

project management   6f., 27, 67, 69, 83, 95
project manager   3ff.
project manual   90
project monitoring   95
project organization   10, 81f.

– autonomous   90
project pennalties   63
project planning   8, 13ff.

– department   88f.
– joint   88

project procurement   86
– contract award   11
– department   28
– phase   9
– tender   11

project scheduling   10
project staff   95f.
poject structure   81f., 90
project team   4ff.
project term   8
pump   109, 111f., 127ff.

– automatic fl ushing device   128f.
– curves   117
– group   127ff.
– procurement activities   117
– pulsation dampener   135

q
quality assurance   83

– plan   104, 107f.
– process   102

quality controls   28
quality documentation   107
quality requirements   3, 107
quotation   48, 53, 60, 103f., 108, 117ff.

r
raw material   21, 32
regulations   57
research and development   14

resources   87
revenues   24f.
revision   93ff.

– line   93
– service   93

ring binder system   91f.
risk analysis   9, 28
rotary pump

– characteristic curves   120
– layout plan   121

running production   13

s
safety margins   34
schedule

– delay   95
– for commissioning   96
– for commponent procurement   97
– situation   95

scope
– of services   26, 48, 60ff.
– of supply   26, 48, 60ff.

sealing system   117
secrecy   76
service   4, 60

– additional   27
severability clause   77
shift job   22
signature policy   57, 78f.
site inspections   67
simulation

– block oriented   102
– calculation   31
– programs   31

soft skills   2, 7
software systems   102
solvency   28
source materials   1
specifi cations   19, 26f., 45, 76

– basic order   104, 108
– contract   59
– operator   27
– requirements   144
– technical order   104, 108

state of execution   95
statutory regulations   103
steel

– construction plan   152
– grating keyplans   153

strategy
– exchange   23
– inspection   23

subcontractors   45, 55, 57ff.
subsidiaries   62
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supplementary offer   71
supply   60

– contract   27
– schedule   48, 60

suspension   74f.
syndicate patrners   5
system maintenance   97
systematics   90ff.

– order   90
systems supplier   102

t
target price offers   21

– calculation   21
technical

– and commercial analysis   45
– data sheet   43f., 103f., 115f.
– guaranties   104
– part   60

technically run down   59
technology control   17, 135
tender documents   27f.
tendering procedure   25
termination   74f.
terms of payment   69
test

– certifi cate   68
– funcional   178f.
– on acceptance   68
– on completion   68
– pressure   177f.
– run   181
– system   179f.

time scheduling   3, 5, 96ff.
– framework   97f.

total downtime   16
training of operating staff   176
transaction   3f.
transparency of total plant system   123
transport analysis   167f.
trigger events   69f.
tubular heat exchanger   131, 133, 168

– inspection nozzle   131
– ventilation   131f.

v
vessels   109ff.

– atmospheric   124, 126
– drain connection   125
– dry run protection   125
– head access hole   124
– manhole   124
– overfl ow protection   125
– pressure generation source   

125
– process design   110
– ventilation system   125

w
warranty   10, 41, 66f.

– for corrosion   36, 41
– for wear   36, 41
– period   66, 68
– run   181f.
– vessel   111

workfl ow scheduling   96
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